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ABSTRACT 
 
Telomeres and Telomere Binding Proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana. (May 2004) 
Yevgeniy Shakirov, B.S.; Ph.D., Kazan State University, Russia 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Dorothy E. Shippen 
 
Telomeres are important protein-DNA structures at the ends of linear eukaryotic 
chromosomes that are necessary to prevent chromosome fusions and exonuclease attack. 
We found that telomere tracts in Arabidopsis are fairly uniformly distributed throughout a 
size range of 2-9kb. Unexpectedly, telomeres in WS plants displayed a bimodal size 
distribution with some individuals exhibiting 4-8 kb telomeres and others 2-5 kb 
telomeres.  We also examined the dynamics of telomere tracts on individual chromosome 
ends.  Following the fate of telomeres in plants through successive generations, we found 
that the shortest telomeres were typically elongated in the subsequent generation, while 
the longest telomeres were usually shortened.  Thus, telomere length homoeostasis is 
achieved through intermittent telomerase action on shorter telomeres to attain an optimal 
size.   
Single-strand telomere binding proteins were also analyzed. Four major telomere 
binding protein complexes from cauliflower were identified and their DNA-binding 
properties characterized. The DNA-binding component of one of the complexes was 
purified and analyzed by mass-spectrometry. Peptide mass data was used to search for 
putative protein candidates from the Arabidopsis thaliana database. 
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Additionally, two Arabidopsis genes, AtPot1 and AtPot2, were identified and 
characterized. The genes encode two single-strand telomeric DNA binding proteins. 
AtPot1 and AtPot2 proteins can homo- and heterodimerize in vitro. Pot1 protein 
predominantly localizes to the nucleolus, whereas Pot2 is exclusively nuclear. Plants 
over-expressing full-length Pot1 and Pot2 proteins had no obvious phenotype, while 
over-expression of P2DBD and P1∆DBD caused moderate telomere shortening. Plants over-
expressing P2DBD had severe morphological and reproductive defects, multiple 
chromosome abnormalities and aneuploidy. Over-expression of a chimeric protein 
P2DBD-P1∆DBD led to rapid telomere shortening, confirming the involvement of 
Arabidopsis Pot proteins in telomere length maintenance. Intriguingly, telomerase in 
P2DBD-P1∆DBD-EYFP plants is inactivated, suggesting that Pot proteins are also involved 
in regulation of telomerase activity. The analysis of Arabidopsis telomeres and telomere 
binding proteins will provide additional information towards understanding the role of 
the telomeric nucleoprotein complex in eukaryotic chromosome biology. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The physical ends of most eukaryotic chromosomes terminate in specialized 
protective structures known as telomeres. Telomeres are composed of repetitive DNA 
and associated proteins. Telomeres not only protect the terminal chromosomal DNA from 
degradation and end-to-end fusions, but also are involved in its replication. Shortening of 
the telomeric DNA tract below a minimal length (defined differently for different 
organisms) prevents continued cell proliferation. As a result, telomeres have been 
implicated in cellular aging and in oncogenesis (reviewed in Goytisolo and Blasco, 2002; 
Harley and Villeponteau, 1995).  
Telomeric DNA consists of tandem repeats of short, guanine-rich sequence. For 
most plants, the repeat is TTTAGGG, and for humans is TTAGGG. The number of 
repeats varies among species. In some lower eukaryotes this number is precisely defined, 
whereas in most higher eukaryotes telomere length is maintained within a defined range, 
from several hundred nucleotides to many thousand nucleotides (reviewed in 
Chakhparonian and Wellinger, 2003). Although this species-specific number of telomere 
repeats is variable, a certain minimum number is necessary to constitute a functional 
telomere. In budding yeast, an average of 325 bp are necessary and sufficient  
_____________ 
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to comprise a functional telomere (Shampay and Blackburn, 1988). In Arabidopsis, from 
which the first higher eukaryotic telomere was cloned (Richards and Ausubel, 1988), the 
telomere tracts are 2-7 kb in length (Richards et al., 1992; Riha et al., 2002) (Figure 1). In 
mammals, telomeres extend up to 150 kb (Kipling and Cooke, 1990). The common 
feature of all telomeres is the presence of a G-rich strand running 5’-3’ towards the 
chromosomal end. This guanine-rich strand is longer than the complementary C-rich 
strand, forming a 3' single strand protrusion called the G-overhang.  
G-overhangs have been detected in many organisms. In the ciliate Euplotes 
crassus, the overhang is only 14 nt long (Klobutcher et al., 1981), whereas in humans it is 
approximately 150 nt (Makarov et al., 1997). In plants, the overhang is present on at least 
half of the telomeric ends and is estimated to be 20-30 nt long (Riha et al., 2000). The G-
overhang is an essential feature of a functional telomere, and its deficiency is associated 
with end-to-end chromosomal fusions (van Steensel et al., 1998). The overhang is also 
involved in the formation of t-loops, in which this single-stranded region of the telomere 
folds back and invades the duplex telomeric repeats, displacing more internally located 
G-rich repeats (Griffith et al., 1999) (Figure 2). T-loops are thought to provide extra 
protection to the telomere. Although this mechanism does not appear to be universal, t-
loops were found in many evolutionary distant species, including plants and animals 
(Griffith et al., 1999; Murti and Prescott, 1999; Munoz-Jordan et al., 2001; Cesare et al., 
2003).  
Telomeres are dynamic structures that can shorten or lengthen. An equilibrium 
between telomere shortening and lengthening activities is thought to be established in 
each cell, resulting in the formation of species-specific length of the telomere tract 
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Figure 1. The structure of Arabidopsis telomeres. 
Pot1, Pot2, TRF1 and TRF2 are putative telomere binding proteins. 
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Figure 2. The t-loop model of telomere protection. 
Telomeres are proposed to exist in the t-loop form through most of the cell cycle. In S-
phase, the t-loop unfolds to provide access to conventional DNA replication machinery 
and telomerase. Only a small subset of the known telomere-associated proteins are shown 
here.
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(reviewed in Greider, 1996). In wild-type cells, telomere shortening is thought to occur 
primarily as a result of incomplete replication of the DNA ends. The failure to completely 
replicate chromosomal ends originates in the semiconservative nature of DNA 
replication. When the last RNA primer from the extreme 5' terminus of the daughter 
strand is removed during the lagging strand synthesis, this single-stranded region can not 
be filled-in by the conventional DNA-replication machinery, leaving the newly 
synthesized telomeres a little shorter. This DNA amplification failure is called the “end-
replication problem” (Olovnikov, 1973; Watson, 1972). Other, more active mechanisms 
of telomere shortening are also known. Examples include telomere rapid deletion (TRD) 
of exceptionally long telomeres (reviewed in Lustig, 2003) and telomere attrition caused 
by deficiency in key regulators of telomere length (Baumann and Cech, 2001). 
Recombination and active nuclease attacks are thought to be responsible for these rapid 
shortening events. 
Telomere loss can be counteracted by the action of a specialized enzyme called 
telomerase (Greider and Blackburn, 1985). This enzyme contains two essential 
components: an RNA moiety and a reverse transcriptase (reviewed in Greider, 1996). The 
RNA subunit of telomerase contains a sequence complementary to the G-rich telomeric 
repeat. This sequence is used as a template for extending the G-overhang, which is 
performed by the reverse transcriptase subunit. The catalytic subunit of telomerase was 
designated TERT for telomerase reverse transcriptase. Although the two components 
described above are sufficient for telomerase activity in vitro, the holoenzyme is likely to 
contain additional components in vivo, that are involved in telomerase recruitment, 
activation or regulation of its activity in vivo (Gandhi and Collins, 1998; Greene and 
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Shippen, 1998; Lundblad and Szostak, 1989) (Figure 3). Telomerase-associated proteins 
have been cloned from several different species, including ciliates, yeast and mammals, 
but no conserved set of accessory proteins appears to be present in all organisms. 
Genes encoding TERT subunits have been isolated from many organisms, 
including plants (Oguchi et al., 1999; Fitzgerald et al., 1999; Heller-Uszynska et al., 
2002). Although all TERTs harbor several typical reverse transcriptase motifs and a 
telomerase-specific motif, they are not conserved outside of these regions. Similarly, 
RNA subunits from different organisms share almost no sequence similarity, but do form 
similar secondary structures (Lingner et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2000). Because of very 
little sequence conservation even between closely related organisms, genes encoding 
plant RNA subunits of telomerase have not yet been identified. 
In many eukaryotes, telomerase expression and its activity are developmentally 
regulated. In the ciliate Euplotes crassus, new higher order telomerase complexes with 
distinct biochemical properties appear during development (Greene and Shippen, 1998), 
and both programmed ribosomal frame shifting and a switch between telomerase 
catalytic subunits appear to contribute to this change (Karamysheva et al., 2003). In 
humans, telomerase is only expressed in actively dividing tissues, such as germline and 
cancer cells (Wright et al., 1996), but not in most somatic cells. Similarly to that, 
telomerase is only detectable in reproductive or other actively dividing plant cells, such 
as flowers, root tips and callus (Fitzgerald et al., 1996; Heller et al., 1996; Riha et al., 
1998).  
Telomerase activity can be assayed in vitro using a single-stranded telomeric 
DNA primer, radio-labeled nucleotides and a cell-free extract (Greider and Blackburn, 
 7
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Telomerase is responsible for adding telomeric repeats. 
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1985). A more sensitive assay called the TRAP assay (telomere repeat amplification 
protocol) utilizes PCR for telomerase detection (Kim et al., 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 1996). 
In both the direct assay and the TRAP assay telomerase elongates the input primer, 
adding one nucleotide at a time to generate multiple tandem repeats of the telomeric 
sequence. When the products are resolved by PAGE, a ladder of bands is generated with 
the periodicity of the telomere repeat sequence. Although telomerase preferentially binds 
to telomeric sequence primers over non-telomeric sequences, many telomere-like 
sequences can be extended by the enzyme. Overall, telomerase has a general affinity for 
G-rich oligonucleotide sequences (Lee and Blackburn, 1993; Harrington and Greider, 
1991). 
Telomere length maintenance is crucial in the immortalization process. Since 
most somatic cells in higher eukaryotes are telomerase-negative, their telomeres shorten 
with each subsequent cell division. Because of this end-replication problem, normal 
human cells in culture divide only a finite number of times, after which they encounter a 
proliferative barrier (Hayflick, 1965). Over-expression of telomerase in such cells can 
overcome this barrier, lengthening the telomeres and extending the lifespan of the cells 
(Bodnar et al., 1998; Vaziri and Benchimol, 1998). Some cells do not respond to 
telomerase induction by lengthening their telomeres. Instead, telomeres continue to 
shorten and reach a new, shorter length which is maintained for some more cell divisions 
(Zhu et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1999). 
The regulation of telomerase expression is complex and poorly understood. 
Transcription of the hTERT gene is likely to be the limiting factor regulating telomerase 
activity. The hTERT mRNA is not present in most somatic tissues and its expression is 
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elevated in most human cancer lines (Nakamura et al., 1997; Kilian et al., 1997; 
Meyerson et al., 1997). The hTERT promoter has been well-characterized and found to 
contain binding sites for many transcription factors. Transcription factor c-Myc can 
induce both hTERT expression and telomerase activity (Wang et al., 1998) by binding 
directly to the two E-box elements present in the hTERT promoter. Another transcription 
factor, Sp1, may also activate transcription of the hTERT gene. Mutations in Sp1 binding 
sites abolish hTERT promoter activity (Kyo et al., 2000). Other regulators of hTERT 
expression may include Mad1, the E6 protein from human papilloma virus 16, p53, WT-1 
and many others. 
Additional levels of telomerase regulation may include alternative splicing and 
other post-transcriptional modifications, such as phosphorylation. Various hTERT splice 
variants have been detected in different human tissues, suggesting a possible mechanism 
to produce alternative forms of hTERT molecules with somewhat different properties 
(Colgin et al., 2000; Yi et al., 2000). Protein phosphorylation is a common mechanism of 
regulating enzyme activity. In human cells, hTERT protein is regulated by 
phosphorylation. The tyrosin kinase c-ABL is able to phosphorylate hTERT both in vitro 
and in vivo (Kharbanda et al., 2000). Presumably, hTERT is phosphorylated in the 
cytoplasm in response to ionizing radiation. The phosphorylated hTERT protein then 
translocates to the nucleus, where it assembles into an active telomerase particle (Liu et 
al., 2001). 
Telomerase-independent mechanisms for telomere maintenance have been 
previously reported (reviewed in Pardue and DeBaryshe, 1999). For example, telomeres 
in Drosophila melanogaster are composed of multiple copies of two retrotransposable 
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elements, HeT-A and TART. Transposition of HeT-A and TART yield arrays of repeats 
larger and more irregular than the repeats produced by telomerase (Pardue and 
DeBaryshe, 1999). In addition, certain telomerase-negative tumor cells and yeast use 
recombination-based mechanisms for chromosome end maintenance (Lundblad, 2002). 
Nonetheless, most eukaryotic cells depend on telomerase for chromosomal end 
maintenance. In the absence of telomerase, telomeres become progressively shortened 
triggering genome instability and cellular senescence (Shay and Wright, 2001; Forsyth et 
al., 2002; Riha et al., 2001; Artandi and DePinho, 2000; Riha et al., 2001). 
Like most other eukaryotic organisms, Arabidopsis employs telomerase to 
maintain proper telomere length. The gene encoding the catalytic subunit of Arabidopsis 
telomerase (AtTERT) has been cloned (Fitzgerald et al., 1999; Oguchi et al., 1999) and 
shown to encode a typical reverse transcriptase with all the canonical telomerase protein 
motifs. The gene encoding the telomerase RNA subunit has not yet been cloned from any 
plant species. In Arabidopsis, as in humans, telomerase is only expressed in actively 
dividing tissues. As shown by the TRAP assay, telomerase activity is present in flowers, 
root tips and callus, but not vegetative tissues, such as leaves (Fitzgerald et al., 1996). 
The Arabidopsis TERT gene was the first gene shown to be involved in plant telomere 
biology. Disruption of this gene leads to progressive telomere shortening. For the first 
five or six generations, decreasing telomere length is the only apparent consequence of 
telomerase deficiency (Fitzgerald et al., 1999). However, from the sixth generation 
onward, major proliferation deficiency defects become apparent, including a decline in 
plant viability and growth (Riha et al., 2001). These defects result from progressively 
worsening genome instability as a consequence of chromosome fusions. 
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TELOMERE LENGTH REGULATION AND CHROMOSOME END 
PROTECTION IN CILIATES 
 
Telomere length regulation is thought to be mediated by various proteins 
specifically associated with the telomeric DNA. This specialized group of proteins is 
called telomere end binding proteins (TEBP), and can be divided into two classes – those 
that bind along the length of the duplex region of the telomere and those that interact with 
the single-stranded G-overhang. Several examples of each class from evolutionary distant 
species have been well characterized both genetically and biochemically. 
The first telomere binding protein was identified in the ciliate Oxytricha nova. 
This TEBP consists of two subunits, α and β, that form α–α homodimers or α–β 
heterodimers. The α–β heterodimer forms a very stable complex with the single-stranded 
G-overhang in 1:1:1 stoichiometry (Gray et al., 1991; Hicke et al., 1990). In the absence 
of β subunit, the α subunits form a dimer capable of less stable binding to the telomeric 
DNA (Fang et al., 1993). The α subunit of O. nova protein, as well as its homologue in 
Euplotes crassus (Price, 1990), binds the DNA via a specialized DNA-binding domain 
(N_TELO_alpha domain), which structurally folds into the 
oligosaccharide/oligonucleotide fold, known as OB fold (Murzin, 1993). The single-
strand telomere binding proteins of ciliates are thought to stabilize telomeres by 
providing a cap at the extreme terminus. 
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SINGLE-STRAND TELOMERE BINDING PROTEIN IN BUDDING YEAST 
 
Yeast telomeres have been shown to contain a 3’ G-rich overhang of about 30 
nucleotides in S-phase. A primary factor that binds to the G-overhang is the Cdc13p 
protein. Originally CDC13 was identified as an essential gene involved in cell cycle 
control (Garvik et al., 1995). A temperature-sensitive allele of CDC13, cdc13-1, causes 
cell cycle arrest in the G2/M phase at the non-permissive temperature. In a later screen, 
CDC13 was identified as one of four genes, mutations in which lead to the EST 
phenotype (ever shorter telomeres) (Nugent et al., 1996). A mutation in this gene, cdc13-
2 est, results in phenotypes similar to those observed when the telomerase RNA subunit 
gene (TLC1) is deleted. In both cases, telomeres become progressively shorter eventually 
resulting in senescence. CDC13 encodes a 924-amino acid protein of about 105 kDa 
(Garvik et al., 1995). Although analysis of its sequence does not identify any known 
DNA- or RNA-binding motifs, its DNA-binding domain can be localized to amino acids 
451-693 (Wang et al., 2000). Gel mobility shift experiments showed that Cdc13p binds 
single-strand G-rich telomeric oligonucleotides with a binding affinity of 0.3 µM (Nugent 
et al., 1996). The protein is also capable of binding to human and ciliate telomeric 
sequences, though with much lower affinity. Interestingly, Cdc13p can also bind partially 
duplex substrates and does not require a free 3’-terminus for binding. 
The in vivo and in vitro analysis of several Cdc13p mutations has provided insight 
into the protein’s role at the telomeres. In cdc13-1 ts mutants, the C-strand of the 
telomere is rapidly lost at non-permissive temperature, resulting in a senescence 
phenotype. Interestingly, the cdc13-2 est strain exhibits none of the conditional lethality 
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or cell cycle arrest phenotypes of the cdc13-1 ts strain, and extensive single-strand 
telomeric DNA is not observed in this mutant. A cdc13-2 est tlc1 double mutant exhibits 
the same degree of telomere shortening as cdc13-2 est or tlc1 mutants alone, suggesting 
that both genes function in the same pathway. Since telomerase from cdc13-2 est is active 
in vitro, the cdc13-2 est mutation abolishes CDC13 function that is required for 
regulation of telomerase in vivo, but not for enzyme activity in vitro. In contrast, the 
cdc13-1 ts tlc1 double mutant had an exaggerated phenotype relative to the tlc1 strain 
alone. Therefore, it was proposed that cdc13-1 ts alters a separate aspect of Cdc13p 
function. Based on these data Cdc13p was proposed to have two distinct roles at the 
telomere. First, Cdc13p physically protects the end of the chromosome, and second, it 
regulates telomerase access to the telomere (Nugent et al., 1996). 
Much of our understanding of CDC13 function in yeast cells comes from 
identification of Cdc13p-interacting proteins. One of these proteins, Stn1p, associates 
with Cdc13p by two-hybrid analysis (Grandin et al., 1997). An STN1 deficiency causes 
accumulation of longer G-overhangs, and stn1-13 cells exhibit abnormally long telomeres 
(Grandin et al., 1997). Another protein, Ten1p, was identified in a genetic screen as a 
suppressor of temperature-sensitive stn1 mutations (Grandin et al., 2001). This protein 
physically associates with both Stn1p and Cdc13p, and defects in its binding to Stn1p are 
responsible for the long telomere phenotype of stn1-13 mutants. In addition, several ten1 
mutations have been shown to cause telomerase-dependent telomere lengthening. Other 
temperature-sensitive mutants of TEN1 accumulate single-stranded telomeric DNA 
(Grandin et al., 2001). 
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Based on the physical interaction between Cdc13p, Stn1p and Ten1p, these 
proteins are proposed to form a protective cap on the telomeres (reviewed in Evans and 
Lundblad, 2000). Therefore, one of the major functions of Cdc13p appears to be 
delivering this capping complex to chromosome ends. Each protein in this complex has a 
distinct role, with Cdc13p serving as the delivery vehicle and loading platform for 
associating factors, Stn1p being a major end capping protein and Ten1p assisting in this 
process. Mutations in one component of the complex can completely abolish activity of 
the complex as a whole.  
CDC13 is also involved in positive regulation of telomerase access to the 
telomere. Positive regulation relies on the physical interaction between Cdc13p and 
Est1p, a non-catalytic component of telomerase (Qi and Zakian, 2000). Certain mutations 
in each protein that abolish their function also disturb the Cdc13p-Est1p interaction 
(Chandra et al., 2001). However, when the two mutations are simultaneously introduced 
into the same strain, telomere replication is completely restored. Analysis of the nature of 
these mutations showed that physical association of the two proteins depends on the 
presence of oppositely charged interacting residues (Pennock et al., 2001). The 
requirement for this type of protein-protein interaction can be bypassed if the 15 kDa 
DBD of Cdc13p protein is fused to Est1p in the absence of wild type Cdc13p protein. 
This experiment further demonstrated that Cdc13p is involved in telomerase recruitment 
in vivo (Pennock et al., 2001).  
Interestingly, Ccd13p can also act as a negative regulator of telomere length. 
Certain mutations in CDC13 lead to the telomere elongation phenotype. In these cells, the 
3’-end overhangs on both strands are elongated as well. It is generally thought that in 
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addition to providing the capping function, Cdc13p-Stn1p-Ten1p complex coordinates 
leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis machineries, and mutations in any of these 
components disrupt this connection. While certain mutations in lagging strand replication 
machinery lead to similar telomere phenotypes (Adams Martin et al., 2000), there is 
evidence that Cdc13p and the catalytic subunit of polymerase α associate with each other 
in vivo (Qi and Zakian, 2000). It seems likely that the Cdc13p first recruits telomerase to 
the telomere and subsequently acts to limit telomerase action in response to the lagging 
strand DNA synthesis by the DNA polymerase α – primase complex. 
 
RAP1P, A DOUBLE-STRAND TELOMERE BINDING PROTEIN IN BUDDING 
YEAST 
 
In addition to single-strand terminus-specific binding proteins, telomeric DNA is 
bound by specific proteins along the length of the duplex telomeric region. In budding 
yeast, the major double-strand telomere DNA-binding protein is Rap1p (repressor-
activator protein 1). In addition to binding telomeres, Rap1p is also involved in 
transcriptional control of many genes. Promoter regions of genes for many ribosomal 
proteins and glycolytic enzymes contain Rap1p binding sites, and RAP1 function 
contributes to the transcriptional regulation of these genes (Hardy et al., 1992).  
Most Rap1 protein molecules are concentrated at telomeres (Klein et al., 1992), 
where they bind DNA using two Myb-type helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifs (Konig et al., 
1996) positioned in tandem in the middle of the polypeptide. Both HTH motifs bind 
independently to two repeated sequence elements 5’-GGGTGT-3’ and 5’-GGTGT-3’, 
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which are separated by 8 bp. This sequence arrangement corresponds to a simplified 
yeast telomeric repeat, TG1-3.  
RAP1 is an essential gene and encodes a negative regulator of telomere length. 
Every chromosome end in yeast contains about 18-20 high-affinity Rap1p binding sites. 
According to the protein-counting model of telomere length regulation, the number of 
telomere-bound Rap1p molecules determines whether a telomere will be elongated by 
telomerase (Marcand et al., 1997). This protein-counting feedback mechanism for 
telomere length regulation is independent of the number of telomeric repeats and relies 
solely on the number of telomere-bound Rap1 protein molecules. In wild-type yeast cells, 
the number of telomere-assembled Rap1p molecules is actively maintained at the same 
level. A telomere saturated with Rap1p molecules is prevented from elongation. When 
degradation or incomplete replication causes the loss of extra Rap1p-binding sites, the 
telomere is switched to a new state that favors its elongation. Once the number of the 
missing Rap1p-binding sites is restored, more Rap1 proteins can be bound and the 
telomere switches back to the telomerase-inaccessible state. 
Once bound to the telomere, Rap1p recruits additional proteins to form a higher-
order complex. Two sets of proteins, the Sir proteins (Moretti et al., 1994) and the Rif 
proteins (Wotton and Shore, 1997), associate with Rap1p on the telomeres via the Rap1 
C-terminus. Sir3p and Sir4p form a complex with Sir2p to induce the transcriptional 
repression of subtelomeric genes (telomeric silencing) (Kyrion et al., 1992), while Rif1p 
and Rif2p are important for negative regulation of telomere length. When the RIF genes 
are deleted, telomeres lengthen in a telomerase-dependent manner (Wotton and Shore, 
1997). Similarly, mutations in the conserved C-terminal domain of Rap1p lead to 
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telomerase-dependent telomere length increase (Kyrion et al., 1992). It is generally 
thought that Sir and Rif proteins bind to the same portion of Rap1p C-terminus and 
antagonize each other in vivo by competing for Rap1p binding. This competition is cell 
cycle regulated. It is known that occupancy of telomeres by the structural proteins Rap1p, 
Sir3p, Sir4p, Rif1p and Rif2p is lower in late G2/M than in G1 or S (Laroche et al., 
2000). Also, telomerase acts in late S or G2/M but not in G1 (Marcand et al., 2000). This 
suggests that at least some components of the protein complexes at telomeres are 
dynamically assembled and disassembled, and Rap1p is a key regulatory factor of this 
machinery. 
 
TELOMERE-ASSOCIATED FACTORS IN FISSION YEAST 
 
Although the genome of S. pombe does contain an S. cerevisiae RAP1 sequence 
homologue, this protein does not directly bind telomeres in the fission yeast and instead 
associates with the telomeric chromatin via protein-protein interaction with Taz1p. Taz1p 
is the major double-strand telomere binding factor in the fission yeast S. pombe. The 
taz1+ gene was identified in a one-hybrid screen for genes encoding double-strand 
telomere binding factors, and was shown to be a negative regulator of telomere length 
(Cooper et al., 1997). Taz1p binds to telomeres directly both in mitotic and meiotic cells 
and its function is required for a diverse range of telomere functions in fission yeast. 
Although taz1+ function is not essential for vegetative growth under native conditions, its 
deficiency results in dramatically elongated telomeres, increased length of the G-
overhang, and the loss of the telomere position effect (Cooper et al., 1997).  
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When arrested in G1 phase of the cell cycle, Taz1-deficient cells lose viability and 
accumulate telomere fusions through the Ku-dependent non-homologous end-joining 
(NHEJ) pathway (Ferreira and Cooper, 2001). In addition, the long telomeres in taz1∆ 
cells at cold temperatures become entangled with each other, leading to double-strand 
DNA breaks and chromosome missegregation (Miller and Cooper, 2003). These 
observations demonstrate that Taz1p normally contributes to the formation of the 
protective cap at the telomeres and restricts NHEJ from recognizing a chromosome 
terminus as an unrepaired double-strand break. 
Taz1 function is also essential for progression into meiosis. In the absence of 
taz1+, telomeres do not stably cluster at the spindle pole body, which leads to defective 
nuclear divisions (Cooper et al., 1997). Meiotic recombination and spore viability are 
greatly reduced in taz1 mutants. Thus, Taz1 appears to play several important roles in the 
mitotic and meiotic yeast cells.  
In terms of overall organization, Taz1p is similar to human TRF1 and TRF2 
proteins (see below). It contains a single Myb-like domain at the C-terminus and a TRF 
homology domain in the central region. In vitro, Taz1p binds a fission yeast telomeric 
DNA fragment in a sequence specific manner (Spink et al., 2000). The binding requires 
Taz1p dimerization, which happens in the absence of DNA. The minimal DNA fragment 
bound by the full length Taz1p dimer contains two copies of the GGTTA sequence.  
Taz1p regulates telomere length in fission yeast possibly by providing binding 
sites and recruiting other telomere length regulators, Rap1p and Rif1p, which may 
perform essential telomere functions (Kanoh and Ishikawa, 2001). Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe rap1+ and rif1+ were identified in a database search based on their similarity to 
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae RAP1 and RIF1 (Kanoh and Ishikawa, 2001). In the mutant 
rif1 strain, the telomeric DNA is 200 bp longer than in the wild type. Similarly, telomeres 
are significantly elongated in rap1 mutants. Double mutants with taz1 displayed telomere 
length similar to that of the single taz1 mutant, suggesting that Rif1p and Rap1p function 
in a Taz1p-dependent manner. The rap1 rif1 double mutant showed longer telomeres 
than either of the single rap1 or rif1 mutants, indicating that Rif1p and Rap1p function in 
separate telomere maintenance pathways. Consistent with that, both Rif1p and Rap1p can 
bind Taz1p in the absence of each other and do not interact in yeast two-hybrid screen. 
Both proteins require Taz1p for their telomere localization in vivo, but Taz1p can bind 
telomeres in the absence of Rif1p and Rap1p (Kanoh and Ishikawa, 2001). Therefore, it 
is thought that the primary role of Taz1p is to recruit Rif1p, Rap1p and, possibly, other 
telomere regulators. 
 
TELOMERE BINDING PROTEINS IN HUMANS 
 
Human telomeres are bound by two major double-strand telomere binding 
proteins, TRF1 and TRF2. Both proteins were identified on the basis of their ability to 
bind human telomeric oligonucleotides in vitro (Chong et al., 1995; Broccoli et al., 1997). 
As with most other double-strand telomere binding proteins, TRF1 and TRF2 contain a 
Myb-like helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain at their C-terminus. TRF1 and TRF2 
proteins share 56% identity in their Myb domain. The central dimerization domain is 
responsible for the formation of TRF1 and TRF2 homodimers (Bilaud et al., 1997). The 
most variable region of the proteins is the N-terminal domain, which is acidic in TRF1 
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and basic in TRF2. Both proteins specifically bind telomeric DNA in vivo (Broccoli et 
al., 1997; Bilaud et al., 1997). TRF1 dimer binds adjacent YTAGGGTTR sites on the 
DNA. The bound TRF1 dimers loop the sequence between the two half sites (Bianchi et 
al., 1997) and also have the ability to bring two telomeric tracts together (Griffith et al., 
1998). Both TRF1 and TRF2 are extremely important for telomere length regulation (van 
Steensel and de Lange, 1997; Smogorzewska et al., 2000). Over-expression of TRF1 and 
TRF2 in human cell lines results in a gradual decline in telomere length, whereas over-
expression of a dominant negative form of TRF1 leads to telomere elongation. These 
studies suggest that telomere-bound TRF1 is an inhibitor of telomere elongation.  
One of the many important roles of TRF1 proteins at the telomere is the ability to 
interact with other telomere proteins, such as TIN2, Ku and tankyrase. The function of 
the conserved Ku heterodimer at the telomeres will be discussed below. Tankyrase is a 
poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase, containing 24 typical ankyrin repeats and an N-terminal 
acidic domain. The human tankyrase promotes telomere elongation by modifying TRF1 
and inhibiting its binding to telomeric DNA (Smith et al., 1998). Over-expression of 
tankyrase induces ADP ribosylation of TRF1, releasing it from the telomere. 
Subsequently, the lack of a sufficient number of bound TRF1 molecules leads to gradual 
telomere elongation by telomerase. 
Another telomeric protein, TIN2, interacts with the central domain of TRF1 and 
co-localizes with TRF1 at telomeres (Kim et al., 1999b). Over-expression of a dominant-
negative TIN2 lacking a portion of its amino-terminal sequence induces telomere 
elongation only in telomerase-positive, but not telomerase-negative human cells, 
suggesting that TIN2 may also be a negative regulator of telomere elongation. It has been 
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proposed that TIN2 is an essential component of the TRF1 pathway and may act by 
promoting the formation of a large, multimeric complex at the telomeres (Kim et al., 
1999b).  
Recently, a novel TRF1-interacting protein called PinX1 was identified in a yeast 
two-hybrid screen (Zhou and Lu, 2001). Over-expression of PinX1 induces telomere 
shortening, leading to genome instability. PinX1 depletion results in elongation of 
telomeres. Remarkably, PinX1 was shown to inhibit telomerase activity both in vitro and 
in vivo by direct interaction with hTERT. Therefore, PinX1 is the first known telomerase 
inhibitor in vivo.  
The second mammalian duplex telomere protein is TRF2. This protein binds 
along the length of the double-stranded telomere region with more than 100 protein 
molecules per chromosome end (Bilaud et al., 1997; Broccoli et al., 1997). Like TRF1 
and TIN2, TRF2 is a negative regulator of telomere length (Smogorzewska et al., 2000). 
In recent years, TRF2 has also emerged as the major telomere end protection factor. 
Over-expression of a dominant-negative version of TRF2 results in the disappearance of 
endogenous TRF2 from telomeres, induction of p53-damage response pathway and 
chromosome end fusions (van Steensel et al., 1998; Karlseder et al., 1999). The end-to-
end telomere fusions result from loss of the G-overhang. The G-overhang is an essential 
feature of functional telomeres, and its absence results in telomeres being recognized as 
double-strand DNA breaks. The cellular machinery responsible for repairing double-
strand DNA breaks in higher eukaryotes is a multisubunit protein complex associated 
with the NHEJ pathway. This pathway is activated in cells lacking TRF2 and is thought 
to be responsible for fusing telomere ends in these mutants. In some cell types, TRF2 
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inhibition also induces apoptosis (Karlseder et al., 1999). Therefore, the loss of TRF2 
from telomeres creates an altered chromosome end structure capable of activating the 
DNA damage response pathway and ultimately resulting in senescence or apoptosis.  
TRF2 also protects critically shortened telomeres. In culture, primary human lung 
fibroblasts grow for 55 population doublings before reaching senescence with an average 
telomere length of 7 kb (Karlseder et al., 2002). Over-expression of wild-type TRF2 
allows these cells to divide longer, with telomere length at senescence reaching only 4 kb 
(Karlseder et al., 2002). These cells also accumulate fewer chromosomal aberrations, 
suggesting that high levels of TRF2 protein provide better protection of chromosome 
ends. The extra stability provided by TRF2 over-expression could result from more 
efficient t-loop formation (Griffith et al., 1999). The current model suggests that in 
addition to TRF2’s role in the inhibition of NHEJ processes at the natural chromosomal 
termini, this protein is also involved in chromosome end processing and overhang 
formation, which in turn are necessary to form stable t-loops (Karlseder, 2003; de Lange, 
2002).  
TRF2 also interacts with hRap1 and recruits it to telomeres. hRap1 protein was 
identified in a standard two-hybrid screen using TRF2 as bait (Li et al., 2000). Based on 
the sequence similarity, hRap1 was classified as a human ortholog of the Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae telomere protein Rap1. Human Rap1 is a 399 amino acid protein and contains 
significant sequence identity (24-25%) to three different domains in the yeast Rap1p. As 
in yeast, hRap1 harbors an N-terminal BRCT domain, but contains only one central 
DNA-binding Myb domain. Consistent with the data in yeast, human Rap1 is 
concentrated at telomeres throughout the cell cycle. Although hRap1 does not bind 
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telomeric DNA directly, it forms a complex with TRF2 on telomeric DNA. Over-
expression of full-length hRap1 leads to a gradual telomere shortening, consistent with its 
role as a negative regulator of telomere length (Li et al., 2000).  
 
DNA DAMAGE RESPONSE PROTEINS AS IMPORTANT COMPONENTS OF 
THE TELOMERIC COMPLEX 
 
Double-strand breaks (DSB) in DNA are easily generated by reactive oxygen 
radicals, exposure to ionizing radiation and during V(D)J recombination in lymphocytes. 
In mammals, the DNA-PK complex, consisting of the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer, DNA-
PKcs, DNA ligase IV and other factors, is responsible for repairing DNA double-strand 
breaks. The Ku heterodimer directly binds with high affinity to the broken DNA ends, 
and as such is a critical component of the NHEJ pathway (Ramsden and Gellert, 1998). 
In addition to its function in DNA repair, Ku has also been implicated in the maintenance 
of functional telomeres. In particular, yeast cells defective in either Ku subunit show a 
60% loss of telomeric repeats, the loss of telomere clustering and telomeric silencing, and 
deregulation of the G-strand overhang (Boulton and Jackson, 1998; Gravel et al., 1998; 
Laroche et al., 1998). Fission yeast Ku mutants show elevated levels of subtelomeric 
DNA rearrangements (Baumann and Cech, 2000). Mammalian Ku can also bind to 
telomeric sequences (Bianchi and de Lange, 1999) and prevent end-to-end fusions 
(Bailey et al., 1999). In yeast, the Ku heterodimer is postulated to play a direct role in 
establishing a normal DNA end structure on chromosomes, conceivably by functioning as 
a terminus-binding factor. Furthermore, upon induction of chromosomal DNA damage, 
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Ku moves from the telomeres to DSB sites, suggesting a link between DNA repair and 
telomeres (Martin et al., 1999). Thus, it has been viewed as paradoxical that Ku should 
play important roles both in promoting NHEJ and in comprising functional telomeres, 
which strictly prohibit NHEJ. Nonetheless, the exact role of Ku at the telomeres appears 
to vary in different organisms.  
In Arabidopsis, the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer is also a major telomere length 
regulator. As discussed above, Ku plays a role in double-strand break DNA repair and in 
telomere protection and maintenance. Disruption of Arabidopsis Ku70 gene leads to 
dramatic telomere lengthening, with telomeres of the second generation knock-out plants 
reaching up to 20 kb (Riha et al., 2002). This finding is in striking contrast to the situation 
in yeast, where telomeres shorten in the absence of Ku (Boulton and Jackson, 1998; 
Gravel et al., 1998; Polotnianka et al., 1998). Furthermore, in contrast to the situation in 
mammals (Espejel et al., 2002), Ku70-deficient Arabidopsis mutants do not show any 
chromosome fusions or rearrangements (Riha et al., 2002). Therefore, the function of the 
Ku heterodimer varies in different organisms. 
Telomere elongation in Ku mutants depends on the presence of telomerase. In 
double tert ku70 Arabidopsis mutants, telomeres continue to shorten as in the single tert 
mutants, but the rate of shortening is dramatically accelerated (Riha and Shippen, 2003a). 
The same result was observed in double tert ku80 mutants (Gallego et al., 2003), 
suggesting that in wild-type Arabidopsis Ku functions as a negative regulator of telomere 
extension by telomerase.  
In addition to inhibiting telomerase, Ku has another function at telomeres. Both 
ku70 and tert ku70 mutant plants show increased length of the G-overhang, suggesting 
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that Arabidopsis Ku is also required for the maintenance of the telomeric C-strand or for 
coordination of leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis machineries at the telomeres 
(Riha and Shippen, 2003a). This finding is further supported by the accelerated loss of 
the telomere tract in the double tert ku70 double mutants, consistent with a major 
problem with C-strand maintenance. In addition, unlike the situation in the single ku70 
mutants, tert ku70 double mutants display abundant chromosome fusions, suggesting that 
Arabidopsis employs an alternative, Ku-independent mechanism to generate telomere 
end-to-end fusions (Riha and Shippen, 2003a).  
Other proteins, shown to play a role at Arabidopsis telomeres are the components 
of the MRX complex (Rad50, Mre11, Xrs1), which is involved in the double-strand break 
DNA repair pathway (D'Amours and Jackson, 2002). Plants deficient in RAD50 show 
meiotic and DNA repair defects and are sterile (Gallego et al., 2001). Although no 
telomere defects are observed in the mutant plants, dedifferentiated cells (callus) derived 
from rad50 null mutants display progressive telomere shortening followed by premature 
crisis and cell death. Only a small fraction of the mutant cells survive, probably by 
activating a Rad50-independent mechanism of telomere extension. Such cells display 
much longer telomeres than wild-type (Gallego and White, 2001). 
Like the situation in rad50 mutant plants, an Mre11 deficiency also causes severe 
sensitivity to DNA damaging agents such as MMS and X-rays. In addition, Mre11-
deficient plants showed increased telomere length, suggesting that the Arabidopsis MRX 
complex is involved in telomere length regulation mechanism (Bundock and Hooykaas, 
2002). 
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SINGLE STRAND TELOMERE BINDING PROTEINS IN HIGHER 
EUKARYOTES AND FISSION YEAST 
 
The G-overhang appears to be a universal feature of all eukaryotic telomeres, and 
G-overhang binding proteins are hypothesized to be present in all species across 
evolution. These proteins are thought to perform a variety of functions, including 
protection of telomere ends from degradation and double-strand break repair activities, as 
well as recruitment of telomerase and other factors needed for proper telomere length 
maintenance (reviewed in Wei and Price, 2003). Until recently, such proteins were only 
identified in lower eukaryotes. Although single-strand telomere binding activities were 
previously detected in vitro (Petracek et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2000), no 
genes encoding such factors were cloned from higher eukaryotes. In 2001, a database 
search revealed that the S. pombe genome contains an open reading frame with a 
significant degree of similarity to the α subunit of the ciliate telomere proteins (Baumann 
and Cech, 2001). This gene was designated pot1+ for protection of telomeres. Detailed 
sequence analysis demonstrated that putative homologues of Pot1 proteins exist in other 
higher eukaryotes, including plants, chicken, yeast and fungi (Baumann and Cech, 2001; 
Baumann et al., 2002; Pitt et al., 2004; Wei and Price, 2004). Most of the sequence 
similarity is concentrated in the N-terminal TELO_N_alpha DNA-binding domain, which 
forms the known OB-fold structure characteristic of all single-strand telomere binding 
proteins (Murzin, 1993).  
Much of our understanding of Pot1 function has come from the analysis of human 
and S. pombe Pot1 proteins. These proteins specifically bind to the G-rich telomeric 
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strand of the corresponding organism (Baumann and Cech, 2001) and not to the C-rich 
strand or to duplex telomeric repeats. Pot1 protein from S. pombe binds telomeric DNA 
in a highly cooperative manner with an apparent Kd of 83 nM. The minimal-length 
telomeric substrate for this protein is GGTTAC, which represents a simplified S. pombe 
telomeric repeat. The human Pot1 protein specifically binds to the telomeric nonamer 
TAGGGTTAG, with the optimal substrate having at least two full telomeric repeats. 
Unlike its ortholog in S. pombe, human Pot1 does not have a preference for the proximity 
of a 3’ end, and can bind to internally positioned TTAGGG repeats (Loayza et al., 2004).  
Immunolocalization studies in human cells indicate that Pot1 localizes to 
telomeres, and loss of the G-overhang causes a reduction in Pot1 binding (Baumann et 
al., 2002; Loayza and De Lange, 2003). Surprisingly, Pot1 was shown to associate not 
only with the G-overhang, but also with the duplex telomere region (Loayza and De 
Lange, 2003). The association with the double-stranded telomeric DNA is indirect and is 
mediated by protein-protein interactions with TRF1 (see below). 
Pot1 protein in fission yeast is essential for proper telomere maintenance. 
Deletion of the pot1+ gene causes immediate loss of telomeric and some subtelomeric 
DNA and cell death. The few surviving yeast cells manage to survive by circularizing all 
of their chromosomes (Baumann and Cech, 2001). The human Pot1 protein is also 
involved in telomere biology. Over-expression of either the full-length protein or a C-
terminal fragment lacking the DNA-binding domain causes dramatic telomere 
lengthening (Colgin et al., 2003; Loayza and De Lange, 2003). In pot1 mutant yeast cells, 
telomeric DNA is lost at a much faster rate than in a telomerase deficient strain, 
suggesting that Pot1p is more important for telomere maintenance in the short term than 
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telomerase. The human Pot1 homologue is expressed in all tissues, consistent with the 
Pot1’s function as a housekeeping gene required to ensure the integrity of chromosome 
ends in all cells.  
Although the exact mechanism is unknown, Pot1 seems to participate in the 
molecular communication process between telomerase and the negative TRF1-dependent 
telomere length regulation machinery (Loayza and de Lange, 2003). The current model 
predicts that the physical interaction between TRF1 and Pot1 affects the loading of Pot1 
on the single-stranded telomeric DNA and transmits telomere length information to 
positively or negatively regulate telomerase at the telomere terminus. 
The obvious telomere length defects observed in the Pot1 mutant human and yeast 
cells are not the only consequence of Pot1 deficiency. It has become increasingly clear 
that Pot1 is also involved in mitotic progression, probably due to the involvement of the 
telomeres in the establishment of the proper nuclear architecture. Deletion of the S. 
pombe pot1+ gene results in a cell division defect leading to cell elongation and a high 
incidence of chromosome missegregation (Baumann and Cech, 2001). Similarly, a pot1+ 
deficiency in Aspergillus nidulans leads to a variety of mitotic defects without cell cycle 
arrest, increased chromosomal instability and missegregation, and a loss of viability (Pitt 
et al., 2004). The combined data on Pot1 deficiencies in different organisms suggests that 
Pot1 provides a link between telomere structure and mitotic control. 
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ARABIDOPSIS AS A MODEL FOR TELOMERE BIOLOGY 
 
Arabidopsis thaliana is a mustard weed plant with a very small genome (125 Mb), 
a short life cycle (only 6-8 weeks per generation) and well-established genetic tools. For 
years, Arabidopsis has been used as a model system to study plant development, floral 
morphogenesis and other aspects of plant biology. In 1988, the first higher eukaryotic 
telomere sequence TTTAGGG was cloned from Arabidopsis (Richards and Ausubel, 
1988). Subsequently, maize, tomato and many other plants were shown to contain the 
same canonical telomere repeats (reviewed in Riha and Shippen, 2003b). Interestingly, 
members of the onion family (Alliaceae) contain human-like sequences TTAGGG 
(Fuchs, 1995), probably due to mutations in the template region of the telomerase RNA 
subunit. The length of the double-stranded telomere tract varies among different plant 
species. In Arabidopsis, telomeres are on average 2-7 kb, depending on ecotype. 
Although natural variation contributes to plant-to-plant difference in telomere length, the 
overall size of the telomere tract is very well controlled. There appears to be no 
difference in telomere length between cells in different Arabidopsis organs (Riha et al., 
1998). The only exception is in callus, in which telomeres substantially elongate. 
Arabidopsis telomeres also possess G-overhangs, which are on average 20-30 
nucleotides long (Riha et al., 2000). The overhangs are predicted to exist on both 
chromosome ends, but can currently only be detected on 50% of all termini. Although no 
experiments have been done to address the existence of t-loops on Arabidopsis telomeres, 
the size of the telomere tract is likely to allow t-loop formation. Moreover, t-loops were 
shown to exist in another plant species, garden peas (Cesare et al., 2003). 
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Arabidopsis thaliana represents a good avenue for studying aspects of telomere 
biology (Riha and Shippen, 2003b). The genome sequence was completed in 2000 and it 
harbors many genes encoding proteins that are homologous to known telomere proteins 
from other model systems (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). The availability of T-
DNA insertion lines (http://signal.salk.edu/cgi-bin/tdnaexpress) allows for the 
identification of knock-outs of genes of interest. Also, unlike mammals, plants display an 
exceptional tolerance to genome instability and major stresses, such as DNA damage, 
chromosome fusions and telomere deregulation (Riha et al., 2001). Many of the genes 
involved in sensing and repair of these abnormalities are essential in other higher 
eukaryotes, rending it difficult or impossible to study mutations in these genes. In striking 
contrast, mutations in many Arabidopsis genes encoding functional homologues of these 
proteins are often not lethal and allow comprehensive analysis of their function. Double 
and triple mutants are also possible to generate in Arabidopsis by simple genetic crosses, 
permitting detailed analysis of multiple phenotypes and allowing one to determine their 
function within a complex pathway or network. Functional analysis of Arabidopsis genes 
may reveal new and essential information into the regulation of telomere homeostasis and 
other telomere-related processes. Given the strong correlation between many aspects of 
telomere biology in Arabidopsis and mammals, such information should be applicable to 
a wide range of organisms besides plants.  
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DISSERTATION OVERVIEW 
 
Telomeres are essential components of eukaryotic chromosomes, providing 
protection against chromosome fusions and contributing to the overall maintenance and 
stability of the genome. Telomeric DNA packaged with specific telomere binding 
proteins forms a protective cap on the physical ends of eukaryotic chromosomes. The 
work presented in this dissertation describes telomere length regulation and the 
identification and analysis of single-strand telomere binding proteins in the model plant 
Arabidopsis thaliana. 
Although Arabidopsis was the first higher eukaryotic organism from which a 
telomere was cloned, very little is known about the regulation of telomere length. In 
Chapter II, I show that wild-type Arabidopsis ecotypes display a two-fold variation in the 
length of their telomere tract. I demonstrate that plants from the WS ecotype exhibit a 
bimodal telomere size distribution. I also employed unique subtelomeric sequences to 
follow the fate of individual chromosome end for several successive plant generations. 
My findings indicate that telomere length homeostasis in Arabidopsis is achieved through 
the preferential action of telomerase on shorter telomeres in the population. 
In Chapter III I describe the identification and analysis of two Pot1-like proteins 
in Arabidopsis, AtPot1 and AtPot2. I provide evidence that Pot1 and Pot2 genes are 
ubiquitously expressed and encode proteins capable of specific binding to single-stranded 
telomeric oligonucleotides in vitro. Co-immunoprecipitation and yeast two-hybrid 
experiments revealed that Pot1 and Pot2 can form homo- and hetero-oligomers. 
Additionally, using recombinant proteins we demonstrated that Pot1 and Pot2 proteins 
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show different subcellular localization, with Pot2 being a nuclear protein and Pot1 
localizing predominantly to the nucleolus. Plants transformed with dominant-negative 
alleles of either Pot1 or Pot2 showed moderate telomere shortening, suggesting that both 
proteins are involved in telomere length control. Moreover, I demonstrated that 
Arabidopsis Pot2 is an important telomere capping protein, since over-expression of a 
chimeric protein consisting of a fusion of the DNA-binding domain of Pot2 and the 
remainder of Pot1 leads to dramatic telomere shortening and inhibition of telomerase. 
Thus, my data indicate that Arabidopsis Pot proteins perform a number of essential 
functions at telomeres.  
Chapter IV describes my attempts to purify single-strand telomere binding 
proteins from Brassica oleracia (cauliflower), a close relative of Arabidopsis thaliana. I 
show that nuclear extracts from cauliflower contain proteins capable of specifically 
binding plant telomeric oligonucleotides. I provide evidence that these proteins have 
different molecular weights and DNA-binding characteristics. I also describe purification 
of one of these proteins and our attempts to obtain its peptide sequence. The data 
presented in this chapter demonstrate that single-strand telomere binding proteins are 
present in other plant species besides Arabidopsis. Finally, in the appendix I examine the 
substrate specificities of different plant telomerases and demonstrate three distinct modes 
of de novo telomere addition. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
LENGTH REGULATION AND DYNAMICS OF INDIVIDUAL  
TELOMERE TRACTS IN WILD TYPE ARABIDOPSIS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Telomeres are nucleoprotein complexes that distinguish the natural ends of 
chromosomes from damage-induced double-strand DNA breaks. Maintenance of the 
telomere cap is not only essential for genome stability, but is also required to promote the 
long-term proliferation capacity associated with immortalized and undifferentiated cell 
populations.  Telomere architecture is well-conserved across evolution.  In most plants, 
telomeric DNA consists of TTTAGGG repeats, with the extreme terminus of the G-rich 
strand forming a short 3’ single-strand protrusion (Riha et al., 2000).  Telomere length 
varies considerably among different eukaryotes, but in all cases telomeres are strictly 
maintained at a species-specific set point, and hence length homeostasis is achieved.  
Telomeres in the Columbia ecotype of Arabidopsis span 2-5 kb (Richards and Ausubel, 
1988), while in tobacco telomeres are exceptionally long and reach 150 kb (Fajkus et al., 
1995).   
Although mechanisms governing telomere size are poorly understood, dynamic 
forces can both shorten and lengthen the repeat array (McEachern et al., 2000).  
Shortening occurs largely as a result of incomplete replication by conventional DNA 
replication machinery (Olovnikov, 1973; Watson, 1972).  In the absence of a 
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compensating mechanism, a few nucleotides are lost from the 5’ end of the daughter 
strand synthesized by the lagging strand machinery each time a cell divides.  Telomeres 
can also be shortened through exonucleolytic degradation (Maringele and Lydall, 2002).  
If telomere loss proceeds unabated, the chromosome terminus will ultimately elicit a 
DNA damage checkpoint response leading to cell-cycle arrest.  Cells that escape the 
arrest undergo illegitimate repair and face the consequences of genome instability.  
Fortunately, telomere shortening can be circumvented by the action of telomerase, a 
ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase that catalyzes the addition of G-rich telomere 
repeats onto the 3’ overhang ends.  Telomerase not only rebuilds shortened telomere 
tracts, but can also extend an existing array for a net increase in telomere length.   
Telomere length differs not only between evolutionary distant species, but also 
within species of the same genera. For instance, telomeres in wild-derived mouse strains 
are similar in length to telomeres in humans (Hemann and Greider, 2000), while 
established inbred mouse strains have telomere lengths of approximately 40 kb (Zijlmans 
et al., 1997). How is telomere homeostasis achieved?  Current models propose that 
telomere length is modulated by telomere-specific proteins that interact with either the 3’ 
overhang or the duplex region of the telomere and regulate telomerase access to the 
terminus.  Telomeres that reach an optimal length carry a full complement of telomere 
binding proteins and exist in a “closed” conformation largely inaccessible to telomerase 
(de Lange, 2002).  In the absence of telomerase action, the tract gradually shortens over 
successive cell divisions, losing telomere protein binding sites, and as a consequence 
shifts to a more “open” conformation for telomerase.    
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While this model provides a useful framework for investigating aspects of 
telomere homeostasis, many questions remain unanswered. For example, how is the 
optimal telomere length established for different organisms?  What is the fate of 
individual telomere tracts through successive generations? For instance, do individual 
telomeres tend to reside in a preset size territory or is the length of each tract dynamic? 
Finally, is the length of the telomere tract on homologous chromosome arms coordinately 
regulated?  To begin to address some of these issues, we examined telomere length 
regulation in wild type Arabidopsis.  Arabidopsis has emerged as a useful model for 
telomere biology (Riha and Shippen, 2003b).  The first higher eukaryote whose telomeres 
were cloned and sequenced, Arabidopsis is unusual in that its subtelomeric DNA 
sequences are unique on eight of the ten chromosome arms.  Thus, this genome is 
particularly well-suited for analysis of individual telomere tracts.  In addition, previous 
studies indicate that telomere length varies among wild type Arabidopsis accessions 
(Richards et al., 1992; Riha et al., 2002), providing an opportunity to examine telomere 
length dynamics in different genetic settings. 
Here we examine telomere length in 14 different Arabidopsis ecotypes.  Not only 
do we detect significant size differences among these accessions, but we also uncover a 
striking bimodal size distribution of telomeres in individual WS plants.  We also employ 
unique subtelomeric sequences as probes to follow the fate of individual chromosome 
ends in both Columbia and WS ecotypes through successive plant generations.  Our data 
indicate that telomere length homoeostasis in Arabidopsis occurs through intermittent 
telomerase action on shorter telomeres to achieve an optimal, ecotype-specific size. 
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RESULTS 
 
Ecotype-specific telomere lengths 
To determine the extent of telomere length variation among wild type 
Arabidopsis, we performed terminal restriction fragment (TRF) analysis on 14 different 
Arabidopsis accessions.  DNA samples were digested with Tru11, which cleaves 
immediately adjacent to the telomeric DNA tract and then were hybridized with a 
(TTTAGGG)4 probe. As previously noted, telomeres in Columbia and WS ecotypes were 
not the same size (Riha et al., 2002). Columbia telomeres ranged from 2-5kb in length 
and WS from 4-8kb (Figure 4A).  Approximately half of the accessions we studied 
displayed the Columbia-type telomere length of 2-5kb, while the remainder were 
reminiscent of WS, harboring longer telomeres that extended up to 8kb (Figure 4B, Table 
1).  We conclude that telomeres in wild type Arabidopsis can span 2-8kb, with no 
obvious bias towards the short or long end of this range.   
These initial experiments were conducted on pooled populations of Arabidopsis 
plants.  To study telomere length regulation in more detail, we examined telomeres in 
individual plants.  As expected, individual Columbia plants displayed a homogeneous 
profile of telomere length with the majority of plants bearing telomeres in the 2-4kb 
range (Figure 5A).  Only occasionally were individuals with slightly longer or shorter 
telomere arrays observed (Figure 5A, compare lanes 1 and 7).  A similar result was 
obtained for Landsberg erecta individuals (Richards et al., 1992).  In this case, telomere 
tracts were even more regular and spanned 2-6kb (data not shown).  
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Figure 4. Arabidopsis ecotypes display bimodal telomere length distribution. 
DNA from 10-12 individual plants from several ecotypes was harvested, pooled and 
subjected to TRF analysis. Ecotypes were divided into two groups, based on the length of 
their telomere tracts: short telomeres (2-5 kb) and long telomeres (3.5-8 kb). (A) TRF 
analysis of ecotypes often used to generate mutants by insertional mutagenesis, (B) TRF 
analysis for ten randomly selected ecotypes. 
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Table 1. Telomere length in wild-type Arabidopsis accessions 
 
Ecotype Telomere  
Length 
 
Tsu-1 2-4.5 
Gr-3 2-6 
Be-0 3-6 
Can-0 3-9 
Van-0 3-8 
Ber 2-4.5 
No-0 3-6.5 
Nd-0 3.5-9 
Ler 2-6 
Kas 2-4.5 
La-0 3-7 
Cvi-0 3.5-9 
WS 2-8 
Columbia 2-5 
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Figure 5. Telomere length distribution in individual Columbia and WS plants. 
TRF analysis was performed on genomic DNA from ten individual plants of each 
ecotype. Plants of the WS ecotype display a bimodal distribution of telomere length, with 
short (2-5 kb) and long telomeres (4-7 kb). Columbia (A) or WS (B) individuals are 
shown. 
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A strikingly different result was observed with WS individuals.  Instead of a 
single uniform profile, the telomeres of WS plants displayed a bimodal distribution with 
some individuals harboring Columbia-type telomeres of 2-5kb and others longer 
telomeres of 3.5-8kb (Figure 5B). All of the WS plants used for this analysis displayed 
the distinct WS morphology, ruling out cross-contamination with Columbia seeds.  This 
bimodal length distribution was also observed in WS plants from Wisconsin’s T-DNA 
insertion collection (data not shown).  To determine whether other Arabidopsis 
accessions with long telomeres behaved like WS, TRF analysis was performed with 
individual plants from Nd-0 and Cvi-0 ecotypes. The telomere size distribution in Nd-0 
and Cvi-0 plants was uniform among different individuals (data not shown), implying 
that WS is unusual among Arabidopsis accessions in harboring a bimodal distribution of 
telomere lengths. 
 
Genetic analysis of telomere length variation in the WS ecotype 
Given the striking variation in telomere length among WS individuals, we 
investigated whether telomere size was stably inherited in these lines. TRF analysis was 
performed on parents bearing either short (line 78-7) or long (line 71-13) telomeres and 
their progeny. For both lines, the telomere size in the parent was maintained for three 
successive generations (Figure 6A and data not shown).  Similar results were obtained for 
Columbia plants; telomeres in the progeny differed from the parents by no more than 0.5 
kb (data not shown). Thus, telomere size distribution in wild type WS and Columbia 
accessions is tightly regulated and heritable through successive generations.  
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Figure 6. Telomere length is not established by a single dominant factor. 
(A) TRF analysis of successive generations of WS individuals. Telomere length is stably 
maintained in both WS lines for at least 3 generations. 78-7, short telomere line; 71-13, 
long telomere line. (B) TRF analysis of F1 progeny from a cross between lines 78-7 (P1) 
and 71-13 (P2). F1 progeny display intermediate telomere length relative to their short 
and long telomere parents. (C) TRF analysis of F2 individuals. Telomeres do not 
segregate into long and short size distributions.  
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Fig.6. Continued. 
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To further explore the molecular basis for the bimodal size distribution among 
WS plants, we crossed individuals from lines 78-7 and 71-13 to obtain plants 
heterozygous with respect to parental telomere length.  Telomeres in F1 progeny ranged 
from 2.7 to 8.5kb (Figure 6B).  Instead of the more homogenous smear associated with 
parental DNA, telomeres in the progeny exhibited a more discrete banding pattern.  We 
previously showed that individual telomere tracts in wild type Columbia plants span 
approximately 1kb (Riha et al., 2001 and see below).  Hence, the banding profile 
observed in the F1 WS progeny likely reflects the increased size in overall distribution of 
telomeres in this genetic background.   
If a single dominant factor were responsible for establishing telomere length in 
WS plants, we would expect segregation of telomere lengths in an F2 population back to 
the parental length.  To test this prediction, F1 plants were self-pollinated to generate F2 
progeny.  Telomeres in the F2 plants displayed roughly the same size distribution as their 
F1 parent (Figure 6C).  In 9/11 F2 individuals the longest telomeres were slightly shorter 
than in F1, and in approximately half of the F2 plants, the shortest telomeres were 
slightly shorter.  Nevertheless, the overall range of telomere tracts was remarkably 
similar in F1 and F2 populations, arguing that like the situation in maize (Burr et al., 
1992), telomere length in Arabidopsis is not controlled by a single genetic factor.  
 
Telomere length dynamics at individual chromosome ends 
While it is clear that the overall size of telomere tracts is maintained within pre-
set boundaries, relatively little is known about how this size homeostasis is achieved for 
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individual telomere tracts.  To investigate this question, we followed the fate of 
individual telomeres in parents and their progeny using chromosome end-specific probes.  
For analysis of individual chromosome ends, TRF analysis was performed on DNA 
isolated from whole plants that was digested with PvuII and SpeI, which cleaves in the 
subtelomeric regions releasing the telomere tract plus unique sequences adjacent to it.  In 
this study we used probes specific for the right arm of chromosome two (2R), and the 
right and left arms of chromosome 5 (5R and 5L, respectively).   
As shown in Figure 7, a single discrete band was detected in most Columbia 
plants, indicating that the length of individual telomere tracts on homologous 
chromosomes is coordinately controlled throughout development.  In a few plants, two 
(Figure 7A, lane 2) or even three bands (Figure 7A, lane 3) were observed.  While two 
bands would be consistent with differentially sized telomeres on homologous 
chromosomes, the presence of three 5L bands in one plant, for example, implies the 
existence of different cell populations bearing 5L telomeres of different lengths.  
Although the size of individual telomere tracts is tightly regulated in a single plant, we 
noted dramatic variation in telomere length among unrelated individuals. For example, 
the 2R telomere in Columbia plant #3 was quite short (2.4 kb), but in plant #1 it was 1.3 
kb longer (Figure 7B). Similarly, the 5L telomeres of plants #4 and 5 were much shorter 
than 5L in plant #1 (Figure 7A).  
We also analyzed individual telomeres in WS plants, but in this case we compared 
telomere size in siblings derived from parents bearing either long or short telomeres.  
Overall, telomere lengths were more similar among siblings than unrelated individuals  
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Figure 7. Individual telomeres in Arabidopsis occupy different size territories. 
TRF analysis of individual chromosome arms from unrelated Columbia plants was 
conducted using probes specific for 5L (A) and 2R (B). Asterisk indicates interstitial 
band cross-hybridizing to 2R probe. TRF analysis of DNA from WS siblings from short 
and long telomere plants hybridized with a 5L (C) or 2R (D) probes are shown.  
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Figure 7. Continued. 
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 (Compare Figure 7A and 7C). 2R and 5L telomeres in the siblings of the short telomere 
line (78-7) were remarkably uniform in size, with most tracts measuring between 3.3 and 
3.7 kb. The same result was obtained for the 5L telomeres in siblings from long telomere 
line (71-13).  In contrast, the 2R telomeres from this same line (71-13) varied 
dramatically in size among siblings.  The 2R telomere in plant #3 was 2.5 kb shorter than 
in plant #2, while for plant #1 two discrete 2R telomere populations were observed, one 
corresponding to 2R in plant #2, and the other intermediate in size between 2R for plants 
#2 and #3 (Figure 7D).  We conclude from these data that while global telomere length is 
strictly regulated within an ecotype-specific range, individual telomere tracts do not 
occupy a set size territory, and are subject to unique lengthening and shortening events.  
 
Telomeres lengthen and shorten in progeny to achieve an optimal size   
The data presented thus far demonstrate the dynamic nature of individual telomere tracts.  
However, the variations appeared to be stochastic and provided no insight into how the 
upper and lower size limits are established and maintained.  To address this question, we 
performed a parent-progeny analysis to compare individual telomere tracts in Columbia 
and WS parents. Figure 8 shows the results for Columbia plants derived from different 
siliques of the same parent.  The parental 5L telomere was 3.2 kb, but in essentially all of 
the progeny (from three different siliques), telomeres were lengthened for a net increase 
of 0.3 to 0.8kb (Figure 8A). In the majority of the progeny only a single prominent 
population of 5L telomeres was detected. However, in plants #2 and #5 from silique 3, 
two populations of 5L telomeres were observed, implying that the 5L telomere was  
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Figure 8. Parent-progeny analysis of Columbia plants. 
(A) One Columbia plant (parent) was self-pollinated, and the progeny from three random 
siliques were chosen for the TRF using the probes indicated. Molecular size standards 
indicate the actual size of TRF fragments. To obtain the actual size of the telomere tract, 
the corresponding length of the subtelomeric sequence (1.3 kb for 2R, 1.5 kb for 5L, 2.6 
kb for 5R) was subtracted from the sizes shown. (B) TRF analysis was performed on 
DNA from three successive generations of Columbia plants to measure 2R, 5L and 5R 
telomere lengths. The F1 lane shows results for DNA obtained from the progeny of the 
parent (P). 
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Figure 8. Continued. 
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subjected to differential processing in these plants. Nevertheless, the general trend was 
toward telomere lengthening to increase the size of the 5L telomere in the progeny 
relative to their parent. 
Analysis of the 2R telomere yielded a different result.  In this case, the parental 
telomere was 3.5 kb, ~300bp longer than the 5L telomere.  Intriguingly, 2R telomeres in 
the progeny had strikingly different fates. For silique 1, 2R telomeres in a subset of the 
progeny were elongated (up to 0.6 kb), but this was not the case in all plants.  In several 
individuals 2R telomeres were approximately the same size as in the parent, while the 2R 
telomeres in 6/10 progeny of silique 2 split into two populations with one telomere being 
shorter than the parent and one longer.  Remarkably, for silique 3, all of the 2R telomeres 
were slightly shorter than the parent and ranged in size from 2.9 to 3.3 kb for a net 
decrease of 0.2-0.6 kb. This decrease corresponds to the amount of telomeric DNA lost 
per generation in a telomerase-deficient mutant (Riha et al., 2001), arguing that the 2R 
telomere was not an efficient substrate for telomerase action in this generation.   
We were particularly interested in the fate of the 5R telomere.  The parent 
displayed two distinct 5R telomere populations, one at 3.7 kb and second of only 1.9 kb, 
which represents the lower size limit of telomeres in all of the wild type accessions we 
examined.  Strikingly, in all of the progeny, 5R telomeres were extended relative to this 
short parental telomere. Moreover, in silique 3 the 5R telomere converged in 6/9 
individuals to comprise only a single size distribution that was up to 2 kb longer than the 
short parental telomere. These findings indicate that telomerase is acting preferentially on 
the shortest telomere in the population allowing it to enter a more favorable size range. 
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The dynamic nature of this telomere-measuring mechanism was even more 
evident when we followed the fate of telomeres through three consecutive generations 
(Figure 8B). The 3.5kb 2R telomere dropped in size in the second generation to 3kb but 
then in the third generation was restored to approximately the same size as in the first 
generation. In contrast, the 3.2 kb 5L telomere was extended to 3.7 kb in generation 2, 
but then in generation 3 telomeres in most of the progeny split into two size classes one 
longer and one shorter than their generation 2 parent. For 5R, two populations of 
telomeres were maintained throughout the two subsequent generations. However, the 
shorter telomere, which was only 1.9 kb in the first generation, was extended to 2.6 kb in 
the second generation and then to 3.1 kb in the third generation. Conversely, the longer 
5R telomere was extended from 3.7 to 4kb in the second generation, but remained the 
same length in the third generation.   
All together these data indicate that the length of telomere tracts in Arabidopsis 
are actively monitored and reset in each generation to maintain an optimal size.  For the 
Columbia ecotype, this size appears to be 3-3.5kb.  Telomeres shorter than this are likely 
to be acted on by telomerase in the next generation, while longer telomeres are less 
inclined to be telomerase substrates. 
 
A new optimal telomere length in WS plants  
Telomeres in WS accessions appeared to be subjected to the same type of 
measuring mechanism, but different length optima were observed depending on whether 
the plants were derived from a short (optima = 3.5kb) or long parent (optima = 6.0kb) 
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(data not shown).  To explore how an ideal telomere length is established, we examined 
telomere dynamics in WS plants derived from the cross between short and long telomere 
parents (Figure 9).   
As expected, the 2R telomere in each parent fell within predicted size range, 
5.6kb for the long telomere parent and 4.0 kb for the short (Figure 9, lanes 1 and 2).  In 
F1, two populations of 2R telomeres were detected, one population of the same size as 
the long telomere parent, and a second slightly longer than in the short telomere parent  
(Figure 9, lane 3).  Thus, the broad telomere size distribution in F1 reflects the 
contribution of one short and one long telomere in the cross.   
A strikingly different profile was observed in F2.  In all but one of the plants, the 
two homologous 2R telomeres converged to become much shorter than the original long 
telomere parent with many approaching the size of the short telomere parent.  In only one 
F2 plant (Figure 9, lane 11) was there evidence for significant telomere elongation.  
However, in this case, this telomere was 6.9 kb, still within the acceptable size range for 
the original long telomere parent. The second 2R band in this individual was slightly 
longer than the short telomere its F1 parent.  For the most part, 2R telomeres in F2 ranged 
in size from 4.2 to 5.5kb.  This observation suggests that a new broader set point had 
been established that is intermediate in size relative to the original long and short WS 
telomere parents. Therefore, we conclude that multiple genetic factors or epigenetic 
control of telomere length can contribute to the establishment of a new telomere length 
set point in these plants. 
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Figure 9. A new, wider acceptable telomere length range is established in the progeny of 
a cross between long and short telomere WS plants. 
TRF analysis was used to measure 2R telomere lengths in three successive generations of 
WS plants. The F1 plant (lane 3) was derived from the cross between short (78-7, lane 1) 
and long (71-13, lane 2) telomere parents. F1 was self-pollinated to produce seeds for F2 
plants (lanes 4-12).  
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DISCUSSION 
 
Natural telomere length variation in Arabidopsis accessions 
Eukaryotic organisms use telomeres as a general mechanism for chromosome end 
protection. Although the overall length of the telomeric tract varies from species to 
species, each organism maintains its telomeres within a defined, species-specific limit. 
The mechanisms dictating an acceptable telomere length for a given organism are 
unknown. It is also not currently clear how regulation of telomere length on a particular 
chromosome end contributes to the overall telomere maintenance within a cell. Since 
perturbations in the telomere length maintenance machinery can have profound 
influences on cell survival, it is important to understand how telomere length is 
established and maintained. 
Arabidopsis thaliana appears to be an excellent model for investigating natural 
variation of telomere length. Arabidopsis accessions, collected over the years from 
various natural habitats, display a wide variety of evolutionary traits, and here we show 
that these variations include striking differences in telomere length set points (Richards et 
al., 1992; Riha et al., 2002; and this work). Since telomere length is stably inherited and 
maintained, Arabidopsis must employ an active mechanism to monitor telomere length 
and to ensure that telomeres are maintained within a defined ecotype-specific range. 
Telomeres in Arabidopsis ecotypes fall into two size classes: short (defined as 2-5 
kb Columbia-type telomeres) and long (3.5-8 kb as in Nd-0 and Cvi-0 group) telomere 
tract. Neither group appears to be prevalent, suggesting that natural variation of telomere 
lengths in Arabidopsis is widespread and may not be linked to other morphological traits 
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that distinguish ecotypes from each other. Telomeres that fall between 2-8 kb are 
acceptable to Arabidopsis. 
Since most of the Arabidopsis insertional mutagenesis facilities employ WS and 
Columbia ecotypes, it was of interest from a practical standpoint to more thoroughly 
investigate telomere length regulation in these accessions. Telomeres in Columbia plants 
are homogeneous in their overall length, but this is not a situation for WS, where striking 
differences in telomere length can be observed among individual plants. Some WS plants 
display Columbia-type telomeres, ranging from 2 to 4 kb, but most harbor telomeres in 
the 3.5-8 kb size range, as previously reported in the literature. In our experience, short 
telomere WS plants are less common in the population than plants bearing longer 
telomeres. This may explain why in all of the published studies WS plants used to 
examine the role of telomere-related genes have had longer telomeres.  Nonetheless, as 
more telomere-related genes are studied in the WS background, the distinct size classes 
of telomeres observed in wild-type plants must be considered. For example, mutant 
progeny derived from a heterozygous parent must be compared with their wild-type 
siblings and not with unrelated wild-type plants. Since natural plant-to-plant variation 
contributes to telomere length, such comparisons are necessary to accurately interpret the 
consequences of telomere-related mutations. 
 
Telomere dynamics on individual chromosome ends 
In contrast to the situation in yeast and mammals, popular models for telomere 
biology, chromosome arms in Arabidopsis harbor unique subtelomere sequences, which 
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can be used to assess behavior of individual telomeres throughout development of the 
entire plant or in a parent-progeny analysis. Two of the remaining three ends bear rDNA 
clusters. We exploited this feature of Arabidopsis chromosomes to examine the dynamics 
of individual ends. Our data demonstrate the dynamic nature of telomere maintenance 
and suggest that individual telomeres do not occupy a predetermined length territory. 
Instead, each telomere is free to move within the ecotype-specific size boundary. In 
addition, the length of telomere tracts on homologous chromosomes is coordinated, since 
in most cases we detected only one band corresponding to both homologues.  
The regulated nature of telomere tracts in Arabidopsis is even more remarkable, 
considering that DNA for our analysis was isolated from entire plants. Since most cells 
are expected to have different proliferation histories, the length of an individual telomere 
is expected to vary significantly depending on how often telomerase engaged the 
telomere and how much telomeric DNA was added. This is the case for clonal population 
of human cells, which display a dramatic difference of up to 6 kb for a particular 
chromosome end (Baird et al., 2003). In contrast, we observed very limited length 
variation for a given telomere end and in most cases only one telomere-specific band was 
observed. The limited cell-to-cell variation of telomere lengths within the whole plant 
may reflect a low number of cell divisions required for generation of an Arabidopsis plant 
relative to cell divisions to maintain human cells in culture. In addition, the action of 
telomerase in all plant cells may be highly coordinated and predetermined by the size of 
the telomere tract on a chromosome following meiosis. This idea is further supported by 
the fact that individual chromosome arms in siblings tend to have similar telomere 
lengths compared to unrelated individuals. Although we occasionally observed 
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exceptions to this rule, most siblings display remarkably similar lengths of telomere 
tracts, suggesting that the fate of individual telomeres is largely predetermined by the size 
it inherits from the parent. 
Our data suggest that telomerase can be quite processive in vivo, since extensions 
of up to 2 kb are possible within one generation. Whether this happens as a consequence 
of a single elongation event early in plant development or through multiple interactions 
throughout development is unknown. In Arabidopsis, telomerase appears to be 
preferentially recruited to the shortest telomeres. Our findings also indicate that longer 
telomeres shorten at a rate of approximately 200-500 bp per generation. This attrition 
occurs at the same rate as in a mutant lacking telomerase (Riha et al., 2001). Hence, it 
appears that some chromosome ends may not be substrates for telomerase throughout the 
entire lifespan of the plant. These data further imply that telomeres in wild-type 
Arabidopsis, in contrast to those in humans, are not subjects for nuclease attack.  
 
Maintaining an optimal telomere length in Arabidopsis  
Our parent-progeny analysis indicates that an optimal size of telomere tract is 
established and maintained in all Arabidopsis ecotypes. For Columbia, this optimal size is 
3.0–3.5 kb. Telomeres are acted upon by two opposing forces driving them to this size. 
Telomeres shorter than 3.3 kb are prefentially extended by telomerase, while longer 
telomeres tend to be poor substrates for telomerase and passively drift down to the 
optimal length. We hypothesize that at the optimal size an equilibrium between telomere 
shortening and lengthening activities is reached, and the telomere has an equal chance of 
being elongated or shortened. When this optima is reached, telomere splitting can occur 
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to generate two subpopulations of shorter and longer sizes in the next generation. 
Telomere splitting would explain the presence of more than one terminus-specific band in 
some plants. Accordingly, the convergence of two chromosome end-specific bands into 
one would occur as a shorter and longer telomere are simultaneously brought closer in 
size to reach the optimal length. The concept of the optimal size range allows us to 
explain the otherwise seemingly stochastic nature of telomerase action. 
The dynamic nature of telomere maintenance observed in wild-type Arabidopsis 
plants is remarkably similar to that described in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae. A 
protein-counting mechanism is proposed to govern telomere length maintenance in yeast 
(Marcand et al., 1997). In this model, Rap1p proteins bind the double strand region of the 
telomere tract and control telomerase accessibility. A full complement of Rap1p results in 
a more closed conformation of the chromosome terminus, which limits telomerase action 
on the chromosome terminus. Telomeres on this chromosome end progressively shorten 
due to the end replication problem resulting in the loss of telomeric nucleotides with each 
S-phase. As the telomere tract shortens, occupancy of Rap1 protein declines, favoring a 
more open conformation of the terminus and greater access by telomerase. In humans, 
TRF1 protein is proposed to mimick Rap1p activity in the regulation of telomere length. 
Although no Rap1p or TRF1 homologues have been shown to function at Arabidopsis 
telomeres, plants almost certainly harbor homologues for these proteins. Indeed, several 
proteins that fit the criteria for double-strand telomere binding proteins have been 
identified (Zentgraf, 1995; Zentgraf et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Hwang et al., 2001). 
Biphasic distribution of telomeres within the WS ecotype raises several 
interesting questions about the mechanisms that establish the species-specific telomere 
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size. Both populations of WS plants stably maintain their specific telomere lengths from 
generation to generation, arguing against unregulated telomere maintenance in WS 
ecotype. Since the majority of wild-type plants have telomeres in the longer range (4-8 
kb), it seems likely that plants in the shorter telomere group have somehow reset their 
acceptable telomere tract range to the lower Columbia-type limit (2-5 kb).  
Our inability to segregate short and long telomere lengths in the F2 progeny of a 
cross between short and long telomere WS parents implies that the establishment and 
maintenance of ecotype-specific telomere tract length is not regulated by a single genetic 
factor. Instead, a new intermediate set point of telomere length is established in F1 plants 
and subsequently maintained in F2 progeny. In these plants, telomeres coming from the 
parental lines are no longer restricted by the parental telomere set points of 2-4 or 4-8 kb. 
They are able to move freely within the newly established 2-8 kb range and occupy any 
position in this wider area. These results are different from those obtained for 
recombinant inbred maize lines, in which some of the progeny displayed telomeres 
shorter or longer than in their parents (Burr et al., 1992). 
It is unlikely that several genetic factors have been simultaneously mutated in the 
short telomere plants to reset the telomere length control machinery. However, to test this 
possibility, analysis of further generations of the crossed plants will be necessary to allow 
segregation of such factors. Epigenetic control of the telomere length set point is also 
plausible. If telomere length is epigenetically established on each chromosome, the set 
point could persist throughout each plant’s growth and development. This hypothesis 
predicts that any genetic factors such as putative homologous of mammalian TRF 
proteins would be involved in the maintenance of telomere length, but not in its 
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establishment. In light of the recent discovery that S. pombe has mechanistically 
distinguishable processes leading to the establishment and maintenance of the functional 
telomere complex (Sadaie et al., 2003; Garcia-Cao et al., 2004), it would be intriguing to 
test whether epigenetic control of telomere length occurs in higher eukaryotes.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Plant material 
Wild type Arabidopsis thaliana seeds (ecotype Wassilewskija) were purchased 
from Lehle seeds (Round Rock, USA), cat. No WT-08A-10. Parental WS lines 71-13 and 
78-7 were randomly selected from this population based on the differences in the overall 
length of their telomeres. Wild type seeds for ecotypes Col-8, WS-4, Col-6, La-0, WS-2, 
LER, WS-1, Col-7 were obtained from ABRC (cat. # CS 60000, CS5390, CS8155, 
CS1299, CS 2360, CS 8581, CS 2223, CS 3731, respectively).  Arabidopsis plants of 
ecotypes Cvi-0, Tsu-1, Nd-0, No-0, Can-0, Be-0, Ber, Van-0, Gr-3, Kas-1 were from a 
large greenhouse population maintained by Dr. Tom McKnight (Texas A&M University).  
 
DNA isolation and TRF analysis 
DNA from individual plants was extracted as described (Cocciolone and Cone, 
1993). TRF analysis was performed with Tru1I (Fermentas) restriction enzyme and 32P 5' 
end-labeled (T3AG3)4 oligonucleotide as a probe (Fitzgerald et al., 1999). Single telomere 
analysis for the south or right arm of chromosome 2 (2R), north or left arm of 
chromosome 5 (5L) and south or right arm of chromosome 5 (5R) was performed as 
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follows: 1 µg of genomic DNA was digested with PvuII and SpeI and DNA was separated 
by electrophoresis in a 0.8% agarose gel and blotted onto a nylon membrane. Telomere-
adjacent DNA sequences were amplified with primers PAT51-5 
(CAACATGGCCCATTTAAGATTGAACG) and PAT51-3 
(CACATATATGTTTGTTGAGTGTCGC) for the 2R probe; TAS5R-F1 
(TACGGTTTAGAGTTTAGGGT) and TAS5R-R1 (CGCTCTCATTGCGAGTGGTA) 
for the 5R probe; TAS5L-F2 (TGAGTTTGCATAAAGCGTCACG) and TAS5L-R2 
(CGACAACGACGACGAATGACAC) for the 5L probe and were used for 
hybridization. Radioactive signals were scanned by a STORM PhosphorImager 
(Molecular Dynamics), and the data were analyzed by IMAGEQUANT software 
(Molecular Dynamics). 
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CHAPTER III 
 
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ARABIDOPSIS 
POT1 AND POT2 PROTEINS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Telomeres are important protein-DNA structures at the ends of linear eukaryotic 
chromosomes that are necessary to prevent chromosome fusions and exonuclease attack. 
In most organisms, the DNA component of the telomeres consists of tandem repeats of 
short sequences, 5-9 nucleotides in length. The 5’-3’ strand of the duplex telomere DNA 
is rich in guanines and terminates in a short single-strand extension called the G-
overhang. The G-overhang has the ability to fold back and invade the duplex region of 
the telomere. This results in the formation of a displaced loop (D-loop) of single-stranded 
G-rich repeats, which are located more internally in the telomere than the overhang itself. 
This structure is called a t-loop. In the t-loop, the 3’- overhang is no longer single-
stranded. Instead, it is predicted to base pair with the complementary C-strand, thus 
becoming structurally inaccessible to telomerase and other activities (Griffith et al., 
1999). During the S phase of the cell cycle, the t-loop is thought to unfold, allowing the 
G-overhang to become available for binding by telomerase.  
Telomeric DNA is packaged by specific proteins (McEachern et al., 2000) to form 
a unique nucleoprotein complex that acts as a protective cap over the end of the 
chromosome. This cap hides the DNA terminus from DNA repair machinery and 
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exonucleases (Blackburn, 2001; Chan and Blackburn, 2002; de Lange, 2002). At the 
same time, this cap also provides regulated access to the telomeres by telomerase, a 
specialized ribonucleoprotein enzyme, responsible for extending telomere length in most 
eukaryotes. In many organisms, regulated access to the telomere is achieved via 
conformational changes, which may constitute opening or closing of the t-loop. 
Many proteins are known to bind to the double-stranded region of the telomeric 
DNA, providing stability, protection and regulating overall telomere length. The most 
well-studied double-strand telomere binding proteins are Rap1p from budding yeast 
(Giraldo and Rhodes, 1994), Taz1p from fission yeast (Cooper et al., 1997) and TRF1 
and TRF2 from humans (Broccoli et al., 1997; van Steensel et al., 1998). All these 
proteins bind to telomeres directly through a MYB-type helix-loop helix DNA-binding 
domain (reviewed in Smogorzewska et al., 2000; de Lange, 2002).  
Until recently, single-strand telomere binding proteins were known only in lower 
eukaryotes. In the hypotrichous ciliate Oxytricha nova, single-strand telomere end 
binding proteins (TEBP) consist of α and β subunits and can specifically bind to the 14 
nt-long telomere overhang either as an α-α homodimer or an α-β heterodimer (Price and 
Cech, 1987). The α-β heterodimer utilizes four oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding 
folds (OB folds) for stable and specific DNA binding. Three of these OB folds are 
involved in DNA binding and one in protein-protein interactions (Horvath et al., 1998). 
The OB fold appears to be a structurally conserved motif used by most single-strand 
telomere binding proteins. These proteins are also found in other ciliates, such as 
Stylonichia mytikis (Fang and Cech, 1991) and Euplotes crassus (Wang et al., 1992). 
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Interestingly, the E. crassus genome encodes two proteins structurally related to the α 
subunit, but no β subunit. 
In budding yeast, the G-overhang is bound by Cdc13p, an essential protein 
involved in a variety of important functions at the telomere. The main function of Cdc13p 
appears to be binding specifically to the overhang and serving as a loading platform for a 
number of other proteins, each of which performs a unique set of activities (Pennock et 
al., 2001). Through multiple protein-protein interactions, Cdc13p becomes a crucial 
factor for protecting the chromosome ends from degradation (Garvik et al., 1995; 
Pennock et al., 2001), and for recruiting and activating telomerase (Evans and Lundblad, 
1999; Taggart et al., 2002). Although Cdc13p shares very little sequence similarity with 
TEBPs, its DNA-binding domain is also comprised of an OB fold, which is structurally 
similar to the OB folds of the TEBP α subunit (Horvath et al., 1998). 
Recently, a distant relative of the ciliates TEBP, called Pot1 (protection of 
telomeres 1) was identified in Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Baumann and Cech, 2001). 
Pot1 protein shares weak sequence similarity with TEBPs through its 20 kDa N-terminal 
region, which also serves as the DNA-binding domain and exists as an OB fold (Lei et 
al., 2002; Lei et al., 2003). Deletion of the fission yeast pot1+ gene leads to immediate 
loss of telomere and, to some extent, subtelomeric DNA and is immediately followed by 
cell death (Baumann and Cech, 2001). Only a few cells survive the loss of pot1+, and 
these have circularized all their chromosomes. As a consequence of telomere loss, yeast 
cells lacking pot1+ elongate, fail to divide and missegregate their chromosomes during 
the few initial rounds of cell division (Baumann and Cech, 2001), the latter feature a 
characteristic of end-to-end chromosome fusions. 
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Pot1 orthologs in other eukaryotes, such as primates, Arabidopsis, mouse 
(Baumann et al., 2002) and A. nidulans (Pitt et al., 2004) have also been identified. 
However, with the exception of the human Pot1, these proteins have not been extensively 
studied. In mammalian cells, hPot1 localizes to the telomeres, and its binding is reduced 
in cells that have lost the G-overhang (Baumann et al., 2002; Loayza and De Lange, 
2003). The human Pot1 protein appears to have two important domains required for its 
function: an N-terminal DNA-binding domain similar to the OB folds of TEBP proteins 
from ciliates, and a protein interaction domain, located at the C-terminus. Over-
expression of either the full length protein or the C-terminal fragment leads to extensive 
telomere lengthening, dependent on the presence of telomerase (Colgin et al., 2003; 
Loayza and De Lange, 2003). The C-terminal domain is involved in interactions with the 
major double-strand telomere binding protein, TRF1, and provides a direct link between 
TRF1 and telomerase (Loayza and De Lange, 2003). It has been proposed that human 
Pot1 inhibits telomerase in cis at chromosome termini and could play a role in the 
telomere length counting mechanism, performed by the TRF1 complex.  
Arabidopsis thaliana is emerging as a powerful system for telomere biology (Riha 
and Shippen, 2003b). Unlike other genomes sequenced to date, the Arabidopsis genome 
contains two Pot1-like genes (Baumann et al., 2002). To learn more about how Pot1 
functions in telomere length regulation and protection, we examined the role of these two 
proteins at the plant telomeres.  
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RESULTS 
 
Identification of the Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 genes 
The genes encoding putative Pot1orthologs from Arabidopsis thaliana were 
identified using the S. pombe Pot1 protein (Baumann et al., 2002) as the query sequence 
in a BLAST search of the Arabidopsis database. Arabidopsis genes At2g05210, 
At5g06310 and At2g04395 showed strong similarity with the conserved ciliate telomere 
binding protein alpha subunit’s N-terminal domain (Telo_bind_N, pfam02307), also 
present in S. pombe and human Pot1 proteins. The corresponding gene products were 
designated Arabidopsis thaliana Pot1, Pot2 and Pot3. The predicted Pot3 gene is located 
36 kb upstream of the Pot1 gene on chromosome 2, suggesting a possible gene 
duplication event. Detailed sequence analysis of the Pot3 gene indicated that the 
predicted gene product contains a truncated version of Pot1 protein, missing most of the 
coding sequence except for the N-terminal putative DNA-binding domain (see below). 
Multiple attempts to obtain cDNA for the Pot3 gene failed (data not shown) suggesting 
that Pot3 is a pseudogene. 
Full-length cDNAs for Pot1 and Pot2 were obtained by RT-PCR using primers 
complementary to the predicted start and stop codons of both mRNAs. Pot1 and Pot2 
genes harbor 9 and 10 exons, respectively. In contrast to the situation reported for the 
human Pot1 protein (Baumann et al., 2002), we found no evidence for alternative splicing 
of Pot1 or Pot2 mRNAs in Arabidopsis (data not shown). 
The Pot1 gene is predicted to encode a 421 amino acid polypeptide, which is 17% 
identical and 29% similar to human Pot1 protein, while the Pot2 gene is predicted to 
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encode a 454 amino acid protein which is 13% identical and 25% similar to human Pot1 
protein. Pot1 and Pot2 proteins are 26% identical and 41% similar to each other 
throughout the entire sequence (Figure 10A). The most conserved feature of both proteins 
is an N-terminally located Telo_bind_N DNA-binding domain (DBD), found in single-
strand telomere binding proteins of unicellular ciliates and in Pot1 proteins of fission 
yeast and higher eukaryotes (Mitton-Fry et al., 2002). The least conserved portion of the 
proteins is their C-terminal extensions. The similarity between Arabidopsis proteins and 
all other known Pot1 homologues is even more apparent within this evolutionary 
conserved region (Figure 10B). With respect to the human Pot1 DBD, the DBD of 
Arabidopsis Pot1 is 22% identical and 38% similar, and the Pot2 DBD is 23% identical 
and 44% similar. The DBDs of Arabidopsis proteins are 29% identical and 49% similar 
to each other. Both Arabidopsis proteins lack the conserved T42 residue, but Pot1 harbors 
the conserved F65, which is important for DNA binding (Lei et al., 2003). Overall, both 
Arabidopsis proteins are phylogenetically closest to their mammalian orthologs and most 
distant to Pot1 proteins from yeast and fungi (Figure 10C). 
 
Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 genes are ubiquitously expressed at low levels 
To examine the expression profile, RT-PCR was performed on all Arabidopsis 
tissues. Pot1 and Pot2 mRNAs are present in all tissues analyzed (Figure 11), but are 
expressed at very low levels. Although we can not rule out intrinsic differences in the  
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Figure 10. Alignment of Pot1 proteins. 
(A) Alignment of full-length Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins. Identical residues are shown as 
black letters shaded in gray. Amino acid insertions present in only one protein are shown as white 
letters on black background. (B) Alignment of DNA-binding domains of Pot1 proteins from 
several species. Amino acids identical or similar in at least four sequences are shown as black 
letters shaded in gray, amino acids identical in at least four sequences are shown as white letters 
shaded black.The first and last amino acid positions are indicated for each sequence. Amino acids 
circled in green indicate S. pombe residues important for DNA binding (Lei et al., 2003), amino 
acids circled in red indicate corresponding residues in the consensus sequence. (C) Phylogenetic 
tree of Pot1 proteins. An – Aspergillus nidulans; Hs – Homo sapiens; Mm – Mus musculus; At1 – 
Arabidopsis thaliana Pot1, At2 - Arabidopsis thaliana Pot2; Ec - Encephalitozoon cuniculi; Nc – 
Neurospora crassa; Sp – Schizosaccharamyces pombe. The number at each node indicates the 
percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicates for statistical support.
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Figure 10. Continued.  
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Figure 10. Continued. 
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Figure 11. Expression of AtPot1 and AtPot2 mRNA in Arabidopsis tissues.  
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annealing efficiencies of primers used in our RT-PCR experiments, in general, Pot2 
mRNA is less abundant in all organs than Pot1, with especially low levels in vegetative 
tissues, such as rosette and cauline leaves, and stems. By contrast, actively dividing 
tissues, such as flowers, as well as dedifferentiated callus cells show increased levels of 
Pot1 and Pot2 mRNA expression. This ubiquitous pattern of expression is similar to that  
seen for human Pot1 mRNA, which is present in all analyzed human tissues and cancer 
lines (Baumann et al., 2002). However, this is different from the pattern of AtTERT 
mRNA expression, which is only present in proliferating tissues (Fitzgerald et al., 1996). 
The ubiquitous presence of Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 mRNAs suggests that these 
proteins could play a role at telomeres in all cells of the plant. 
 
DNA binding properties of Arabidopsis Pot proteins 
To examine DNA-binding specificity of Pot1, Pot2 and P1DBD, recombinant 
proteins were over-expressed in E. coli and affinity purified by Ni-NTA affinity 
chromatography (Figure 12). The proteins were incubated with a variety of telomeric and 
non-telomeric substrate oligonucleotides, and binding was monitored by electrophoretic 
mobility shift assays. The sequence of all oligonucleotides used in this study is shown in 
Table 2. As shown in Figure 13, Pot1 bound telomeric oligonucleotides containing 6 
repeats of Arabidopsis G-rich telomere sequence TTTAGGG and, but not an 
oligonucleotide corresponding to the C-rich telomeric strand or duplex telomeric DNA 
(Figure 13, lanes 2, 13, 14). The two observed protein-DNA complexes are specific, 
because binding was competed by an excess of cold telomeric oligonucleotide and not by 
a non-specific oligonucleotide of the same length (Figure 13, lanes 3-4 and 9-10). Pot1 
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Figure 12. Expression and purification of Pot proteins. 
(A) Over-production of Pot1, Pot2 and P1DBD proteins in E.coli. Lanes 2,4,6, proteins from E.coli 
cells grown in the absence of IPTG. The addition of IPTG (lanes 1,3,5) leads to the specific 
expression of the recombinant proteins. M- protein standards. All proteins were resolved by SDS-
PAGE followed by staining with Coomassie. (B) Purification of Pot1 protein on a Ni-NTA 
column. The peak of Pot1 protein elutes off the column in fractions 2-4 (lanes 3-5). (C) 
Purification of P1DBD protein. The peak of the protein elutes in fractions 3-5. (D) Western blot of 
Ni-NTA-purified Pot2 protein. The protein leaks off the column and elutes in every fraction. 
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Table 2. Sequence of the oligonucleotides used in the gel-shift assays  
 
Oligonucleotide name Oligonucleotide sequence 
TELO AGCATGCAGC(TTTAGGG)6 
TELO-MID AGCAT(TTTAGGG)6GCAGC 
TELO-UP (TTTAGGG)6AGCATGCAGC 
NS AGCATGCAGCTGGAGCTGTGATTCAGACGCTGCAC 
5RNA (UUUAGGG)5 
10NT-UP AGCATGCAGC 
C-rich (CCCTAAA)5 
NON-TELO (CCCTAAA)5GCTGCATGCT 
3TELO (TTTAGGG)3 
4TELO (TTTAGGG)4 
5TELO (TTTAGGG)5 
6TELO (TTTAGGG)6 
6HUMAN (TTAGGG)6 
1MUT (TTTACGG)5 
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Figure 13. DNA-binding properties of recombinant Pot1 protein. 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays were performed. Lane 1, TELO oligonucleotide 
alone; lane 2, TELO plus Pot1 protein; lanes 3-12, addition of excess 10X (lanes 
3,5,7,9,11) or 100X (lanes 4,6,8,10,12) cold competitor oligonucleotides; lane 13, labeled 
C-rich telomeric oligonucleotides plus Pot1; lane 14, labeled duplex telomeric substrates 
plus Pot1. 
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did not bind RNA; an RNA oligonucleotide of the telomeric sequence (UUUAGGG)5 did 
not compete for binding (lanes 11,12). Since Pot1 proteins are proposed to bind both G-
strand overhangs and the displaced G-strand DNA at t-loops (Baumann and Cech, 2001; 
de Lange, 2002), we tested whether Arabidopsis Pot1 requires telomeric DNA on the 3’ 
end of the substrate (mimicking the G-overhang structure) or can bind any internal 
telomeric sequence. Unlike the S. pombe protein (Baumann and Cech, 2001), Pot1 did 
not show preference for free 3’ end of the oligonucleotide. DNA substrate in which 10 
non-telomeric nucleotides were placed either flanking or downstream of six telomeric 
repeats competed well for Pot1 binding (Figure 13, lanes 5-8), suggesting that 
Arabidopsis Pot1 may bind along the length of any long single-stranded substrate of 
telomeric sequence.  
A truncated form of Arabidopsis Pot1, representing the 146 N-terminal amino acids 
(P1DBD), was also able to specifically bind telomeric DNA. This DBD showed binding 
characteristics similar to the full-length Pot1 protein (Figure 14 and data not shown). The 
DNA-binding domain of Schizosaccharomyces pombe Pot1 also displays the same 
specificity for substrate binding as the full-length protein (Baumann and Cech, 2001). We 
next investigated minimum substrate length requirements for efficient DNA binding by 
P1DBD protein. Two retardation complexes were observed after incubation of P1DBD with 
telomeric oligonucleotide (Figure 14, lane 2). DNA binding was unaffected by the 
presence of a 100-fold excess of cold competitors harboring three-four repeats of 
telomeric sequence (lanes 3-4). On the contrary, oligonucleotides with five and six 
telomeric repeats competed well for binding, suggesting that P1DBD prefers to bind longer 
stretches of telomeric sequence (lanes 5-6). To further investigate the sequence 
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Figure 14. DNA-binding properties of recombinant P1DBD protein. 
An electrophoretic mobility shift assay is shown. Lane 1, TELO oligonucleotide alone; 
lane 2, TELO plus P1DBD protein; lanes 3-9, addition of excess 100X cold competitor 
oligonucleotides.  
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specificity, we tested whether the G-rich strand of telomeric DNA from different species 
could serve as a substrate for binding. In our competition assays, 100-fold excess of the 
ciliate (T4G4)3 sequence or the human sequence (TTTAGGG)6 did not compete for P1DBD 
binding (Figure 14, lanes 7-8). In another test, adding a competitor with one G→C 
substitution within the Arabidopsis repeat also did not significantly reduce binding 
(Figure 14, lane 9). Thus, Pot1 exhibits a strong preference for plant telomeric DNA. 
We next tested whether recombinant Arabidopsis Pot2 protein also binds 
telomeric substrates specifically. As shown in Figure 15, Arabidopsis Pot2 forms three 
separate complexes with telomeric substrate (Figure 15, lane 2). All three complexes 
were competed away by the addition of 150-fold excess of cold oligonucleotides in which 
the 6 telomeric repeats are placed on the 3’ end, in the middle, and on the 5’ end of the 
oligonucleotides (Figure 15, lanes 3-5, respectively). Overall, mobility shift experiments 
with Pot2 protein yielded results very similar to those seen for Pot1 protein.  
 
Oligomerization of Arabidopsis Pot proteins 
Telomere binding proteins engage in many protein-protein interactions, forming 
homo- and heterodimers and binding to other proteins in large multifunctional complexes 
(Peersen et al., 2002; Lustig, 2001). To determine whether Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 
form homo- and heterodimers, we performed a series of co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments with full-length Pot1 and Pot2 proteins expressed in rabbit reticulocyte 
lysate. Pot1 and Pot2 were expressed either as T7-tag fusions or 35SMet labeled untagged 
proteins. Two differentially labeled proteins were combined in one reaction and then 
subjected to co-immunoprecipitation using T7 antibody agarose beads (Figure 16A). In 
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Figure 15. DNA-binding properties of recombinant Pot2 protein. 
An electrophoretic mobility shift assay is shown. Lane 1, TELO oligonucleotide alone; 
lane 2, TELO plus Pot2 protein; lanes 3-14, addition of excess 150X cold competitor 
oligonucleotides.  
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Figure 16. In vitro dimerization of Pot1 and Pot2 proteins. 
(A) Schematic diagram of the pull-down assay. (B) Control pull-down assays. Radioactive Pot1 
and Pot2 proteins expressed in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (lanes 1, 3) do not bind to beads in the 
absence of their T7-tagged interactors (lanes 2, 4). Radioactive Arabidopsis Ku70 protein forms a 
stable interaction with T7-tagged Ku80 protein (lane 7-8), but not with itself (lanes 5-6). (C) 
Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins homo- and hetero-dimerize in vitro. Radioactively labeled 
Pot1, Pot2 and luciferase proteins (lanes 1-3) were incubated with T7-tagged Pot1 and Pot2 
proteins. Pot1 interacts with itself (lane 4) and Pot2 (lane 5), but not with luciferase (lane 6). 
Similarly, Pot2 interacts with itself (lane 7) and Pot1 (lane 8), but not with luciferase (lane 9). 
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general, if a T7-tagged protein interacts with its radioactively labeled partner, both 
proteins can be co-immunoprecipitated in the pull-down assay and then separated on an 
SDS-PAGE. The radioactively labeled interaction partner is visualized by 
autoradiography.  
Arabidopsis Ku70 and Ku80 proteins were used as positive and negative controls. 
As expected, Ku70 associated with Ku80, but did not form homodimers (Figure 16B, 
lanes 5-8). As shown in Figure 16C, Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 formed homo- and 
heterodimers. To address whether Pot1 and Pot2 proteins can interact with each other, we 
performed reciprocal pull-down assays using either Pot1 or Pot2 as a T7-tagged bait. 
Both 35SPot1 and 35SPot2 protein co-purified with their heterologous partners, indicating 
that Pot1 and Pot2 also have the ability to heterodimerize in vitro (Figure 16C, lanes 5 
and 8). All Pot1 and Pot2 associations were specific as neither T7-tagged Pot1 nor Pot2 
proteins immunoprecipitated radioactively labeled luciferase (Figure 16C, lanes 6 and 9). 
In addition, when radioactive Pot1 and Pot2 were incubated with T7 antibody agarose 
beads in the absence of their T7-tagged partner, only negligible background levels of 
binding were observed (Figure 16B, lanes 1-4). 
The yeast two-hybrid assay provided further evidence for Pot1 and Pot2 homo- 
and heterodimerization. To confirm Pot1 and Pot2 interaction results obtained in our in 
vitro system, we wanted to use an alternative dimerization assay in a heterologous 
system. Both Pot1 and Pot2 proteins were expressed as Gal4 activation domain (GAD) 
and Gal4 DNA-binding domain (GDBD) fusions, and interactions were detected on 
selective plates. The yeast two-hybrid results were consistent with in vitro pull-down 
assays, and growth was observed in cells expressing GAD-Pot1 + GDBD-Pot1, GAD-
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Pot2 + GDBD-Pot2, GAD-Pot1 + GDBD-Pot2 and GAD-Pot2 + GDBD-Pot1 fusions, 
but not in any negative control strains (data not shown). The complete list of all strains 
used in the study and the observed phenotypes is shown in Table 3. Pot1 and Pot2 
interactions detected by yeast two-hybrid assay and by co-immunoprecipitation were 
reproducible, but relatively weak, which correlates well with the situation in chicken 
cells, where less than 5% of all chicken Pot1 protein molecules dimerize (C. Price, 
personal communication). Nonetheless, we conclude that Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 
proteins can form homo- and heterodimers in vitro. If oligomerization occurs in vivo, it 
may be a powerful mechanism to regulate protein functions. 
 
Subcellular localization of Arabidopsis Pot proteins 
Since Pot1 proteins bind the G-rich strand of telomeric DNA, they are expected to 
localize to the nucleus. Indeed, human Pot1 protein localizes to telomeres in interphase 
nuclei (Baumann et al., 2002). To determine the subcellular localization of Arabidopsis 
Pot1 and Pot2, we prepared EYFP-fusion Pot1 and Pot2 constructs and transiently 
expressed them from the 35S CaMV promoter in tobacco cells. As a negative control, we 
used EYFP alone, which gave a  diffuse  non-specific  staining of  the  plasma  membrane 
(Figure 17A).  For positive  controls  we  analyzed  two  previously  described  nuclear 
proteins, TGA5 (Xiang et al., 1997) and Arabidopsis Ku70 (Riha et al., 2002). Both 
proteins showed strong fluorescence signal exclusively in the nucleus (panels B and C).  
As expected for a telomere protein, Pot2 localized to the nucleus (Figure 17, panel 
E). However, Pot1 showed a strikingly different localization. The majority of the Pot1 
protein localized to the nucleolus, with the remainder diffusely staining the nucleus 
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Table 3. Yeast two-hybrid strains and the observed phenotypes of Pot1 and Pot2 interactions 
 
Strain Interaction Selection LacZ phenotype Growth on –His 
medium 
Pot1-pACT2 
Pot2-pAS2-1 
Heterodimerization -Leu/-Trp Blue Yes 
Pot2-pACT2 
Pot1-pAS2-1 
Heterodimerization -Leu/-Trp Blue Yes 
Pot1-pACT2 
Pot1-pAS2-1 
Homodimerization -Leu/-Trp Blue Yes 
Pot2-pACT2 
Pot2-pAS2-1 
Homodimerization -Leu/-Trp Blue Yes 
Pot1-pACT2 Negative control -Leu White No 
Pot2-pACT2 Negative control -Leu White No 
Pot1-pAS2-1 Negative control -Trp White No 
Pot2-pAS2-1 Negative control -Trp White No 
pACT2 
pAS2-1 
Negative control -Leu/-Trp White No 
Pot1-pACT2 
pVA3-1 
Negative control -Leu/-Trp White No 
Pot2-pACT2 
pVA3-1 
Negative control -Leu/-Trp White No 
pCL1 Positive control for 
β-Gal expression 
-Leu Blue Yes 
pVA3-1 Negative control -Leu White No 
pTD1-1 Negative control -Trp White No 
pVA3-1 
pTD1-1 
Positive control for 
interaction 
-Leu/-Trp Blue Yes 
pLAM5’-1 Negative control, 
lamin 
-Trp White No 
pAS2-1 
Pot1-pACT2 
Negative control -Leu/-Trp White No 
pAS2-1 
Pot2-pACt2 
Negative control -Leu/-Trp White No 
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Figure 17. Cytological analysis of telomeres and telomere-associated proteins. 
(A-G) Fluorescence microscopy of tobacco nuclei transiently transfected with EYFP (A), EYFP-
TGA5 (B), EYFP-Ku70 (C), EYFP-Dyskerin (D), Pot2-EYFP (E), Pot1-EYFP (F, G). In all 
cases, the constructs were expressed from the 35S CaMV promoter. Panels B, G and H show a 
higher magnification of the nucleus. Pot1 protein localizes to the nucleus and is concentrated in 
the nucleolus. (H) FISH analysis of Arabidopsis telomeres using a biotin-UTP labeled 
TTTAGGG repeat probe detected by Avidin-Texas Red. The nucleus fills most of the frame with 
the telomeres clustering in the dark staining nucleolus. This work carried out in collaboration 
with Dr. Naohiro Kato and Dr. Eric Lam at Rutgers University. 
A B C
D E F
G H
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(panels F, G). To verify that the nucleolar localization was specific, we examined 
previously characterized Arabidopsis protein, dyskerin (Maceluch et al., 2001). As 
expected for this protein, dyskerin localized exclusively to the nucleolus (panel D). 
If Arabidopsis Pot proteins are indeed telomere binding factors in vivo, they are 
predicted to localize more specifically to plant telomeres. Experiments aimed at the direct 
co-localization of Pot proteins with telomeric DNA are impossible at the moment 
pending the development of antibodies specific for the endogenous Arabidopsis Pot1 and 
Pot2 proteins. However, the evident nucleolar localization of Pot1 is particularly 
interesting, as previous studies showed that Arabidopsis telomeres primarily localized to 
the nucleolus (Figure 17, panel J) in both meiotic and mitotic interphase (Armstrong et 
al., 2001). Localization of most telomeres and Pot1 protein, but not Pot2, to the same 
compartment of the cell is consistent with a role of Pot1 in telomere biology. Our 
subcellular localization experiments imply that Pot1 and Pot2 may have distinct functions 
in the cell. 
 
Over-expression of AtPot1 and AtPot2 proteins in wild-type Arabidopsis plants 
To examine the role of Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins in vivo, we attempted 
to obtain gene knock-outs. Unfortunately, appropriate T-DNA lines for these genes are 
currently unavailable. Therefore, we tested the effects of exogenous over-expression of 
Pot1, Pot2 or their truncation derivatives on telomere dynamics. For these studies, several 
transgene constructs were created for each gene: full-length, and an N-terminal and a C-
terminal truncation. The C-terminal truncations contained the DNA-binding domains of 
the two proteins (P1DBD and P2DBD), while the N-terminal truncations lacked the DBD 
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and corresponded to the remainder of the ORF (P1∆DBD and P2∆DBD). The constructs were 
placed under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter to ensure robust expression (Figure 
18). The presence of transgene mRNA was verified in all transformants by RT-PCR 
(Figure 18A,B and data not shown). Expression of full-length Pot1 and Pot2 proteins 
caused no defects in growth or development of the transgenic plants, and the length of 
their telomeres remained unchanged. However, initial experiments suggested that plants 
over-expressing portions of the Pot1 and Pot2 proteins, P2DBD and P1∆DBD, displayed 
reproducible phenotypes, and these plants were further evaluated. 
 
Over-expression of DNA-binding domain of Pot2 leads to severe morphological 
defects, moderate telomere shortening and telomere uncapping 
Among many P2DBD-over-expressing plants, several individuals showed distinct 
and unusual morphological changes at 3 weeks of age (Figure 19 A, B). Such plants had 
delayed growth and flowering time, and many lacked apical meristem dominance, 
producing multiple shoots. In many transformants, rosette leaves were small, wrinkled 
and curled-down (Figure 19C). Although numerous small siliques formed, they were 
essentially sterile, with each plant producing only few viable seeds. Several attempts to 
make reciprocal crosses of these mutants to wild-type plants failed, consistent with major 
defect in both male and female reproductive systems. Overall, 12.5% (6 out of 48) of the 
primary transformants with the P2DBD transgene displayed this phenotype.  
Over-expression of P2DBD also resulted in an altered telomere phenotype. 
Although most P2DBD-expressing plants had wild-type telomere length (Figure 20, lanes 
3-4, 7-9, 11-12), those plants with severe morphological defects also showed telomere 
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Figure 18. Analysis of transgene expression in transformed Arabidopsis plants. 
RT-PCR results of P2DBD (A) or P1∆DBD (B) expression in transgenic plants (left) and 
schematic of the transgenes and their corresponding endogenous alleles (right). All 
transgenic and wild-type plants contain the endogenous Pot1 and Pot2 genes. (A) Primers 
1 and 2 are specific for both P2DBD transgene and the endogenous Pot2 allele. After 20 
PCR cycles, these primers amplify P2DBD mRNA only in the transgenic plants (upper 
panel, lanes 1-4), but not in the wild-type plant, confirming that the P2DBD transgene is 
being over-expressed. The control primers 3 and 4 are only specific to the endogenous 
Pot2 gene. After 40 cycles, these primers amplify the Pot2 mRNA in all plants equally 
well (lower panel). (B) The control primers 1 and 2 are specific for the endogenous Pot1 
mRNA. After 40 cycles, these primers amplify Pot1 mRNA in all plants equally well 
(upper panel). Primers 3 and 4 are specific for both the P1∆DBD transgene and the 
endogenous Pot1 allele. After 20 PCR cycles, these primers amplify P1∆DBD mRNA only 
in the transgenic plants (lower panel, lanes 1-3), but not in the wild-type plant, 
confirming that the P1∆DBD transgene is being over-expressed.
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Figure 18. Continued. 
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Figure 19. Morphological phenotypes of P2DBD mutant plants. 
Growth delay of P2DBD-over-expressing mutants (A and B). Smaller plants (mutants) start 
flowering several days later, after the wild-type plants of the same age have already started setting 
the first seeds. (C) Leaf defects of P2DBD mutant plants (on the right) are shown. The wild-type 
rosette leaf is shown on the left. 
C
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Figure 20. Over-expression of P2DBD leads to telomere shortening. 
TRF analysis of the primary transformants. Some P2DBD transformants have wild-type telomere 
length (lanes 3-4, 7-9, 11-12), whereas other plants, which display morphological defects, also 
have shortened telomeres (lanes 1-2, 5-6, 10). WT- telomere length in wild-type Columbia plants. 
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shortening (Figure 20, lanes 1-2, 5-6, 10). Some of these plants lost up to 2kb of 
telomeric sequence in the first generation (compare WT lane with lanes 1 and 6), a rate of 
telomere shortening faster than in telomerase-deficient plants (Fitzgerald et al., 1999; 
Riha et al., 2001). TRAP assays revealed that telomerase remained active in P2DBD 
mutants, hence telomere shortening was not due to telomerase inactivation.  
The severe morphological defects associated with P2DBD over-expression can not 
be explained by their relatively moderate telomere shortening. The extent of telomere 
shortening in these plants corresponds to G2-G3 TERT mutants, which are viable and 
show no morphological defects or genome instability (Fitzgerald et al., 1999). Instead, 
the phenotypes associated with P2DBD mutants correspond to the very late generation 
TERT mutants, which are sterile and exhibit multiple chromosome fusions. To further 
investigate the effects of P2DBD over-expression on cell proliferation capacity, we 
performed cytogenetical analysis of metaphase spreads of Arabidopsis chromosomes in 
these mutants. 8% of all metaphases contained anaphase bridges, consistent with the 
formation of the dicentric chromosomes as a result of telomere end-to-end fusions. 
Remarkably, 50% of all anaphases with fusions contained two and more bridges (Figure 
21), indicative of massive genome instability.  
The data presented above suggest that P2DBD protein may function as a dominant-
negative version of the full-length Pot2 protein. We suspect that over-expression of the 
transgene results in the displacement of endogenous Pot2 protein from Arabidopsis 
telomeres. Without the C-terminal portion of the Pot2 protein, this truncated derivative is 
deficient in a telomere-related function. Since the length of the telomeres in P2DBD over-
expressing mutants is not short enough to trigger uncapping, the high percentage of 
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Figure 21. Cytogenetic defects in P2DBD-over-expressing plants. 
Anaphase bridges were observed in actively dividing mitotic tissues of pistils. Wild-type 
anaphase plane is shown in panel A. A single anaphase bridge (panel B), sometimes broken 
(panel C) is evident in some cells. Approximately 50% of all cells with fused chromosomes 
(panels D-F) harbor two or more anaphase bridges. In several cases, large pieces of chromosomes 
are trapped (panel G). Some cells contained an unusually high number of anaphase fusions, 
involving most chromosomes (panel H). In addition to multiple fusions, several cells displayed a 
clear chromosome mis-segregation phenotype, resulting in apparent aneuploidy (panel I). 
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anaphase bridges in these plants argues that Pot2 provides a protective capping function 
for the chromosome terminus. Pot2 deficiency triggers telomere dysfunction and 
chromosome fusions, which ultimately leads to the proliferation defects and sterility 
associated with P2DBD mutants. Overall, the combined morphological and telomere 
phenotypes observed in P2DBD over-expression mutants suggest that Arabidopsis Pot2 is 
an important protein involved in telomere length regulation, telomere capping and 
general proliferation capacity of plant cells. 
 
Over-expression of P1∆DBD results in shorter telomeres 
Unlike plants over-expressing P2DBD, P1∆DBD transformants were 
indistinguishable from wild-type plants and were fertile. Although most primary 
transformants had wild-type telomeres (Figure 22A, lanes 2, 4), a subset displayed 
reduced telomere length (Figure 22A, lanes 1, 3). No additional shortening was observed 
in the next generation of selfed mutants, with telomeres in some of the siblings returning 
back to the wild-type level. (Figure 22B, compare siblings 1-3 and 4-5; 7,9 and 6,8). 
These results were reproducible in the progeny of all analyzed primary transformants. 
This sibling-to-sibling variation in telomere length is not observed in wild-type plants 
(Figure 5A). Given the tight regulation of telomere length in Arabidopsis, telomere loss 
in this genetic background was not progressive, and later stabilized within the 1.5-5 kb 
range. We conclude from these data that over-expression of P1∆DBD leads to non-
progressive telomere length shortening. 
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Figure 22. Over-expression of P1∆DBD leads to telomere shortening in the first generation of the 
mutants. 
TRF analysis of P1∆DBD  transformed plants. (A) Some P1∆DBD primary transformants have 
wild-type length telomeres (lanes 2, 4), whereas other plants have shortened telomeres (lanes 1, 
3). (B) Analysis of the second generation (G2) of the mutant plants. DNA in lanes 1-5 comes 
from the progeny of the plant #1 from panel A. DNA in lanes 6-9 comes from the progeny of the 
plant #3 from panel A. No additional telomere shortening was observed in G2 plants, compared 
to their parents. WT- telomere length in wild-type Columbia plants. 
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Over-expression of P2DBD-P1∆DBD chimeric protein leads to dramatically shortened 
telomeres and genome instability 
Since Pot1 localizes to the same subnuclear compartment as telomeres, it seems 
likely that Pot1, and not Pot2, will be bound to telomeres throughout most of the cell 
cycle. If this was the case, chimeric fusions in which the DBD of one protein was 
swapped for the other would compromise function. To address this possibility, we created 
a chimeric construct, consisting of P2DBD and P1∆DBD cDNAs fused in frame to encode a 
single P2DBD-P1∆DBD polypeptide, and placed it under control of the 35S promoter. As 
shown in Figure 23, over-expression of this chimeric protein led to a novel telomere 
phenotype. In four out of five primary transformants, telomeres decreased in size to 
below 2 kb, consistent with a major defect in telomere length maintenance. Telomeres in 
the first generation of these mutants were approximately the same size as telomeres in 
sixth or seventh generation TERT mutants (Riha et al., 2001). Thus, plants over-
expressing P2DBD-P1∆DBD lose telomeric DNA 6-7 times faster than telomerase-deficient 
plants. 
As in TERT mutants, telomeres in P2DBD-P1∆DBD over-expressing plants displayed 
a discrete banding profile, instead of the smear that is characteristic of telomeres in wild-
type Arabidopsis . We previously showed in TERT mutants that these discrete bands 
represent individual telomere tracts. Hence, telomerase is primarily responsible for length 
heterogeneity at telomeres. Since telomeres in P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants shorten much faster 
than in TERT mutants, our data suggest that an active mechanism of telomere shortening, 
such as a nuclease attack, as opposed to the passive loss due to the end-replication 
problem, dramatically accelerates the loss of telomeric DNA in these mutants.
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Figure 23. Telomere shortening in P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants. 
TRF analysis of the plants, transformed with P2DBD-P1∆DBD. Lanes 1-5, individual primary 
transformants. Asterisks indicate interstitial telomere signal. WT- telomere length in wild-type 
Columbia plants. 
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Cytogenetic analysis of P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants showed that ~5% of the 
metaphases contained anaphase bridges (Figure 24). Interestingly, most fusions had a 
different architecture than that observed in P2DBD over-expressing plants. Instead of long 
threads of pulled DNA in the middle of the anaphase plane, fusions in P2DBD-P1∆DBD 
plants involved large, compact pieces of DNA, perhaps, even entire chromosomes 
trapped between two separating sets of DNA molecules (Figure 24, panels D-F). In 
addition to anaphase bridges, many metaphases showed other problems, such as unequal 
chromosome alignment and segregation, leading to aneuploidy in the daughter cells 
(Figure 24, panels H,I). These mitotic problems are similar to those observed in A. 
nidulans pot1+-deficient cells, in which increased chromosome instability, segregation 
errors and a loss of viability are observed (Pitt et al., 2004). Analysis of the next 
generation of P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants will be crucial to understanding the consequences of 
such aberrations. The percentage of anaphase bridges observed in these plants is similar 
to that seen in G6 TERT mutants. Together with the similarly comparable size of the 
telomeric DNA tract left in P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants and G6 TERT mutants, this data 
suggests that the observed anaphase bridges involve telomeric DNA and are triggered by 
critical shortening of the telomeres. 
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Figure 24. Cytogenetic defects in P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants. 
Anaphase bridges were observed in actively dividing mitotic tissues of pistils. Wild-type 
anaphase is shown in panel A. Some dividing nuclei contained a single anaphase bridge (panels 
B, C). Most chromosome fusions were evident in the beginning of the anaphase, before the 
chromosomes moved far away from each other (panels D-F). In many cases, anaphases contained 
an unusually high number of chromosome fusions, involving most chromosomes (panel G). In 
addition, many cells displayed a clear chromosome mis-segregation phenotype, resulting in 
obvious aneuploidy (panels H, I). 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Arabidopsis harbors two Pot1-like genes 
Telomeres are hypothesized to exist in three states: a “closed” conformation 
associated with the formation of a t-loop, that is inaccessible to telomerase, an “open” 
conformation, where the telomere is engaged with telomerase, and a Pot1-bound state, 
which may either be “open” or “closed” with respect to telomerase access. Although 
these conformations may exist at different stages of the cell cycle, they may not be 
mutually exclusive. The “closed” conformation is proposed to persist throughout most of 
the cell cycle, and is necessary to protect the telomeres from degradation and the action 
of DNA repair and recombination machinery (Griffith et al., 1999). This structure must 
be changed to an open conformation in the S-phase to allow for the replication of the 
DNA. At this point, proper telomere protection, as well as recruitment of telomerase, is 
especially important for the cell’s ability to maintain the correct length of the telomere 
tract. Specific single-strand telomere DNA-binding proteins are thought to carry out 
many of these functions. 
Until recently, single-strand telomere end-binding proteins were only known for 
ciliated protozoa and budding yeast. However, the availability of sequenced genomes has 
finally allowed identification of homologs in higher eukaryotes, which have been named 
Pot1. Pot1 genes were first identified in fission yeast and humans (Baumann and Cech, 
2001) and later in many other diverse species, including macaque monkeys, mice, 
Arabidopsis, N. crassa, E. cuniculi and A. nidulans (Baumann et al., 2002; Pitt et al., 
2004). Although the members of the Pot1 gene family are required for telomere length 
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regulation and protection (Baumann and Cech, 2001; Colgin et al., 2003; Loayza and De 
Lange, 2003), limited information is available on how these proteins work and whether 
they have additional functions.  
To broaden our understanding of Pot1 function, we have identified and 
characterized Pot1 proteins in the small mustard weed Arabidopsis thaliana. In contrast 
to all other organisms studied (see below) Arabidopsis contains two Pot1 genes, which 
we designated Pot1 and Pot2. Both genes encode proteins with the conserved 
TELO_bind_N domain, previously shown to be involved in specific binding to single-
stranded telomeric DNA. The overall amino acid sequence and domain structure of the 
Pot1 and Pot2 proteins is well conserved with their mammalian and fungal counterparts, 
indicating that at least some of the protein functions are likely to be similar.  
Since both Pot1 and Pot2 proteins bind specifically to single-stranded G-rich 
telomeric DNA in vitro, strongly preferring plant telomeric sequences with very limited 
affinity for closely related sequences, we conclude that the DNA-binding properties of 
Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 resemble those of the S. pombe Pot1 protein, and not the 
human Pot1 protein (Baumann and Cech, 2001). However, unlike the Pot1 protein from 
S. pombe, Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 do not show a preference for a free 3’-end, 
suggesting that they have the potential to bind the G-strand overhang, as well as the G-
rich telomere strand displaced by T-loop formation.  
The purified DNA-binding domain of S. pombe Pot1 binds G-strand DNA in a 
highly cooperative manner so that only one shifted band is observed when the protein is 
incubated with an oligonucleotide that has multiple Pot1 binding sites (Lei et al., 2002). 
In contrast, binding of the full-length Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins to the G-strand 
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oligonucleotide with 6 Arabidopsis telomeric repeats gave rise to 2 and 3 specific 
complexes, respectively, suggesting that binding of plant proteins might be non-
cooperative. In addition, although the S. pombe Pot1 DNA-binding domain binds tightly 
to a substrate of only 6 nucleotides (Lei et al., 2002), the binding sites of the full-length 
Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins appear to be longer, as the best binding substrates 
contain at least 5 telomeric repeats. 
Pot1 and Pot2 can form homo- and heterodimers, raising the possibility of 
regulated interactions at telomeres. Both Pot genes are expressed in all analyzed plant 
tissues, consistent with a proposed role for them in telomere maintenance in all cells. 
Overall, the biochemical and genetic data presented in this chapter is consistent with the 
notion that Pot1-like proteins are key components of the telomere complex in 
Arabidopsis. 
 
Arabidopsis as a unique model system for telomere biology 
Arabidopsis is the only organism known to harbor two Pot1-like genes. This 
observation by itself is not completely surprising as approximately 35% of the 
Arabidopsis genome is thought to be duplicated (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). 
In most cases, duplicated genes lie in well-characterized regions of chromosomes, known 
to have been subjected to major chromosome rearrangement events during evolution. 
This does not appear to be the case for Pot1 and Pot2 genes, which are located on regions 
of chromosomes that have not been duplicated in the past. Instead, the Pot genes appear 
to have evolved independently. Given the considerable differences among their 
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sequences, it is possible that they have distinct functions in telomere maintenance or 
regulation in Arabidopsis.  
Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins localize to different subnuclear compartments, 
with Pot1 in the nucleolus and Pot2 excluded from the nucleolus, but still in the nuclear 
compartment. We suspect that the distinct localization of Pot proteins reflects different 
functions at telomeres. Unlike the situation in all other known organisms, including other 
plant species, Arabidopsis telomeres localize to the nucleolus throughout most of the cell 
cycle. This is an important difference, since telomere localization to the nuclear periphery 
in other eukaryotes is important for the establishment of proper nuclear architecture. 
Telomeres are also important for meiosis, where they cluster on the nuclear envelope 
(telomere bouquet) and move the diploid genetic material around so that homologous 
chromosomes can align and efficiently recombine. The fact that Arabidopsis telomeres 
localize to the nucleolus, and not to the nuclear periphery, may explain the apparent 
absence of the “telomere bouquet” in this organism. 
We have not definitively showed that Pot proteins bind to chromosome ends in 
vivo, but based on their in vitro DNA binding preferences this seems likely. Therefore, 
we propose that Pot1 protein localizes to the telomeres in nucleolus and protects them 
from a variety of deleterious effects. Pot1 may be solely targeted to the nucleolus, or it 
may associate with telomeres during mitosis, when the nucleolus breaks down and then 
remains associated with telomeres when the nucleolus reforms. Pot2, on the other hand, is 
exclusively nuclear, and may associate with telomeres during M-phase. Alternatively, 
Pot2 may bind to the minor population of telomeres, which are not located in the 
nucleolus, throughout the cell cycle. 
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Possible functions of Pot proteins in Arabidopsis 
Since no null mutants in Pot1 or Pot2 genes are currently available, we used an 
alternative approach to examine their function. We over-expressed full-length proteins; 
however, no phenotype was observed in such plants. We then turned to a dominant-
negative approach, by over-expressing truncated forms of the Pot proteins. Since Pot2 
does not localize to the nucleolus, we were surprised to see a number of major 
phenotypes in plants over-expressing the DNA-binding domain of Pot2. These 
phenotypes include severe sterility, morphological defects of leaves and moderate 
telomere shortening. These data argue that P2DBD does indeed function as a dominant-
negative allele, and drives endogenous Pot2 molecules off the telomere by mass action, 
occupying their place at the terminus instead. Although the ability of P2DBD to bind 
telomeres has not yet been tested in vitro, the Pot1 DNA-binding domain is able to bind 
telomeres in vitro with even better efficiency than the full-length Pot1 protein, suggesting 
that this may be the case for P2DBD as well.  
The P2DBD transgenic protein is missing approximately two thirds of the original 
sequence from its C-terminus, a portion predicted to be involved in protein-protein 
interactions (Colgin et al., 2003; Loayza and De Lange, 2003) and, therefore, is predicted 
to be incapable of interacting with its partners. The high incidence of anaphase bridges, 
as well as chromosome missegregation problems, appears to be a direct result of P2DBD 
over-expression, and may be responsible for the failure of the transgenic plants to 
maintain proper cell division, morphology and normal fertility. Interestingly, similar 
cytological phenotypes, such as chromosome missegregation and mitotic problems, are 
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also seen in the loss of function pot1 mutants in S. pombe and A. nidulans cells (Baumann 
and Cech, 2001; Pitt et al., 2004). However, unlike the situation in an S. pombe deletion 
strain, over-expression of Arabidopsis P2DBD triggers only moderate telomere shortening, 
which can not explain the high incidence of end-to-end fusions in these cells. Our data 
suggest that that the endogenous Pot2 protein may be a part of the chromosome cap, an 
important structural component of the telomere complex whose main function is to 
prevent telomere-to-telomere fusions. 
Unlike Pot2, Arabidopsis Pot1 localizes to the nucleolus. Interestingly, over 
expression of either full-length Pot1 protein or P1DBD has no effect on telomere length. 
On the other hand, over-expression of P1∆DBD causes moderate telomere shortening in the 
first generation of transgenic plants, which later stabilizes in the progeny. This truncated 
Pot1 polypeptide does not contain a DBD, therefore its effects on telomere length are not 
mediated by direct DNA binding. Presumably, P1∆DBD titrates away Pot1-interacting 
proteins from the telomeres, therefore disturbing the balance of telomere-lengthening and 
-shortening factors associated with the telomere itself. Alternatively, like the human 
P1∆OB (Loayza and De Lange, 2003), this truncated Arabidopsis polypeptide may still 
physically associate with telomeres via protein-protein interactions, influencing the 
telomere-counting mechanism proposed to regulate the length of the telomere tract. 
Future experiments will be necessary to determine whether all the Pot1 and Pot2 
truncation derivatives localize to the same compartment as the endogenous proteins. 
The most dramatic telomere shortening was seen in plants over-expressing 
chimeric P2DBD-P1∆DBD constructs. This chimeric polypeptide corresponds to the Pot1 
protein, harboring the DBD of Pot2. Remarkably, telomeres in the first generation of 
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these mutants were extremely short (less than 2 kb), approaching the size of telomeres 
seen in G6-G7 telomerase mutants. Consistent with the reduced telomere length in these 
mutants, about 5% of all anaphases contained bridges, the same frequency observed in 
G6-G7 TERT mutants (Riha et al., 2001). Thus, telomeres in chimeric mutants are 
becoming uncapped at a faster rate than in TERT mutants. Moreover, like many G6-G7 
TERT plants, these mutants appear morphologically wild-type and are fertile.  
One possibility is that the mutant chimeric proteins bind telomeres outside the 
nucleolus, thus delivering Pot1-associated functions to an inappropriate compartment. 
Another possibility is that without its own DBD, Pot1 can no longer properly regulate 
telomere length. Either way, our data demonstrate that Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 
proteins are involved in the regulation of telomere length, and Pot2 may also provide the 
telomere capping function. Future analysis of Pot1 and Pot2 knock-out lines can provide 
more useful insights into the function of these proteins in vivo. 
Finally, it is curious that over-expression of the full-length human Pot1 or its C-
terminal protein interaction domain causes significant telomere elongation (Colgin et al., 
2003; Loayza and De Lange, 2003), while Arabidopsis mutants display the opposite 
phenotype, with telomeres in some cases losing over 50% of their overall wild-type tract 
in just one generation. This discrepancy may suggest that Arabidopsis and human Pot1 
proteins may interact differently with telomere maintenance machinery. This difference 
in protein function is not unusual for factors involved in telomere biology. For example, 
Ku proteins are known to play different roles at yeast and plant telomeres. In yeast, Ku 
deficiency leads to telomere shortening, whereas in Arabidopsis such deficiency causes 
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significant telomere elongation (Boulton and Jackson, 1998; Gravel et al., 1998; 
Polotnianka et al., 1998; Riha et al., 2002). 
The fact that Arabidopsis seems to “hide” telomeres in the nucleolus, where they 
can be exposed to a different environment than that on the nuclear periphery, would be 
consistent with different functions of Pot proteins. Alternatively, this apparent difference 
may simply be due to the fact that Arabidopsis possesses two Pot1-like proteins, which 
have separable and even perhaps opposite functions at telomeres. Either way, this finding 
once again confirms that different model organisms need to be studied in order to fully 
understand the role of telomeres and telomere binding proteins in a living cell. 
The unexpected results of P2DBD, P1∆DBD and P2DBD-P1∆DBD over-production 
clearly demonstrate that Arabidopsis Pot proteins are involved in telomere biology in 
vivo, most likely performing several different functions at plant telomeres. Still, the 
mechanisms behind all of the observed phenotypes, and especially those leading to such a 
great telomere loss in P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants are unknown. Future work will shed light on 
how over-production of this chimeric protein compromises telomere length regulation in 
Arabidopsis. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Plant materials, transformation and growth conditions 
Wild-type Arabidopsis seeds were purchased from the Arabidopsis Biological 
Resource Center (Ohio State University, Columbus), cold-treated overnight at 4°C, then 
placed in the environmental growth chamber and grown under a 16/8-hr light/dark 
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photoperiod at 23°C. To obtain Pot1 and Pot2 over-expressing mutants, Pot1 and Pot2 
cDNAs were amplified by PCR with primers complementary to the start and stop codons 
of each gene, and then inserted into a binary vector pCBK05 (Riha et al., 2002) to allow 
expression from a 35S CaMV promoter. The constructs were then introduced into 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101. Transformation of the wild-type plants was 
performed by the in planta method (Riha et al., 2002). T1 primary transformants were 
selected on 0.5 BM medium supplemented with 20 mg/l of phosphinothricine (Crescent 
Chemical), genotyped and analyzed by RT-PCR for transgene expression. 
 
cDNA synthesis  
Total mRNA was extracted from 0.1–0.5 g of plant tissue using Tri Reagent 
solution (Sigma). Pot1 and Pot2 cDNAs were synthesized from total leaf RNA using 
Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Gibco). Primers complementary to the stop codons of 
each cDNA were incubated with 2 µg of total RNA in the supplied buffer at 65°C for 5 
min. Reverse transcription was carried with 100U of Superscript II at 42°C for 50 min. 
RNA was degraded with RNase H (USB). The coding regions of Pot1 and Pot2 were then 
amplified with Ex-Taq polymerase (Takara). PCR products were cloned into a pCR2.1-
TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and sequenced. 
 
Expression and purification of recombinant proteins in E.coli 
Pot1, Pot2 and P1DBD cDNAs were cloned in-frame in the pET28a vector 
(Novagen) using BamHI and XhoI sites, and were then introduced into the ER2566 E.coli 
strain (New England Biolabs). Cells were grown in 0.5 L culture flasks until they reached 
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a density of 0.4 OD units. Protein expression was induced for 8-16 hr with 0.1 mM IPTG 
at 20°C. Cell pellets were collected following centrifugation and resuspended in lysis 
buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, adjusted to pH 8.0 with NaOH, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM 
imidazole, 1% NP-40). Cells were then lysed by sonication. For protein purification, Ni-
NTA resin (Novagen) was used, following manufacturer’s protocol with minor 
adjustments. Briefly, 15 ml cell lysate was incubated with 2 ml of resin for 1-1.5 h at 4°C 
on a rotating wheel, and the sample was poured into a disposable 15-ml column 
(PIERCE). Unbound sample was collected, and the resin washed 4 times with 4 ml wash 
buffer (same as lysis buffer plus 40 mM imidazole and no NP-40). The bound protein 
was eluted 4-8 times with 0.5 ml elution buffer (same as lysis buffer plus 250 mM 
imidazole and no NP-40) each. The eluted protein was then analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 
Elution was also monitored by Western blotting with T7-tag antibodies, following 
manufacturer’s recommendations. After purification, the proteins were dialyzed against 
50 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.2 M KCl, 10% glycerol. 
 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays 
All radioactive oligonucleotides used in the gel-shift assays were labeled with T4 
polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) and γ-32P-ATP (3000 Ci/mmol; Amersham 
Pharmacia), and purified through nucleotide removal disposable columns (Qiagen). The 
binding reactions were performed in 50 µl in the following buffer: 25 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 
1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.5 µg HaeIII-cut E.coli DNA and 0.25 nM 
probe. 5µg of the protein was added last, and the binding reaction was incubated for 30 
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min at room temperature. For competition experiments, protein was added to the 
reactions containing up to 150-fold molar excess of unlabeled competitor 
oligonucleotide. Electrophoresis was performed in 5% polyacrylamide gels run in 1X 
TBE for 4 hours at 150V at RT. The gels were dried on Whatman DE81 paper at 80°C, 
exposed to phosphorimager screens and analyzed using ImageQuant software. 
 
In vitro dimerization assays 
Full-length Pot1 and Pot2 cDNA were inserted into the BamHI–XhoI restriction 
sites in the expression vector pET28a (Novagen) to produce fusion proteins with an N-
terminal His-T7 tag. The cDNAs were also cloned into pCITE4a vector (Novagen) using 
the same restriction sites to produce untagged proteins. All obtained constructs and the 
control vector encoding untagged luciferase were transcribed and translated separately in 
a TnT-coupled rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Promega) with or without [35S]L-methionine 
(Amersham). Translation was stopped with cyclohexamide (4 ng/µl) before 35S-labeled 
proteins were mixed with T7-tagged unlabeled proteins in a ratio of 3:1 and incubated at 
30°C for 15 min. Proteins were immunoprecipitated with T7 antibodies as described 
(Bryan et al., 2000). Precipitate and supernatant fractions were analyzed by SDS–PAGE 
and autoradiography. 
 
Yeast two-hybrid experiments 
Pot1 and Pot2 cDNA were cloned into pAS2-1 and pACT2 vectors 
(CLONTECH) to obtain fusion constructs for both the GAL4 DNA-binding domain 
(GDBD) and the GAL4 Activation domain (GAD), respectively. GDBD-Pot1 and 
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GDBD-POT2 were then transformed into yeast strain Y190 (CLONTECH) using the 
lithium acetate technique, and plated on –Trp medium to recover transformants. The 
activation domain constructs were similarly introduced into these strains and plated onto 
–Leu/-Trp medium to recover double transformants that contained both the GDBD and 
the GAD constructs. These double transformants were then replica-plated onto medium 
lacking Leucine, Tryptophan and Histidine to test for interaction between the GDBD- and 
GAD-fusion proteins, as the growth on –His plates is indicative of such interaction. The 
strains were also checked for the presence of another reporter activity, β-galactosidase 
expression, which was used to confirm the interactions. 
 
Telomere analysis 
DNA from individual plants was extracted as described (Cocciolone and Cone, 
1993). TRF analysis was performed with Tru1I (Fermentas) restriction enzyme and 32P 5' 
end-labeled (T3AG3)4 oligonucleotide as a probe (Fitzgerald et al., 1999). Anaphase 
spreads were prepared from pistils as described previously (Riha et al., 2001). 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
IDENTIFICATION OF SINGLE-STRAND TELOMERE BINDING 
PROTEINS IN CAULIFLOWER 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein structures at the ends of linear eukaryotic 
chromosomes that provide capping functions and allow for the complete replication of 
chromosome ends. Most telomeres consist of simple G-rich, 6-8 nucleotide tandem 
repeats, ranging from several tens of bases to several tens of thousands nucleotides in 
size. For example, in most genetic backgrounds, Arabidopsis telomeres are composed of 
2-5 kb tandem arrays of TTTAGGG repeats. The G-rich strand of the telomere is 
synthesized by telomerase, which utilizes its own intrinsic RNA template for telomeric 
DNA synthesis. Telomeric DNA is associated with specific telomere binding factors, 
which play critical roles in telomere maintenance. Telomere binding proteins are also 
involved in regulation of telomerase activity. 
Structurally, telomeres have two distinct regions – double-stranded telomeric 
DNA accounting for most of the telomeric tract, and a short G-rich single-strand 
protrusion on the telomere terminus called the G-overhang. Two different classes of 
telomere binding proteins are able to interact with these regions. Both classes of proteins 
exhibit strong sequence specificity, tightly binding to telomeric DNA sequence of that 
organism, but not to others. Proteins that bind to double-stranded regions of telomeres 
have been found in yeast (Rap1p, Taz1p), mammals (TRF1, TRF2) and other eukaryotes 
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(reviewed in Kanoh and Ishikawa, 2003). Some of these proteins provide a protective 
capping function for the telomeres (van Steensel and de Lange, 1997; van Steensel et al., 
1998). Other telomere binding proteins negatively regulate telomerase by a protein-
counting mechanism in which the number of the bound protein molecules is precisely 
measured, permitting or restricting telomerase access to the telomeres (Marcand et al., 
1997). Another role for telomere proteins is exemplified by the mammalian TRF2 protein 
which directly participates in telomere looping, a process in which the distal telomeric 
repeats are folded back onto the rest of the telomere tract to form the t-loop (Griffith et 
al., 1999).  
Thus far, no plant proteins have been shown to bind telomeric DNA in vivo. 
However, several groups have reported identification of such proteins that bind telomeric 
DNA in vitro. Most of the genes encoding putative double-strand telomere binding 
proteins from plants were isolated based on their sequence homology to known human 
and yeast telomere proteins. Such proteins display a single Myb-like DNA binding motif 
at their C-terminus, similar to that present in human TRF1 and TRF2 proteins (Yang et 
al., 2003; Yu et al., 2000, Hwang et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2001). Additionally, a novel 
plant-specific SMH1 protein from maize was also isolated based on its ability to bind 
double-stranded telomeric DNA in vitro (Marian et al., 2003). In Arabidopsis, TRP1 and 
TBP1 proteins specifically bind double-stranded telomeric DNA in vitro (Chen et al., 
2001; Hwang et al., 2001). In addition, the nuclear protein ATBP1, capable of binding 
both double- and single-stranded telomeric DNA (Zentgraf, 1995), was also identified. 
This 67 kDa ATBP1 protein identified by Zentgraf was later found to associate via 
protein-protein interactions with another, smaller protein ATBP2 during the onset of 
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senescence. This higher-order protein complex was only able to bind double-stranded 
telomeric DNA (Zentgraf et al., 2000). Taken together, these data suggest that the 
Arabidopsis genome may encode several telomere binding proteins.  
The second group of telomere binding proteins consists of factors that bind single-
stranded telomeric G-overhangs. Some of these proteins, particularly those from ciliated 
protozoa, have been extensively studied biochemically. In Oxytricha nova, a 
heterodimeric protein containing α- and β- subunits tightly binds to the overhang 
(Gottschling and Zakian, 1986; Price and Cech, 1987), forming a ternary complex with a 
1:1:1 stoichiometry (Fang and Cech, 1993). Both subunits are required for maximal 
binding, but the α-subunit can also bind the overhang alone (Gray et al., 1991). In 
Euplotes, a telomere binding protein with homology to the α-subunit appears to have a 
similar role at the telomeres (Price et al., 1992). In budding yeast, the major single-strand 
telomere binding protein is Cdc13p (Nugent et al., 1996). Cdc13p is a multifunctional 
protein: it protects telomeres from degradation, positively and negatively regulates 
telomerase recruitment to the telomeres, and provides a link between leading and lagging 
strand replication machineries (reviewed in Evans and Lundblad, 2000). In fission yeast 
and mammals, the functional homologue of Cdc13p is the Pot1 protein, which provides 
telomere protection against nucleases and serves as a direct link between telomere-length 
counting machinery and telomerase (Baumann and Cech, 2001; Loayza and De Lange, 
2003).  
Several published reports indicate that single-strand telomere binding proteins 
exist in plants. Nuclear extracts from rice and mung bean, and from Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii, contain activities capable of specifically interacting with single-stranded 
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telomeric oligonucleotides in gel-shift assays (Petracek et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1998; Lee 
et al., 2000). Recently, an RNA-binding protein STEP1 was purified from Arabidopsis 
nuclear extracts and shown to bind to telomeric DNA in vitro (Kwon and Chung, 2003).  
Arabidopsis thaliana has proven to be an excellent model organism to study 
telomere biology in higher eukaryotes (Riha and Shippen, 2003b). It seems clear that 
plants share most components of telomere maintenance machinery with mammals and 
other eukaryotes. Furthermore, Arabidopsis has a completely sequenced genome and 
well-established genetic tools, providing an excellent opportunity to study the role of 
telomere proteins in vivo. However, the limitation of using Arabidopsis is difficulty in 
getting large quantities of biochemical material. In this work, we decided to take 
advantage of the close evolutionary relationship between Arabidopsis thaliana and 
cauliflower (Brassica oleracia), which are members of the same plant family. Unlike 
Arabidopsis, cauliflower provides an abundant source of plant tissue, from which large, 
preparative quantities of nuclear extract can easily be made. The genomes of both plants 
are thought to have substantial similarity and identity on both the nucleotide and protein 
levels. Therefore, our rationale was to purify telomere binding activities from 
cauliflower, isolate and sequence the proteins by mass-spectrometry, and use the obtained 
peptide data to search the Arabidopsis database for proteins with the same peptide 
composition as their putative cauliflower homologues. 
We identified four major telomere binding protein complexes from cauliflower 
and characterized their DNA-binding properties. Here, we show that these complexes 
have distinct molecular weights and binding affinities towards various telomeric 
substrates. The DNA-binding component of one of the complexes was purified and 
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analyzed by mass-spectrometry. Peptide mass data was used to search for putative protein 
candidates from the Arabidopsis thaliana database. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Identification of single-strand telomere binding activities in cauliflower nuclear 
extracts 
To learn more about the components of the telomere complex in plants, we looked 
for proteins in cauliflower that can bind oligonucleotides corresponding to the G-rich 
telomere overhang. To determine whether cauliflower nuclear extract contains factors 
capable of specific binding to single-stranded telomere substrates, gel retardation assays 
were performed with a 32P-labeled telomeric (T3AG3)5 oligonucleotide (see Table 2 for 
the complete list of all oligonucleotides used in this study and their sequences). As shown 
in Figure 25, the cauliflower nuclear extract contained single-strand binding activities, 
which were able to shift the telomeric DNA probe. Four major complexes were detected 
(Figure 25, lane 2), designated A, B, C and D from top to bottom. A less abundant and 
less stable complex, designated by the asterisk, was also detected in some extract 
preparations. We verified that a protein was responsible for this DNA binding activity by 
adding protease K to the binding reaction and showing that complex formation was 
completely abolished. In contrast, addition of RNase A had no effect on binding (data not 
shown). No complex formation was observed with a C-rich telomeric oligonucleotide 
(C3TA3)5 or duplex telomere repeats (data not shown). 
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Figure 25. Identification of four specific telomeric DNA-binding complexes in 
cauliflower nuclear extracts. 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay. Lane 1, (TTTTAGGG)5 oligonucleotide alone, lane 
2, (TTTTAGGG)5 plus nuclear extract. lanes 3-12, addition of 10X (lanes 3,5,7,9,11) or 
100X (lanes 4,6,8,10,12) excess cold competitor oligonucleotides with various number of 
telomeric repeats (lanes 3-10) or with a point mutation in the repeat sequence (lanes 11-
12). The four major complexes are designated A to D. The asterisk designates a minor 
band of lower mobility.  
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The binding of the cauliflower proteins to telomeric DNA was highly specific. 
Addition of up to 100-fold molar excess of cold (T3ACG2)5 oligonucleotide did not 
abolish binding (Figure 25, lanes 11-12). Since the nucleotide sequence of this competitor 
is only one nucleotide different from the Arabidopsis telomeric sequence T3AG3, the data 
argue that the binding activity we have identified is specific for telomeric DNA and 
would not likely bind the degenerate telomere repeats found in the subtelomeric and 
intergenic regions of plant chromosomes.  
To further examine the specificity of DNA binding, we performed competition 
experiments with oligonucleotides corresponding to human (TTAGGG)5 and Oxytricha 
nova (T4G4)3 sequences. Complexes C and D were abolished with the human telomere 
repeat competitor, while complexes A and B showed only minor reduction in binding 
(Figure 26, lanes 5-6). No competition was observed with the ciliate telomeric DNA 
(Figure 26, lanes 7-8). This result demonstrates that the four observed complexes have 
different DNA-binding properties, with the two upper bands being most specific for plant 
DNA. The results presented in Figure 26 also indicate that all the cauliflower proteins 
involved in telomeric DNA binding prefer closely related telomeric substrates and do not 
bind sequences from evolutionary distant species. 
To determine the minimal number of telomeric repeats necessary for complex 
formation, we performed competition assays with oligonucleotides containing three, four, 
five and six telomeric repeats. Cauliflower extract was incubated with radiolabeled 
(T3AG3)5 oligonucleotide and up to 100-fold molar excess of cold competitor. 
Oligonucleotides with more telomeric repeats showed progressively better competition. 
Three telomeric repeats showed minimal competition for the A, B and C complexes 
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Figure 26. Binding preference of cauliflower proteins to plant telomeric sequences. 
Lane 1, (TTTTAGGG)5 oligonucleotide alone, lane 2, (TTTTAGGG)5 plus nuclear 
extract, lanes 3-8, addition of 10X (lanes 3, 5, 7) or 100X (lanes 4, 6, 8) excess cold 
competitor DNA oligonucleotides with plant (lanes 3-4), human (lanes 5-6) and ciliate 
(lanes 7-8) telomere repeats.  
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(Figure 25, lanes 3-4), while the five telomeric repeats showed the best competition 
(Figure 25, lanes 5-8). Complex D was competed away with all of the cold telomeric 
oligonucleotides, suggesting that it requires the least number of telomeric repeats for 
binding. Notably, an oligonucleotide with six telomeric repeats was not as efficient a 
competitor as was an oligonucleotide with five telomeric repeats (Figure 25, lanes 9-10). 
One possible explanation is that the (T3AG3)6 oligonucleotide may undergo 
conformational changes in solution to form a secondary structure that prevents efficient 
protein binding. Since telomeric oligonucleotides are known to form “G-quartet” 
structures in vitro (Sundquist and Klug, 1989), it is conceivable that (T3AG3)6 
oligonucleotide assumes a similar conformation. Overall, the results presented in Figures 
25 and 26 indicate that cauliflower nuclear extracts contain telomere binding protein 
activities that can bind single-stranded G-rich substrates. 
Several telomere binding proteins prefer to bind to a 3’ terminus (Sheng et al., 
1995; Baumann and Cech, 2001). To test if this is also the case for the cauliflower 
proteins, we performed competition experiments with oligonucleotides containing six 
telomeric repeats located in the middle or at either the 5’ or 3’ end of the DNA. Both 
TELO-UP (5’ position) and TELO-MID competed much better for binding than the 
TELO (3’ position) (Figure 27, lanes 3-8), suggesting that telomere binding proteins in 
cauliflower do not have preference for the free 3’-overhang. This result is similar to that 
observed for rice single-strand telomere binding proteins (Kim et al., 1998).  
In Arabidopsis, RNA-binding proteins are known to interact with plant single-stranded 
telomeric DNA (Kwon and Chung, 2003). In other species, proteins with RNA 
recognition motifs display both telomeric DNA and RNA binding activities (Lin and 
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Figure 27. Effect of telomeric DNA position on oligonucleotide binding. 
Lane 1, (TTTTAGGG)5 oligonucleotide alone, lane 2, (TTTTAGGG)5 plus nuclear 
extract. Lanes 3-10, addition of 10X (lanes 3, 5, 7, 9) or 100X (lanes 4, 6, 8, 10) excess 
cold competitor DNA oligonucleotides with differentially positioned telomeric repeats 
(lanes 3-8) or RNA oligonucleotide of telomeric sequence (lanes 9-10).  
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Zakian, 1994). To test whether the telomeric binding activities from cauliflower have the 
ability to bind the plant telomere cognate RNA (U3AG3)5 sequence, competiton 
experiments were performed. No competition was observed when up to 100-fold cold 
(U3AG3)5 oligonucleotide was added to the reaction (Figure 27, lanes 9-10). Thus, the 
cauliflower proteins bind specifically to DNA, but not RNA substrates. 
Preliminary titration experiments demonstrated that intensities of each shifted 
band increased as protein concentration increased, suggesting that each complex is 
composed of unique and stable protein components (data not shown). The four major 
protein-DNA complexes observed in our experiments may represent several different 
telomere binding proteins, each of which formed a separate shifted band on the gel. 
Alternatively, one single DNA-binding protein may be responsible for shifting all bands 
in the assay. In this scenario, higher order complexes may form with multimers of a 
single protein by incorporation of additional factors. To address this possibility, we 
subjected cauliflower nuclear extracts to size fractionation on a Superose 12 column. 
Each fraction was analyzed for the telomere binding activity. As shown in Figure 28, the 
peak of fractions containing A and D complexes eluted in fractions 32 and 33 (50-80 
kDa). Fraction 30 (150-160 kDa) contained proteins necessary for complex C formation. 
Interestingly, complex B had two peaks – in fractions 30 and 33 (150-160 kDa and 50-70 
kDa, respectively). An additional high molecular weight complex, indicated by the 
asterisk, was formed in fractions 28-29 (170-200 kDa). These results indicate that the 
protein complexes involved in telomeric DNA binding have distinct molecular weight, 
and may have different protein compositions. Alternatively, the DNA-binding component  
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Figure 28. Superose 12 fractionation of cauliflower nuclear proteins. 
Gel-shift assays were performed with fractions 27-39. The position of molecular weight 
protein markers are shown on the top of the gel. Unfractionated nuclear extract was used 
as a control in the reaction. 
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of the complexes might miltimerize either before or after association with the DNA, 
resulting in increased molecular weight of the shifted complexes. 
 
Purification of cauliflower telomere binding proteins 
To purify telomere binding proteins from cauliflower we designed a purification 
scheme consisting of four major steps: ammonium sulfate precipitation, preparative 
isoelectric focusing, size exclusion chromatography and DNA-affinity purification. As 
shown in Figure 29A, most of the telomere binding activity from cauliflower nuclear 
extract precipitated at 60% ammonium sulfate saturation. The protein sample from this 
fraction was dialyzed and fractionated by preparative isoelectric focising in the Rotofor 
system (Bio-Rad). As shown in Figure 29B, most DNA-binding complexes appeared in 
fractions 14 and 15 (pH 4.4 - 4.5), and the second peak of complex B also appeared in 
fractions 17 and 18 (pH 4.7 – 4.8). The intensities of complexes C and D were 
significantly reduced, perhaps due to dissociation of the protein components of these 
complexes.  
To further purify complexes A and B, samples from fractions 14 and 15 were 
combined and subjected to size-exclusion chromatography on a Superose 12 column. The 
peak of complex A eluted in fractions 25-26 (40-70 kDa) and the peak of complex B 
eluted in fractions 22-23 (120-170 kDa, Figure 30A). To estimate the apparent molecular 
weight of the DNA-binding component of complex A, fractions 20-28 from Superose 12 
column were used in a cross-linking assay. Proteins were allowed to interact with 32P-
labeled (T3AG3)5, and then were irradiated with UV light to form covalent protein-DNA  
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Figure 29. Purification of telomere binding proteins from cauliflower nuclear extract. 
(A) Gel-shift assay following ammonium sulfate precipitation of cauliflower proteins. 
Most telomere binding activity precipitates at 60% saturation. (B) Fractionation in a 
Rotofor column. Proteins in fractions 4-20 separated by their isoelectric point on a 
Rotofor column were subjected to a gel-shift assay. Complexes A and B eluted in 
fractions 14 and 15 (pI 4.4 and 4.5). The second peak of complex B was observed in 
fractions 17 and 18 (pI 4.7-4.8). Unfractionated nuclear extract was used as control.  
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Figure 30. The cauliflower telomere binding protein in complex A has a molecular 
weight of less than 40 kDa.  
(A) Gel-shift assay following Superose 12 fractionation of partially purified proteins in 
complexes A and B. Molecular weight protein markers are shown on the top of the gel. 
Unfractionated nuclear extract was used as a control in the reaction. Complex A elutes in 
fractions 25 and 26 (40-70 kDa). (B) SDS-PAGE of proteins in Superose 12 fractions 20-
28 crosslinked to the radioactively labeled telomeric DNA. Only one band of 42 kDa is 
seen across the fractions. 
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bonds. The cross-linked fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Only one major cross-
linked band was visible on the gel across the fractions, with most of the DNA-binding 
activity was present in fraction 25 (Figure 30B). This result is consistent with the results 
for size-exclusion chromatography. The estimated size of the band is around 42 kDa, 
which includes both the protein and the DNA oligonucleotide cross-linked to it. Based on 
these results, we conclude that the size of the putative telomere binding protein is less 
than 30 kDa.  
To further purify telomere binding proteins, fractions 25 and 26 were pooled and 
subjected to DNA-affinity purification. Figure 31A shows that complex A was 
successfully purified and eluted off the column in the 0.5 M NaCl fraction. Complex B 
was apparently lost during the purification. To visualize proteins eluted with 0.5 M NaCl, 
we performed SDS-PAGE and stained the fractions with silver. Although the sample 
applied to the affinity column contained multiple polypeptides (Figure 31B, lanes 2 and 
4), only a few of them were bound to the DNA. Moreover, the 0.5 M NaCl elution 
sample contained at least three easily detectable bands in the size range below 30 kDa, 
which are not present in the 2M NaCl elution sample (Figure 31B, compare lanes 1 and 
3). Since the 2M NaCl elution sample contains no detectable telomere binding activity 
(Figure 31A), these three bands in the 0.5 M NaCl fraction represent good candidates for 
mass-spectrometry analysis. Therefore, all three bands (25, 18 and 16 kDa, designated 
ES-1, ES-2 and ES-3, respectively) were excised from the gel, digested with trypsin and 
analyzed by MALDI-TOF. For a negative control, a portion of the gel without any 
protein bands was also excised and used as a blank. 
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Figure 31. DNA-affinity purification and silver-staining of cauliflower telomere binding 
proteins.   
(A) Gel-shift assay after the final purification step of cauliflower telomere binding 
proteins. The affinity-purified telomere binding activity elutes in 0.5 M NaCl elution 
fractions, but not in 2 M NaCl elution or wash fractions. Proteins from the second 
purification step (Rotofor column) were used as a control in the reaction. (B) SDS-PAGE 
and silver-staining of affinity-purified proteins. Three protein bands below 30 kDa are 
seen in the 0.5 M NaCl elution fraction (lane 1), but not in the 2M elution fraction (lane 
3). 
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The initial mass-spec analysis identified a number of peptide masses for ES-1 and 
ES-3 samples. Sample ES-2 was similar in peptide composition to the blank (data not 
shown) and was not used further in the study. We used the MS-Fit program from the 
ProteinProspector package (http://prospector.ucsf.edu) to search the Arabidopsis database 
for proteins whose hypothetical trypsin digestion could produce such a range of peptide 
masses. For the ES-3 protein sample, the best putative candidate was the At2g14470 gene 
product, which matched 5 out of 18 peptide masses. The At2g14470 gene encodes a 144 
kDa protein with putative DNA helicase domain and very low similarity to the DNA 
repair and recombination protein Pif1 from S. cerevisiae. Other candidates included heat 
shock transcription factor HSF4 (At4g36990) and ABC transporter protein (A t2g13610). 
None of these proteins are likely to be telomere binding proteins in vivo.  
For ES-1, two putative proteins (GenBank accessions # 18395275 and 11346161) 
matched 3 out of 13 available peptide masses. These proteins are encoded by genes 
At1g23710 and At5g16810, respectively. The At1g23710 gene product is an expressed 
protein with predicted molecular weight of 33.6 kDa and isoelectric point 4.9 with 
unknown function and no obvious protein motifs. The At5g16810 gene product is a 
hypothetical protein of 38.6 kDa and pI 8.3, also with no obvious protein domain or 
known function. If shown to bind telomeric DNA in vivo or in vitro, these proteins will 
represent a novel class of telomere binding proteins. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The telomere is a conserved structure with multiple roles in cell biology. In most 
eukaryotes, the telomeric sequence is quite similar and usually consists of short repeats 
with 2-4 adjacent guanines on the DNA strand that extends in the 5’-3’ direction to form 
the G-overhang. Telomere function is achieved through multiple interactions between the 
DNA component of the telomere and various proteins that either directly bind to it or 
associate with the telomere via protein-protein interactions. The functions of telomeres 
are conserved throughout evolution, with the most important being chromosome 
protection against degradation and end-to-end fusions. Given the fact that telomeres 
provide an excellent solution to chromosome maintenance problems, it is not surprising 
that most organisms also have evolved similar proteins for their telomere maintenance 
machinery. Both double- and single-strand telomere binding proteins have been 
conserved throughout evolution. Double-strand telomere binding proteins, identified in 
budding and fission yeast and also in humans, are negative regulators of telomerase, and 
function by counting the number of existing telomere repeats on each chromosome end. 
Single-strand telomere binding proteins, on the other hand, seem to have multiple 
functions at the telomeres, both negatively and positively influencing telomere extension 
by telomerase, as well as providing a direct link between leading and lagging strand DNA 
replication machineries. Although sequence conservation between single-strand telomere 
binding proteins is less profound, all of these proteins appear to utilize a specific 
secondary structure, the oligosaccharide/oligonucleotide fold (OB fold), for efficient 
binding to telomeric DNA.  
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Given the overall evolutionary conservation of telomere proteins, it is likely that 
terminus-specific factors will be conserved in closely related species of plants. Although 
Arabidopsis is the plant model of choice for genetics, its close relative cauliflower is a 
plentiful biochemical source of telomerase and telomere binding proteins. In this study, 
we used a gel mobility shift assay to detect proteins in cauliflower nuclear extracts that 
bind G-rich single-strand oligonucleotide of telomeric sequence (T3AG3)5. We detected 
four major protein complexes capable of specific binding to telomeric DNA. Competition 
experiments using different telomeric and non-telomeric oligonucleotides revealed that 
the cauliflower telomere binding proteins do not have a preference for a free 3’ overhang 
and prefer to bind longer single-stranded regions of telomeric sequence. This finding 
suggests that these proteins bind along the length of the single-stranded overhang or to 
the displaced G-rich strand in the t-loop structure. We have also shown that telomeric 
DNA from evolutionary distant organisms such as ciliates can not be bound by 
cauliflower proteins. At the same time, the observed complexes have different affinities 
towards a more closely related telomere sequence from humans, with two out of four 
complexes being efficiently competed away by this DNA. This result implies that the 
cauliflower telomere binding proteins may recognize degenerate telomeric sequences 
dispersed throughout the plant genome.  
Although the exact composition and identity of the telomere binding complexes 
observed in our gel-shift assays has not been determined, their strict substrate specificity 
suggests that plants possess specific single-strand telomere binding proteins capable of 
protecting chromosomal ends in vivo. The ability of cauliflower nuclear extracts to 
produce 4 biochemically distinct protein-DNA complexes could represent different steps 
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in the assembly of a protective structural cap on the chromosome terminus. Alternatively, 
these complexes may contain different proteins that play unique roles at the telomeres 
during various phases of the cell cycle or plant development. With this respect, telomere 
binding proteins specific to senescing Arabidopsis leaves have already been previously 
described (Zentgraf et al., 2000). 
It is tempting to speculate that some of the telomere binding proteins observed in 
our assays are cauliflower orthologs of Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins. Since these 
two plant species are closely related, cauliflower is likely to possess Pot1-like genes. 
With the future development of antibodies specific to Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 
proteins, it will be possible to determine whether or not such proteins exist in cauliflower 
and whether the activities we have purified actually correspond to Pot1 and Pot2. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Cauliflower nuclear extract preparation 
To obtain large quantities of nuclear extract, up to 12 cauliflower heads were 
ground in a Waring blendor with 2 ml of grinding buffer (25 mM MES, pH 6.0, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 5 mM NaCl2, 0.5 M sucrose, 40% glycerol, 14 mM β-mercaptoethanol) per gram 
of tissue. The resulting mass was homogenized with a Polytron, and the extract filtered 
through cheesecloth and then through Miracloth (Calbiochem). The suspension was spun 
for 10 min at 1 krpm at 4οC and then for 30 min at 3 krpm in a JA-14 rotor. To break 
chloroplasts, the pellet was resuspended several times in 10 ml wash buffer (25 mM 
MES, pH 6.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM NaCl2, 0.5 M sucrose, 25% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-
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100, 1.4 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and spun for 30 min at 4οC in a JA-20 rotor at 5 krpm. 
The final pellet was resuspended in extraction buffer (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.8, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 2M NaCl, 0.6 M KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT) and left 
overnight at 4οC for protein extraction. Nuclear extract was then dialyzed against dialysis 
buffer (50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.8, 5 mM MgCl2, 40 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.01 mM 
PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 20% glycerol) and cleared from DNA by DNase I digestion. Aliquots 
were quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 οC until needed. 
 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
Different concentrations of cauliflower nuclear extract were mixed with 0.5 ng of 
32P-labeled (TTTAGGG)5 oligonucleotide in DNA-binding buffer (20 mM TrisHCl pH 
8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl, 1mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 5% glycerol, 15 µg HaeIII-
digested E .coli DNA), and incubated at RT for 15 min. The complexes were then 
separated on 5% polyacrylamide gel (acrylamide: bisacrylamide 29:1) for 4 h at 150 volts 
in 1X TBE at RT, dried and exposed to film or PhosphorImager screens. 
 
Protein purification and cross-linking assays 
Ammonium sulfate was added to the cauliflower nuclear extract in 20% 
increments to 60% saturation at 4οC with stirring. The precipitate was collected by 
centrifugation, resuspended in TMG-50 buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 
10% glycerol) and dialyzed against dialysis buffer. The sample was then mixed with 
ampholytes (3-5 pH range) and subjected to isoelectric focusing on the Rotofor system 
(Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Fractions with telomere binding 
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activity were pooled together and size-fractionated on a Superose 12 column (Pharmacia) 
in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2. The eluted 
sample was affinity-purified as described below. Activity was monitored at all stages by 
gel-shift assays. For DNA cross-linking assays, partially purified protein samples from 
Superose 12 column chromatography were incubated with radioactively labeled 
(TTTAGGG)5 as described above for 15 min, and then cross-linked in a UV Stratalinker 
1800 (Stratagene) for 15 min, followed by 10% SDS-PAGE. The gels were dried and 
exposed to PhosphorImager screens. 
 
DNA-affinity purification and mass-spec analysis of cauliflower proteins 
Partially purified telomere binding proteins from cauliflower (500 µg total 
protein) were mixed with 0.5 nmole of biotinylated (TTTAGGG)5 oligonucleotide in 1 
ml of WB buffer (20 mM Tris-acetate pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM 
NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% NP-40), incubated on ice for 30 min and added to 
150 µl of UltraLink Immobilized NeutrAvidin Plus beads (Pierce), previously blocked for 
15 min with WB buffer containing 0.01% NP-40, 1 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.05 mg/ml 
glycogen. The binding reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 h at 4οC. The beads were 
then washed 3 times with 1 ml of cold WB buffer and eluted twice by 200 µl of elution 
buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 0.05% NP-40) at 
room temperature. The eluted samples were dialysed against 200 ml of dialysis buffer at 
4οC overnight. If higher concentrations of the proteins were needed, samples were 
dialyzed against solid polyvinylpyrrolidone (MW 40,000) at 4οC for 2h. 
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For mass-spectrometry analysis, affinity-purified protein samples were run on 
SDS-PAGE and stained with a non-fixing silver stain (PIERCE). The candidate protein 
bands were cut out of the gel, digested with trypsin and subjected to mass-spectrometry 
analysis at the Texas A&M University mass-spectrometry laboratory. ProteinProspector 
package was used to identify Arabidopsis protein candidates. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 
Telomeres are essential features of most eukaryotic chromosomes, and analysis of 
their structure offers many clues towards understanding aspects of cellular senescence, 
aging and cancer. The past twenty years have provided an enormous amount of data on 
how telomeres perform their function. Although most of the initial work was performed 
on lower eukaryotes, it is becoming increasingly clear that many aspects of telomere 
biology are shared by organisms across evolution. In recent years, mammals have 
become a model of choice for studying telomeres in the context of complex genomes. 
These studies have significantly advanced our knowledge of telomere function, 
regulation and architecture. The identification of the mammalian telomere binding 
proteins (TRF1, TRF2, hPot1) has allowed scientists to exploit new avenues for 
understanding the relationship between telomere end protection, cell cycle, DNA damage 
responses, senescence and apoptosis. The discovery of t-loops in human cells 
demonstrated that complex organisms employ unusual and elegant solutions to 
chromosome end protection. 
Although human and mouse represent organisms of choice for studies aimed at 
more medical-oriented investigations, such as analysis of cancer cells and mechanisms 
leading to tumor formation, these organisms also harbor various intrinsic drawbacks. For 
example, generation of gene knock-outs necessary to elucidate gene function is almost 
impossible in human cells. Moreover, while construction of gene knock-outs is possible 
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for mice, this process is very laborious and time-consuming. In addition, disruption of 
many telomere-related genes in the mouse system is lethal, making it impossible to study 
their functions. 
The model plant organism Arabidopsis thaliana offers an alternative to more 
traditional higher eukaryotic models (Riha and Shippen, 2003b). The genome of this 
small mustard weed has been completely sequenced and annotated. The plant itself is 
very easy to grow, has a short generation time and is easily manipulated on the genetic 
level. T-DNA insertions containing various constructs can be easily introduced into the 
Arabidopsis genome to generate gene knock-out or activation lines, suitable for genetic 
and biochemical analysis. Most importantly, Arabidopsis shares much similarity with 
mammals in terms of general telomere organization, telomerase expression and responses 
to genome instability. In addition, Arabidopsis is unique among other eukaryotes in its 
exceptional tolerance to genome instability. Because of its great plasticity in development 
and genome organization, Arabidopsis can survive in the absence of telomerase and a 
number of DNA-damage response proteins. Similar deficiencies are not tolerated by 
mammals, perhaps because p53 activation by DNA damage prevents further cell division. 
This major difference is very important from the genetic point of view and makes 
Arabidopsis an ideal system to investigate the function of many essential genes. The 
knowledge obtained from elucidation of gene function in Arabidopsis should be 
applicable to a wide variety of other systems.  
In addition to many similarities in telomere-associated activities between plants 
and other higher eukaryotes, Arabidopsis is also emerging as a powerful model to study 
certain aspects of telomere biology specific to plants. For example, it is becoming 
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increasingly clear that regulation of telomerase activity in plants is connected to auxin 
metabolism. In addition, factors regulating telomerase expression in Arabidopsis may 
also contribute to plant drought tolerance (S.Ren and T.McKnight, personal 
communication). Overall, analysis of Arabidopsis telomeres and their function can 
significantly contribute to our understanding of many aspects of telomere biology across 
evolution.  
In this study, we analyzed several different aspects of telomere biology in 
Arabidopsis. First, telomere length was measured in different wild-type Arabidopsis 
accessions. We found that Arabidopsis ecotypes harbor different lengths of telomere 
tracts. One group of accessions displays Columbia-style telomeres in the range of 2-5 kb. 
The second group has much longer telomeres, almost twice the size of Columbia 
telomeres. We found that WS ecotype is unique among other accessions in that it displays 
a bimodal telomere size distribution. Approximately 15-20% of all plants randomly 
selected from this ecotype displayed short telomeres, while most individuals had longer 
telomeres. This finding raises important questions about the mechanism regulating 
acceptable telomere tract size in plants. It also demonstrates that natural variation can be 
a significant factor influencing telomere length in a given plant, and needs to be taken 
into consideration when analyzing telomere length mutants. This finding is especially 
important since many mutations in genes involved in telomere biology may only cause 
minor telomere length fluctuations. Very careful analysis of these mutants will be 
necessary to correctly establish a link between these genes and telomere length 
homeostasis. 
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Currently, Arabidopsis is the only model system in which the dynamic nature of 
telomere homeostasis can be analyzed in great details. Unlike other organisms studied to 
date, seven out of ten chromosome ends in Arabidopsis harbor unique subtelomeric 
sequences immediately adjacent to the telomere tracts for which specific DNA probes can 
be amplified. These probes allow analysis of telomere length on individual chromosome 
arms. Therefore, the fate of an individual telomere can be followed throughout plant 
development or in parent-progeny analysis. Using subtelomeric probes, we discovered 
that the length of each telomere is not fixed, but fluctuates within an ecotype-specific 
range, which we call the set point. Our data indicate that Arabidopsis does not have a 
predetermined shortest telomere end. Instead, the dynamic nature of telomere lengthening 
and shortening gives all telomere ends an equal opportunity to be the shortest or the 
longest in the population. Our data also demonstrated for the first time that telomeres on 
homologous chromosomes are coordinately regulated throughout plant development. In 
addition, we found that telomere lengths in siblings are more similar than in unrelated 
plants, suggesting that parental telomere length predetermines individual telomere fate in 
progeny. 
Telomere length homeostasis is regulated through the action of telomerase. This 
enzyme is responsible for adding telomere repeats to chromosome ends to circumvent 
telomere shortening caused by the end-replication problem. We demonstrated that 
Arabidopsis telomerase preferentially extends the shortest telomere in the population. We 
also showed that Arabidopsis accessions have a preferred size range for the telomeres, 
which we call the optimal size range. For example, in the Columbia ecotype, while the 
overall telomere tract range is 2-5 kb, the optimal size for any given telomere appears to 
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be 3-3.5 kb. Telomeres shorter than 3 kb serve as a good substrate for telomerase, which 
tends to extend this end to the optimal size. Telomeres longer than 3.5 kb are usually not 
acted on by telomerase and slowly drift down in size. The concept of the optimal size 
range allows us to explain the otherwise seemingly stochastic nature of telomerase action. 
If a telomere is at the optimal size point, the shortening and lengthening forces have the 
same strength, and the telomere has an equal chance of being shortened or extended. We 
hypothesize that at this point the telomere may be divided into two populations, one acted 
on by telomerase and one not. Thus, telomere splitting reflects extensions and shortening 
events that either happened to the homologous chromosomes or to both chromosomes in 
different parts of the plant body. Future work should focus on the differences in telomere 
length between various plant organs. In some plants, we observed dramatic telomere 
extensions for a particularly short parental chromosome arm up to 2 kb in the progeny. 
We would like to know when telomerase action happens. Does telomerase act in meiosis 
or throughout plant development? Is this telomere lengthening a result of a single 
extension event or does telomerase act on the same chromosome arm in each cell to 
coordinately extend the telomere to the optimal size range? These questions can be 
addressed by following the fate of the same chromosome arm through plant development. 
DNA samples should be taken from leaves, stems, flowers and other plant tissues and 
analyzed for the changes in the telomere length. These experiments can also address 
whether recombination plays a role in the telomere maintenance or if telomerase and the 
end-replication problem are the major players affecting telomere length in Arabidopsis.  
Another important question that still remains to be answered concerns the 
mechanisms responsible for the establishment of species-specific telomere length limit. It 
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is obvious from our studies that closely related ecotypes of the same species may have up 
to a two-fold difference in the acceptable telomere length, but the genetic determinants 
for this variation are not known. A single genetic factor is not responsible for all the 
telomere length differences observed in plants. Instead, it is likely that many separate 
genetic factors contribute to the heterogeneity of acceptable telomere length. If this is the 
case, mapping these genes may be possible to do by crossing individuals from different 
ecotypes and analyzing the progeny of the cross. Although the influence of certain genes 
on telomere homeostasis is well documented in yeast, for example, epigenetic factors 
may also contribute to the complexity of the telomere length control. It is known that 
epigenetics can play a major role at and near the telomeres. For example, telomere 
silencing, caused by rearrangement in the chromatin composition of the telomeres can 
lead to genetically heritable silencing of genes positioned near the telomeres. Therefore, a 
careful study of telomeric chromatin and factors known to modify it may shed light on 
the mechanisms of telomere length control and regulation in Arabidopsis. 
The identification of Pot1, the first single-strand telomere binding protein in 
higher eukaryotes has had a tremendous influence on telomere research in all species. 
Pot1, as well as its sequence and functional homolog in budding yeast and ciliates, 
provides a general solution to the telomere end protection problem. In all species studied 
to date, telomeres are protected by a Pot1-like capping protein, which binds to the G-
overhang. This protein provides physical protection for telomere ends from degradation 
and double strand break repair activities, and facilitates protein-protein interactions with 
other members of the telomere complex. In Arabidopsis, two Pot1-like genes were 
identified by a homology database search. This finding was unexpected, since all other 
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model organisms have only a single Pot1 gene. Although over 30% of the Arabidopsis 
genes are thought to be duplicated (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), this does not 
appear to be the case for Pot1 and Pot2 genes, which are located on regions of 
chromosomes that have not been duplicated in the past. Instead, it seems likely that these 
genes evolved to have different functions.  
Both Pot1 and Pot2 genes are ubiquitously expressed. Although both proteins 
show similar DNA-binding characteristics in vitro, they localize to different subnuclear 
compartments, with Pot2 found exclusively in the nucleus, and Pot1 predominantly in the 
nucleolus. This finding supports the idea that Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 have distinct 
functions in the cell. Telomeres in Arabidopsis, unlike those of other known species, 
localize to the nucleolus. Since both Pot1 and telomeres localize to the same 
compartment, we suspect that Pot1 binds telomeres throughout the cell cycle. During the 
M-phase, when the nucleolus disappears, telomeres are expected to be released into the 
nucleus where they become free to initiate homologous chromosome pairing. We 
hypothesize that during this phase of the cell cycle telomeres are bound by the nucleus-
localized Pot2.  
Other questions that remain to be answered include determining whether 
Arabidopsis Pot proteins actually bind telomeres in vivo. We would also like to know 
whether there is a dynamic switch between Pot1- and Pot2-bound telomere states. Is it 
cell cycle controlled? The development of Pot1 and Pot2 specific antibodies will allow us 
to perform immunodetection of Pot proteins in vivo, and determine whether they 
colocalize with telomeres.  
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Our current data indicate that Pot2 mRNA is less abundant in all tissues than Pot1 
mRNA. One intriguing possibility is that Pot2 protein is only present in M-phase. To test 
this, variations in Pot1 and Pot2 protein levels during the cell cycle will need to be 
analyzed. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a powerful technique for 
studying molecular interactions inside living cells (Sekar and Periasamy, 2003). This 
technique is commonly used in the laboratory of our collaborators, Dr. Naohiro Kato and 
Dr. Eric Lam (Rutgers University). FRET analysis of Pot1 and Pot2 interactions could be 
performed by Dr. Kato to establish whether these proteins can homo- and heterodimerize 
in vivo. Our yeast two-hybrid and in vitro co-immunoprecipitation experiments suggest 
that this may be the case, but in vivo analysis will be most informative in understanding 
biological significance of these interactions. Oligomerization of Pot proteins could serve 
as a switch between Pot1- and Pot2-bound states, leading to important changes in the 
structure of the telomere cap. Such studies could also help us understand why 
Arabidopsis is the only known organism whose telomeres reside in the nucleolus. 
From studies done in humans and fission yeast it is clear that Pot1 proteins 
perform two important functions: protection of telomere tracts from degradation and 
regulation of telomerase accessibility to chromosome ends. In fission yeast, a pot1+ 
deficiency leads to immediate telomere loss and cell death. Although knock-outs of the 
human Pot1 gene are currently unavailable, over-expression of a full-length or dominant-
negative version of Pot1 protein leads to significant telomere elongation without any 
noticeable deleterious effects on cell viability. Knock-outs of the Arabidopsis Pot1 and 
Pot2 genes are also currently unavailable and identification of such mutants is a priority 
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for future research. Given that more T-DNA insertions in the Arabidopsis genome are 
being generated, such knock-outs should be available in the near future. 
Since Pot1 is an essential gene in other organisms, Pot1 and Pot2 deficient 
Arabidopsis mutants may not be viable. If this is the case, point mutation or deletion 
mutants should be generated. Currently, we are in the process of analyzing four Pot2 and 
one Pot1 TILLING mutants (http://tilling.fhcrc.org:9366), which carry point mutations in 
conserved amino acids. In addition to its value as a powerful technique to generate loss-
of-function alleles, the TILLING technology also has the potential to uncover separation 
of function mutants, which will be instrumental in analyzing different aspects of Pot1 and 
Pot2 function at the telomeres. 
Over-expression is another powerful technique commonly used to uncover the 
role of telomere binding proteins (Smogorzewska et al., 2000; Colgin et al., 2003). Over-
expression of full-length Pot1 and Pot2 proteins in Arabidopsis caused no apparent 
detrimental phenotype, suggesting that the levels of these proteins may not be a rate-
limiting step in the telomere protection mechanism. Previous studies of human Pot1 
protein demonstrated that a dominant-negative approach may be a valuable tool in 
understanding Pot1 function. Therefore, we constructed N- and C-terminal truncations of 
Pot1 and Pot2, and expressed them under the control of the strong viral 35S promotor. 
Although some of the transgenes (P1DBD and P2∆DBD) showed no phenotype, others 
displayed clear telomere deregulation problems. For example, plants over-expressing 
P1∆DBD showed moderate telomere shortening, indicating that Arabidopsis Pot1 is 
involved in telomere length control. Some of the plants over-expressing P2DBD also 
showed telomere shortening. Remarkably, these plants were sterile and displayed a high 
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incidence of chromosome fusions, detected cytogenetically as anaphase bridges. This 
discovery clearly demonstrated that Arabidopsis Pot2 is a part of the capping complex 
involved in telomere protection against double strand DNA break repair activities, since 
over-expression of P2DBD causes a telomere cap deficiency, manifested by the 
chromosome fusion formation. 
The P2DBD construct appears to be a dominant-negative version of the full-length 
Pot2. What is the mechanism leading to telomere cap deficiency in P2DBD mutants? 
Several models can be proposed to explain these phenotypes. First, P2DBD molecules may 
occupy all or most Pot2 binding sites on the telomeres, driving the endogenous Pot2 
protein off the telomere by mass action. If this is the case, in vivo characterization of 
P2DBD subcellular localization and its colocalization with telomeres will need to be 
performed to address whether P2DBD binds telomeres. Second, if P2DBD itself does not 
bind telomeres, it may dimerize with the endogenous Pot2 protein and sequester it from 
the telomeres. In this case, telomeres will not be bound by Pot2 at all, leaving them 
exposed to the DNA repair machinery. To address this possibility, in vitro dimerization 
assays and FRET analysis of Pot2-P2DBD interactions will need to be performed. In 
addition, disruption of Pot2-telomere colocalization will also need to be addressed by 
immunostaining and FISH analysis. 
One of the most intriguing phenotypes of P2DBD over-expression is the severe 
sterility of these mutants. In contrast to hundreds and even thousands of seeds usually 
collected from the wild-type plants, only 20 to 30 viable seeds are produced by some of 
the P2DBD over-expressing mutants. Since even late generations of telomerase mutants 
with remarkably short telomeres are still fertile, this striking phenotype of P2DBD plants 
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suggests that in addition to a telomere capping deficiency, this mutation also leads to 
problems in meiosis. Pot1 in fission yeast and fungi is known to be involved in mitotic 
control (Baumann and Cech, 2001; Pitt et al., 2004). Therefore, it is tempting to propose 
that Arabidopsis Pot2 protein is also involved in telomere-related meiotic control, 
perhaps through properly organizing the telomere for meiotic pairing. Analysis of meiotic 
events in P2DBD over-expressing plants will need to be performed in order to elucidate the 
possible function of Pot2 in meiosis. 
Taken together, the distinct phenotypes provide strong evidence that Pot1 and 
Pot2 perform different functions in the cell (Figure 32). In our search for more severe 
dominant-negative alleles of Pot1 and Pot2, we created chimeric fusions of Pot1 and Pot2 
domains hoping to simultaneously compromise the functions of both proteins. To our 
satisfaction, transgenic plants over-expressing P2DBD-P1∆DBD displayed a variety of 
severe phenotypes leading to telomere length deregulation and inactivation of telomerase 
in vivo. The first generation of P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants showed dramatic telomere 
shortening, comparable to the G6-G7 telomerase mutants. Therefore, the rate of telomere 
shortening in such plants was 6-7 times greater than in the mutants lacking telomerase. 
Thus, Pot proteins in the short term are much more critical for telomere stability than 
telomerase. 
What is the mechanism of rapid telomere shortening in the P2DBD-P1∆DBD 
mutants? The chimeric P2DBD-P1∆DBD polypeptide corresponds to Pot1 protein whose 
DBD was replaced by Pot2 DBD. Our preliminary data indicate that this chimeric protein 
localizes to the nucleolus (data not shown), just like the full-length Pot1 itself. It is  
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Figure 32. Proposed functions of single strand telomere binding proteins. 
Both Pot1 and Pot2 proteins are involved in telomere length control, possibly by 
regulating telomerase access to telomeres. Est1 and TERT are components of telomerase. 
Pot1 protein is likely to protect telomeres from nuclease attack. Pot2 protein is also a 
component of the protective cap, restricting access of the non-homologous end joining 
(NHEJ) machinery to the chromosome ends. Also shown are the double-strand telomere 
binding proteins TRF1 and TRF2, which remain to be identified. 
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possible that in spite of the high degree of sequence similarity between the two DBDs, 
they have different DNA-binding properties in vivo. If the chimeric protein improperly 
binds to the telomeres, it may not be able to provide sufficient protection against nuclease 
attack. Alternatively, it may titrate the endogenous Pot1 protein from the telomeres, 
essentially exposing chromosome ends to unregulated telomere shortening activities. 
More careful analysis of P2DBD-P1∆DBD subcellular localization and its interaction with 
the endogenous proteins will be necessary to fully understand these phenotypes. 
Interestingly, separate over-expression of both P2DBD and P1∆DBD leads to only 
moderate telomere length deregulation, while over-expression of P2DBD-P1∆DBD causes an 
exaggerated synergistic effect, more dramatic than in either single mutant. Since the 
chimeric protein contains P2DBD and P1∆DBD together as two parts of the same 
polypeptide, it is necessary to establish whether the observed phenotypes can be 
recapitulated by co-expression of P2DBD and P1∆DBD independently in the same cell, or if 
these two truncated proteins must be physically linked in one polypeptide to cause the 
observed telomere shortening. To test this, mutants over-expressing P2DBD and P1∆DBD 
can be crossed and their progeny analyzed. 
One more major phenotype of P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants requires more detailed 
analysis in the future. When analyzing telomere length in these mutants, we noticed that 
their telomeres appeared not as a smear characteristic of wild-type plants, but as distinct 
bands reminiscent of telomeres in telomerase-deficient plants. The unique banding profile 
of Arabidopsis telomeres is a hallmark of telomerase deficiency (Riha et al., 2001), 
indicating that telomeres in P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants are not substrates for telomerase. This 
observation prompted us to test whether telomerase is active in these plants. TRAP assay 
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performed with proteins extracted from P2DBD-P1∆DBD plants revealed that telomerase in 
these mutants was unable to elongate the DNA primer substrate (Y. Surovtseva and D. 
Shippen, unpublished). Moreover, when protein extract from the wild-type plants was 
mixed with extract from P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants, no telomerase activity could be detected 
(data not shown). We conclude that extracts from P2DBD-P1∆DBD mutants contain a 
soluble and efficient telomerase inhibitor, capable of preventing telomere elongation by 
telomerase both in vivo and in vitro. These results are especially exciting since no natural 
factor capable of inactivating telomerase in vivo has been previously identified in any 
model system, including humans. 
If the P2DBD-P1∆DBD protein is indeed inhibiting telomerase in vivo, several 
mechanisms can be proposed to explain this (Figure 33). First, the chimeric protein may 
inhibit telomerase indirectly by tightly binding to telomeric DNA and preventing its 
binding by telomerase. Alternatively, P2DBD-P1∆DBD may inhibit telomerase directly by 
physically interacting with the reverse transcriptase subunit or another component of 
telomerase holoenzyme. Both models can be tested in the future. The ability of P2DBD-
P1∆DBD to bind telomeres will be analyzed in vitro by gel-shift assays and in vivo by 
immunolocalization coupled with telomere FISH. Physical interaction of P2DBD-P1∆DBD 
with TERT can be tested by coimmunoprecipitation, FRET analysis and yeast two-hybrid 
experiments. 
Although the implications of discovering an in vivo telomerase inhibitor are 
significant, many more experiments will need to be performed to fully elucidate the 
functions of Pot1 and Pot2 in Arabidopsis and the mechanism of telomerase inhibition by 
P2DBD-P1∆DBD. Since the G-overhang is an essential component of a functional 
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Figure 33. Proposed models of telomerase inhibition by P2DBD-P1∆DBD. 
The chimeric protein may bind to the G-overhang and prevent telomerase from binding to 
it (A) or it can physically inhibit telomerase in the absence of telomeric DNA (B). 
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telomere, its length will need to be measured in all of the mutants mentioned above. The 
current literature indicates that Pot1-like proteins are unlikely to function on their own, 
but rather are likely to exist in a large multi-subunit complex, that performs multiple 
functions at the telomeres. Other components of the Pot1 and Pot2 complexes in 
Arabidopsis will need to be discovered through a number of approaches including yeast 
two-hybrid and reverse genetics. Most importantly, since human Pot1 protein was shown 
to act downstream of the major double-strand telomere binding protein TRF1, its 
homologues in Arabidopsis will need to be identified. Finally, the genetic interactions of 
Pot1 and Pot2 with other telomere-related factors, such as TERT, Ku and Mre11, will 
also need to be established. 
In conclusion, the research presented here significantly adds to the wealth of 
knowledge gathered previously on Arabidopsis telomere biology. The results obtained 
here together with future analysis of Arabidopsis telomeres and telomere-associated 
factors will undoubtedly advance our understanding of telomere biology in higher 
eukaryotes overall, uncovering new mechanisms that regulate eukaryotic telomeres. 
Further characterization of Arabidopsis Pot1 and Pot2 proteins may also help us to 
understand the intriguing relationship between telomeres, aging and cancer development. 
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APPENDIX 
 
DIFFERENT MODES OF DE NOVO TELOMERE FORMATION 
BY PLANT TELOMERASES* 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Eukaryotes ensure the integrity of their linear chromosomes by capping the ends 
with telomeres.  The telomeric nucleoprotein complex protects chromosomes from end-
to-end fusion, recombination and exonucleolytic degradation (Kurenova and Mason, 
1997) and allows continued cell proliferation in a dedifferentiated or undifferentiated 
state (Price, 1999).  Telomeric DNA in plants consists of tandem arrays of TTTAGGG 
repeats (Richards and Ausubel, 1988; Riha and Shippen, 2003b).  The predominant 
mechanism for generating and sustaining telomeric DNA is through the action of 
telomerase, a specialized ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase that adds telomeric 
repeats onto chromosome ends to replenish terminal DNA sequences not effectively 
duplicated by conventional DNA replication machinery (Greider, 1996).  Telomerase 
expression is tightly regulated in higher eukaryotes (reviewed in Greider, 1998; 
McKnight et al., 1997).  
________________ 
*Reprinted with permission from The Plant Journal 26, 77-87, (2001), “Different modes 
of de novo telomere formation by plant telomerases” by Fitzgerald, M.S., Shakirov, E.V., 
Hood, E.E., McKnight, T.D., and Shippen, D.E. Copyright 2001 by Blackwell 
Publishing, Inc. 
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Both the telomerase RNA moiety and the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) 
are necessary for enzymatic activity (Collins and Gandhi, 1998; Weinrich et al., 1997).  
While TERT has been characterized in a variety of different organisms, including 
Arabidopsis (Fitzgerald et al., 1999), the telomerase RNA subunit has not yet been 
identified from any plant species.  Nevertheless, studies in other organisms demonstrate 
that this molecule provides a templating sequence complementary to the G-rich strand of 
the telomere (Greider, 1996).  Telomeric DNA synthesis is initiated when the G-rich 
single-stranded 3' terminus of a natural chromosome end (or a corresponding DNA 
oligonucleotide for the in vitro reaction) hybridizes to the telomerase RNA template and 
is elongated by the addition of telomeric repeats. Once the end of the templating domain 
is copied, the 3' terminus of the DNA is repositioned back at the beginning of the 
template for another round of repeat synthesis.  
In addition to maintaining pre-existing tracts of telomeric DNA, telomerase can 
form telomeres de novo on non-telomeric DNA.  This property is distinct from telomere 
maintenance, as the DNA substrate cannot form an extended hybrid with the telomerase 
RNA template. Barbara McClintock (McClintock, 1941) coined the term “chromosome 
healing” to describe the acquisition of telomeric function at non-telomeric ends resulting 
from chromosome breakage.  We now know that the healing corresponds to de novo 
telomere formation.  
We are examining the mechanism of chromosome healing in plants using an in 
vitro telomerase assay. Our previous studies showed that cauliflower telomerase can 
initiate telomere repeat synthesis on DNA oligonucleotide primers lacking any 
complementarity to the predicted telomerase RNA template. In contrast, carrot 
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telomerase requires primers carrying at least two nucleotides of telomeric sequence on 
the 3' terminus (Fitzgerald et al., 1996). Here we expand this survey to include 
telomerases from five additional monocots and dicots. Our data uncover three distinct 
classes of telomerase enzymes that vary not only in their recognition and utilization of 
non-telomeric DNA sequences, but also in the fidelity with which they form new tracts of 
telomeric DNA. 
 
RESULTS 
 
An in vitro chromosome healing assay for plant telomerases 
The chromosome healing function of telomerases from Arabidopsis thaliana, 
soybean, Silene latifolia, sorghum, and maize was examined using a modified version of 
TRAP (telomere repeat amplification protocol) (Kim et al., 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 1996). 
TRAP works in two steps: telomerase adds telomeric repeats onto a forward primer, then 
the products are amplified by PCR using a reverse primer complementary to the telomere 
repeat.  The forward primer in our standard TRAP assays is a 21-mer oligonucleotide, 
AG3T3-G3, containing the telomeric sequence AGGGTTT at its 5' terminus, 11 non-
telomeric nucleotides in the middle and three guanine residues at the 3' terminus.  The 
three 3' terminal dG residues can form Watson-Crick base pairs with the rC6-8 residues in 
the predicted telomerase RNA template for plants (Figure 34A). The reverse transcriptase 
subunit then catalyzes the addition of TTTAGGG repeats by copying the RNA 
templating domain.  Elongation products are amplified by PCR using the reverse primer 
(C3TA3)3. 
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Figure 34. De novo telomere synthesis activities of Arabidopsis, soybean and Silene 
telomerases.  
(A) Diagram of the predicted RNA template for plant telomerases. The sequence 
permutation is based on experimentally defined templating domains for ciliate and 
mammalian telomerase (Chen et al., 2000; Collins, 1999). The alignment region of the 
template (open italics) and the preferred positioning sites for Arabidopsis and maize 
telomerases are indicated. The dashed line represents annealing of a DNA primer to the 
template. The shapes below the RNA template represent 3' terminus alignment 
preferences. (B-D) TRAP assay results. Assays were performed with the primers 
indicated using extracts from soybean (B), Arabidopsis (C) and Silene (D). (C3TA3)3 does 
not serve as a substrate for de novo telomere formation (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).   
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Figure 34. Continued. 
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TRAP assays were performed with a series of primers that lacked the 5' telomeric 
cassette and terminated in different 3' nucleotides.  For example, the primer N19-G2 is 
composed of 19 nucleotides of non-telomeric sequence and two dG residues at its 3' 
terminus. Similarly, the primer N20-C contains 20 nucleotides of non-telomeric sequence 
and terminates in a dC residue.  In contrast to other primers in this study, the 3' terminus 
of the N20-C primer cannot form any base pairs with the predicted template sequence, and 
hence elongation of this primer 3’ terminus must occur in the absence of hybridization to 
the RNA (Figure 34A).  We have previously shown that the telomeric C-strand sequence 
(C3TA3)3 does not serve as a substrate for de novo telomere formation (Fitzgerald et al., 
1996).  
 
Soybean telomerase exhibits strict substrate specificity 
Soybean telomerase efficiently extended primers AG3T3-G3, N18-G3, N19-G2, and 
N20-G (Figure 34B, lanes 1-4).  As the number of guanine residues at the primer 3' end 
was reduced from three, to two, to one, the reaction products became offset from each 
other by one nucleotide at a time.  The strongest bands in the reaction product profile 
reflect a "pause", or product release, as the end of the RNA template is copied into DNA 
(Greider, 1996). Therefore, an offset in banding profiles indicates that the register of 
telomeric repeats synthesized is shifted, a result expected if primer 3' ends are positioned 
at different sites on the RNA template during the first round of elongation.  Thus, the data 
imply that primers terminating in dG residues align appropriately with rC6-8 in the RNA 
template (Figure 34A). 
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In contrast to other telomerases in our study, the soybean telomerase did not 
extend primers terminating in dT, dA or dC (Figure 34B, lanes 5-7).  The N20-G primer 
3’ terminus, in contrast to N20-T and N20-A, can form up to two Watson-Crick base pairs 
with the RNA template (AG/UC) (see Materials and Methods).  Therefore, the soybean 
telomerase may require primers carrying a minimum of two nucleotides of 3’ terminal 
complementarity to the RNA template.  Alternatively, a 3'-terminal dG residue could be 
necessary for extension by the soybean telomerase.  This possibility seems unlikely, 
however, as mammalian and protozoan telomerases efficiently elongate primers 
terminating in dG or T residues (Bottius et al., 1998; Greider, 1996). 
 
Arabidopsis and maize telomerases use preferred sites on the RNA template for 
extension of non-telomeric DNA. 
As with the soybean telomerase, the Arabidopsis and maize enzymes efficiently 
elongated AG3T3-G3, N18-G3, N19-G2, and N20-G primers (Figure 34C, lanes 1-4; data not 
shown), apparently aligning the 3’ terminal nucleotides with rC6-8 in the RNA template 
(Figure 34A).  However, in contrast to soybean, these enzymes also elongated N20-T, 
N20-A and N20-C (Figure 34C, lanes 5-7; data not shown), indicating that Arabidopsis and 
maize telomerases have a much more relaxed specificity for DNA recognition.  The 
banding profiles obtained in these reactions were either the same as for N20-G (Figure 
34C, lanes 5 and 7) or offset by one nucleotide (Figure 34C, compare lanes 5-7 with lane 
4; data not shown), suggesting that the primers aligned preferentially at rC8 or rU9 in the 
RNA. 
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The Silene and sorghum telomerases do not use preferred sites on the RNA template 
to initiate de novo telomere formation 
The Silene and sorghum telomerases displayed properties that set them apart from 
the other enzymes in our study.  Both enzymes extended primers terminating in dG, dA, 
dT or dC residues (Figure 34D and data not shown), although the Silene telomerase 
reproducibly elongated the N20-C primer with much lower efficiency (Figure 34D, lane 
7).  For both enzymes, the banding products generated with the N20-A primer were offset 
by one nucleotide relative to the N20-G products (Figure 34D, lanes 4 and 6; data not 
shown), suggesting that the 3’ terminus of N20-A aligned with the rU9 residue in the RNA 
template. However, in striking contrast to reactions with the Arabidopsis and maize 
telomerases, the N20-T and N20-C products generated by Silene and sorghum were grossly 
offset from one another and from the N20-G primer (Figure 34D, lanes 4-7; data not 
shown), indicating that these primers were not positioned together at a preferred site on 
the RNA template.  
 
Sequence analysis of TRAP products 
To learn more about the products of the in vitro chromosome healing assays, we 
cloned and sequenced several TRAP products from each reaction.  Each clone was 
sequenced at least twice to verify that errors had not been introduced during sequencing 
reactions.  Since soybean telomerase was incapable of extending the N20-T, N20-A and 
N20-C primers, the data set for this enzyme is substantially smaller. 
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Primers terminating in a dG residue 
For all the telomerases, the majority of reactions carried out with AG3T3-G3 
initiated with the addition of TTTAGGG, an outcome predicted by Watson-Crick base-
pairing of the primer 3’ terminus with rC6-8 on the RNA template (Table 4; Figure 34A).  
Unexpectedly, all five of the maize and two of the sorghum AG3T3-G3 reactions 
incorporated one or two extra dG residues before dT’s were added, an error termed G-
slippage. 
The N20-G primer was also extended in a similar manner by all telomerases 
(Table 5).  Theoretically, the 3'-terminal nucleotide of N20-G can pair with any residue in 
the rC triad (Figure 34A, positions 6 to 8).  However, rC8 should be preferred because the 
N20-G primer terminates in AG allowing base pairs to form with rU9 and rC8.  Sequence 
data support this prediction: in all cases the N20-G primer was extended initially by 
GGTTTAG (Table 5).  
 
The primer terminating in dA 
As described above, the N20-A primer was not extended by soybean telomerase.  
However, telomerases from all other species, except Arabidopsis, extended this primer in 
a similar manner (Table 6).  In all maize, Silene and sorghum products, the first 
nucleotides added to the primer were GGG, suggesting that the 3'-terminal dA was 
positioned across from the rU9 residue in the RNA template (Figure 34A).  Again, this 
observation supports our interpretation of the TRAP banding profile for this primer.  In 
reactions with the Silene telomerase, the N20-A banding profile was offset by one  
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Table 4. Sequence of TRAP products from the AG3T3N11G3 primer 
Plant Clone Sequence1 
Arabidopsis #4 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #5 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)13 
 #7 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)21 
 #9 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)10 
 #12 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)11 
Maize #6 GGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)7 
 #8 GGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)7 
 #50 GGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)4 
 #51 GGGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #53 GGGGtttagggTTaggg(tttaggg)11 
Silene #60 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #62 GGGtttaggg (tttaggg)2 
 #65 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
Sorghum #87 GGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)14 
 #88 GGGGtttaggg(tttaggg)9tttTggg (tttaggg)4 
 #89 GGG(tttaggg)4 
 #91 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
 #92 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
Soybean #6 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)34 
 #50 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)4 
 #71 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #73 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
 #74 GGGtttaggg(tttaggg)2 
1 Primer sequence is shown in upper case and errors are indicated by bold,  
underlined upper case 
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Table 5. Sequence of TRAP products from the N20-G primer 
Plant Clone Sequence1 
Arabidopsis #9 CAGgg(tttaggg)17 
 #10 CAGgg(tttaggg)18 
 #20 CAGgg(tttaggg)4 
 #23 CAGgg(tttaggg)20 
 #26 CAGgg(tttaggg)8 
   
Maize #1 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #4 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)26 
 #50 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #57 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)14 
   
Silene #20 CAGggtttTaggg(tttaggg)7 
 #22 CAGggtttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #66 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)16 
 #67 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)9 
   
Sorghum #4 CAGggtttagggtttTagggtttaggg 
tttTagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)6  
 #6 CAGggttAaggg(tttaggg)9 
 #50 CAGggttAaggg(tttaggg)10 
 #93 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #94 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)11 
   
Soybean #1 CAGgg (tttaggg)13 
 #15 CAGgg (tttaggg)3 
 #42 CAGggGtttaggg(tttaggg)6 
 #75 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)8 
 #76 CAGggtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
1 Primer sequence is shown in upper case and errors are indicated by bold,  
underlined upper case 
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Table 6. Sequence of TRAP products from the N20-A primer  
Plant Clone Sequence1 
Arabidopsis #3 CAAgggtttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)3TTagggtttaggg 
 #7 CAAgg(tttaggg)8 
 #30 CAAgg(tttaggg)35 
 #36 CAAgg(tttaggg)8 
 #44 CAAggg(tttaggg)38 
   
Maize #10 CAAggg(tttaggg)3ttAaggg 
 #11 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)35 
 #13 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)23 
 #14 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)26 
 #50 CAAggg(tttaggg)17 
   
Silene #30 CAAgggtttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #31 CAAggg(tttaggg)4tttTaggg(tttaggg)15 
 #32 CAAgggtttagggtttTagggtttaggg)3TT 
agggtttagggtttTaggg 
 #33 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)8 
   
Sorghum #1 CAAggg (tttaggg)14 
 #13 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #14 CAAgggtttTaggg(tttaggg)11 
 #15 CAAgggtttaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #16 CAAggg (tttaggg)4 
1 Primer sequence is shown in upper case and errors are indicated by bold, underlined  
upper case 
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nucleotide relative to N20-G (Figure 34D, lane 4), a primer whose 3’ terminus is predicted 
to align with rC8 in the template (Figure 34A). 
In two of the Arabidopsis clones (#30 and #36) the first nucleotides added were 
GG rather than GGG (Table 6), which implies that the primer was initially positioned 
across from rC8.  This finding was unexpected since such positioning overrides normal 
base pairing between the primer 3'-terminal dA and rU9 in the template.  However, in 
conjunction with sequence data from N20-C clones (see below), this observation supports  
a model in which the Arabidopsis rC8 acts as a default or preferred site for primer 
alignment, bypassing normal Watson-Crick base pairing.  In the N20-A case, additional 
primer-template stability can also be derived from pairing of the rU9 position to the dA 
residue adjacent to the primer 3’ terminus. 
 
The primer terminating in dT 
Sequence data from the N20-T TRAP reactions yielded several unexpected results 
(Table 7).  The 3’ terminus of N20-T is expected to anneal to either of the rA10 or rA11 
residues in the RNA template (Figure 34A).  However, this primer annealed to a variety 
of positions on the RNA, with maize, Silene and sorghum telomerases employing at least 
two different annealing sites for primer binding.  Sorghum telomerase was the most 
variable: the N20-T primer was extended by a different telomere repeat permutation in 
four of the six clones sequenced.  The variability in N20-T positioning was also evident in 
the TRAP banding profiles from Silene telomerase.  While N20-A generated a product 
profile with three strong bands per repeat, the N20-T products contained four to six strong  
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Table 7. Sequence of TRAP products from the N20-T primer 
Plant Clone Sequence1 
Arabidopsis #1 CATggtttTaggg(tttaggg)4 
 #5 CATgg(tttaggg)31 
 #30 CATggtttTaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #34 CATgg(tttaggg)   
 #35 CATgg(tttaggg)25 
   
Maize #5 CATgggtttaggg(tttaggg)28 
 #6 CATtagggtttaggg(tttaggg)11 
 #7 CATagggtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
 #8 CATagggtttaggg(tttaggg)9TCtttaggg(tttaggg)13 
 #23 CATagggtttaggg(tttaggg)12 
   
Silene #25 CATtagggtttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)22 
 #26 CATtagggtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #27 CATtagggtttagggTTaggg 
 #28 CATagggtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
   
Sorghum #8 CATgggtttTaggg(tttaggg)8 
 #9 CATggtttTgggG(tttaggg)2 
 #12 CATttagggtttagggtttagggttAagggTTaggg 
 #30 CATggttAagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #31 CATttagggtttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #35 CATtagggtttTagggtttagggtttagAg(tttaggg)3 
1 Primer sequence is shown in upper case and errors are indicated by bold, underlined  
upper case 
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bands per repeat (Figure 34D, lanes 5 and 6).  This increased number of “pause” sites in 
each repeat is consistent with alignment of N20-T at multiple sites on the RNA template. 
A completely different situation is seen for Arabidopsis clones. All five clones 
sequenced initiate with two dG's, implying that in each case the primer was positioned 
across from rC8. As for N20-A, this position was able to override normal base pairing of 
N20-T primer to rA10 and rA11. We can not exclude the possibility that by sequencing 
random clones we missed some alternative primer positioning in the case of the N20-T 
primer  for Arabidopsis (as suggested by Figure 34C, lane 5). However, that all five 
clones sequenced show the same distinctive properties is remarkable. 
 
The primer terminating in dC 
Since the 3’ terminus of the N20-C primer cannot base pair with any residues in 
the telomerase RNA template, sequence analysis of these TRAP products should reveal 
whether a true preferred alignment position is used in the initial round of primer 
elongation.  For Arabidopsis, all of N20-C, N20-T and a subset of the N20-A reactions 
resulted in incorporation of GGTTTAG (Table 8).  These data imply that Arabidopsis 
telomerase preferentially aligns non-telomeric DNA on the rC8 position in the RNA 
template (Figure 34A) to override canonical Watson-Crick base pairing interactions at 
other sites in the RNA template.  
The maize telomerase also utilized a preferred alignment position for the N20-C 
primer.  For all five clones, three dG residues were initially added (Table 8), implying 
that N20-C invariably anealed on the rU9 position (Fig. 34A).  Intriguingly, this 
interaction was very unstable, since 4/5 clones displayed G-slippage where a fourth dG 
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Table 8. Sequence of TRAP products from the N20-C primer 
Plant Clone Sequence1 
Arabidopsis #10 CACggtttaggg(tttaggg)23 
 #11 CACggtttaggg(tttaggg)5 
 #12 CACggtttTaggg(tttaggg)7 
 #19 CACggtttaggg(tttaggg)21 
 #20 CACggtttaggg(tttaggg)15 
   
Maize #15 CACgggGtttaggg(tttaggg)4 
 #16 CACgggG(tttaggg)4 
 #17 CACgggGtttaggg(tttaggg)24 
 #18 CACgggGtttaggg(tttaggg)42 
 #19 CACgggtttaggg(tttaggg)17 
   
Silene #35 CACtttaggg(tttaggg)10tttTaggg 
 #38 CACttagggtttTaggg(tttaggg)5 
   
Sorghum #19 CACtttaggg(tttaggg)3 
 #20 CACggtttaggg(tttaggg)15 
 #22 CACtttaggg(tttaggg)16 
 #24 CACtttaggg(tttaggg)2 
 #51 CACttaggg(tttaggg)16 
1 Primer sequence is shown in upper case and errors are indicated by bold,  
underlined upper case 
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was added to the primer prior to TTTA (see Table 8).  Nevertheless, the data suggest that 
Maize and Arabidopsis use a similar mechanism for positioning non-telomeric DNA in 
the telomerase active site. 
By contrast, N20-C elongation reactions catalyzed by Silene and sorghum 
telomerases were much more variable.  Though the data set for Silene was limited, the 
enzyme added either TTAGGG or TTTAGGG.  Of the five N20-C sorghum reactions 
sequenced, three clones initiated with TTTAGGG, one clone with GGTTTAG, and one  
clone with TTAGGG (Table 8).  Thus, the sequence data in combination with the gel 
based TRAP assay results strongly suggest that the Silene and sorghum telomerases do 
not use a preferred site for anealing non-telomeric DNA on the RNA template.  
 
The fidelity of plant telomerases 
Our large data set of TRAP sequences allowed us to gauge the fidelity of different 
plant telomerases and provided further support for distinct classes of telomerase enzymes.  
As shown in Tables 4-8, many of the TRAP products contained imperfect telomere 
repeats, even reactions primed by AG3T3-G3, the most telomere-like sequence.   
Errors in TRAP products from all telomerases were most prevalent in the first two 
repeats added (Tables 4-8).  Incorporation of one or two extra dG residues (G-slippage) 
was a common error (Table 9).  G-slippage was confined to reactions with AG3T3-G3, 
N20-G and N20-C (Tables 4, 5 and 8).  Thirteen of the fourteen G-slippage events 
occurred with monocot telomerases, and ten of these were with the maize enzyme.  
Technically, addition of one or two dG residues to the AG3T3-G3  primer (Table 4), 
whose 3’ terminus could form three G-C base pairs with the RNA template, could reflect 
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Table 9. Error distribution in the sequenced clones 
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positioning at an alternative site in the template.  However, since the N20-G primer, which 
can form a maximum of two Watson-Crick base pairs (AG) with the template, was 
properly positioned in 22/23 TRAP clones we sequenced (Table 5), the data strongly 
argue that addition of an extra dG residue to the AG3T3-G3  primer represents a G-
slippage event. 
T-slippage (addition or omission of a dT residue) was also observed with all the 
telomerase reactions except those for soybean.  The most common error overall, T- 
slippage accounted for 52% of the mistakes (Table 9).  Although T-slippage events 
occurred throughout the newly synthesized sequence, this error was strongly biased 
towards the first two repeats added (Tables 4-8).  We counted the rare addition or 
omission of an A residue in sorghum clones #9 (Table 7) and #88 (Table 4) as 
misincorporation events rather than slippage.  Other examples of misincorporation of dA 
(Table 5, sorghum clones #50 and #6; Table 6, maize clone #10; Table 7, sorghum clones 
#30, 35 and 12) or dC (Table 7, maize clone 8) were observed.  In maize clone #8 (Table 
7) the extra dT and dC were counted as individual mistakes. 
Approximately 10% of the soybean TRAP clones and 16% of the Arabidopsis  
clones harbored at least one imperfect telomeric repeat (Table 9, also see Tables 4-8 for 
sequences of each clone).  In contrast, from 45% to 52% of the clones from Silene, maize 
and sorghum reactions contained a deviant telomeric repeat.  For maize, the majority 
(10/14) of such clones harbored G-slippage errors in the first two repeats, while the errors 
generated by the Silene and sorghum telomerases were primarily T-slippage events later 
in the elongation reaction. Remarkably, the overall error rate for Silene and sorghum 
telomerases 1.0 × 10-2 and 1.2 × 10-2, respectively) was over six times greater than that of 
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Arabidopsis and soybean (1.8 × 10-3 and 1.6 × 10-3, respectively), and at least twice that 
for maize telomerase (5.1×10-3).   Pairwise chi-square calculations on the error rates of 
elongation (ignoring errors in the first two error-prone repeats) demonstrated that Silene 
and sorghum telomerases both had significantly higher error rates than either Arabidopsis 
or maize telomerases (P<0.05).  In contrast, the differences in error rates between 
telomerases in the same class  (maize vs. Arabidopsis and Silene vs. sorghum) were not 
significant, providing further support for distinct classes of plant telomerases.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Although the primary function of telomerase is to maintain pre-existing tracts of 
telomeric DNA, the enzyme can efficiently add telomeric repeats onto non-telomeric 
DNA in vitro or onto broken chromosome ends in vivo (Melek and Shippen, 1996).  In 
situ hybridization studies demonstrated that new telomeres are added onto broken 
chromosome ends in plants, although for at least wheat and maize, breakage-fusion-
bridge cycles occur prior to telomere addition (McClintock, 1941; Tsujimoto et al., 
1999). Intriguingly, the newly synthesized wheat telomeres contain an increased number 
of aberrant repeats (Tsujimoto et al., 1999), suggesting that telomerase fidelity is 
compromised during de novo telomere formation.  
In this study we investigated the mechanism of new telomere formation in five 
different monocot and dicot species, focusing our efforts on understanding how non-
telomeric DNA interacts with the telomerase active site.  Three different mechanisms can 
be envisioned for positioning non-telomeric DNA 3’ ends on the telomerase RNA 
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template: limited Watson-Crick base pairing; “default” or preferred positioning mediated 
by specific protein-RNA interactions in the telomerase active site; and random 
positioning.  Here we show that all three mechanisms are utilized by plant telomerases. 
 
Class I telomerases 
The soybean and carrot enzymes typify Class I telomerases that exhibit a stringent 
requirement for base pairing (this study; (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).  These enzymes 
position a primer 3' terminus on the RNA template strictly by Watson-Crick base pairing 
interactions; primers that lack sufficient 3’ terminal telomeric nucleotides are not 
extended.  Substrates bearing a few residues of complementarity to the template may also 
be required for the wheat telomerase as telomeres are invariably formed on broken 
chromosome ends containing two to six nucleotides of telomeric sequence (Tsujimoto et 
al., 1999). Likewise, analysis of chromosome healing events in mammals, Ascaris 
lumbricoides and Plasmodium falciparum suggest that short stretches of telomeric DNA 
are necessary for efficient new telomere formation (Melek and Shippen, 1996; Bottius et 
al., 1998; Magnenat et al., 1999; Sprung et al., 1999).  
 
Class II telomerases 
We defined the Arabidopsis, maize and cauliflower telomerases as Class II 
enzymes.  These telomerases efficiently elongate non-telomeric DNA 3’ ends by 
positioning the DNA at a preferred site in the RNA template (this study; (Fitzgerald et al., 
1996).  For Arabidopsis, this site is rC8, although rU9 also can be utilized at a lower 
efficiency (Figure 34A).  The preferred alignment position for maize telomerase is offset 
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by one nucleotide from Arabidopsis, where rU9 is greatly preferred, although rA10 and 
rC8 can be used (Figure 34A).  While maize telomerase showed a clear preference for this 
region of the RNA template, non-telomeric DNA primer positioning on maize template is 
considerably less stable than in Arabidopsis.  Nine of the ten maize TRAP clones 
obtained with the N20-C and AGT-GGG primers initiated in G-slippage events compared 
to none of the Arabidopsis clones (Tables 7 and 4). 
Preferred positioning sites for non-telomeric DNA have been defined for ciliate 
and yeast telomerases (Kramer and Haber, 1993; Melek and Shippen, 1996; Wang and 
Blackburn, 1997; Wang et al., 1998).  Plasmodium telomerase also exhibits default 
positioning of non-telomeric 3’ ends, when those ends are adjacent to a stretch of 
telomeric sequence (Bottius et al., 1998).  The advantage of such a precise mechanism for 
active site placement in telomerases from most lower eukaryotes and plants is unclear.  In 
the ciliate Euplotes crassus, default positioning of non-telomeric DNA is confined to 
cells undergoing development; cells in the vegetative stage of the life-cycle require 
primers containing terminal telomeric sequence (Bednenko et al., 1997).  We detected no 
difference in primer elongation by maize embryo and endosperm extracts (Grace, 
Fitzgerald and Shippen, unpublished data), indicating that the higher level of telomerase 
activity associated with maize embryos (Killan et al., 1998); Grace, Fitzgerald and 
Shippen, unpublished data) accounts for the increased chromosome healing capacity of 
this tissue (McClintock, 1941). 
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Class III telomerases 
Enzymes from Silene and sorghum constituted a third class of enzymes.  These 
telomerases annealed primers to a variety of non-adjacent sites on the RNA template, 
incorporating a medley of different sequence permutations (Tables 7 and 8).  To the best 
of our knowledge, the Silene and sorghum enzymes are the first examples of telomerases 
that randomly position non-telomeric DNA primers in the active site.  We postulate that 
this property contributes to the higher overall error rate for these enzymes (Table 9).   
It is intriguing that both monocot and dicot species are represented in each 
telomerase category.  The remarkable degree of diversity not only suggests that the active 
site of telomerase continued to evolve after monocots and dicots diverged, but also that 
the architecture of Silene and sorghum enzyme active sites may be distinct from other 
known telomerases.  
 
Telomerase fidelity during de novo telomere formation 
Our analysis of TRAP product clones revealed that a variety of aberrant telomere 
repeats were incorporated during elongation of non-telomeric primers.  Unfortunately, the 
paucity of sequence information for plant telomeres precludes an accurate estimate of 
telomerase fidelity in vivo during telomere maintenance, much less chromosome healing.  
Nevertheless, three lines of evidence argue that the errors we observe reflect the action of 
distinct plant telomerases.  First, the overall rate for sorghum telomerase, the most error-
prone telomerase in our study, is 1.2x10-2, over two to four orders of magnitude higher 
than the error-rate reported for Taq polymerase (Cline et al., 1996; Keohavong and 
Thilly, 1989; Eckert and Kunkel, 1990).  In addition, we measured the error rate of Taq 
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polymerase in synthesizing telomeric repeats by performing a PCR amplification reaction 
with Arabidopsis clone #5 (see Table 7).  Seven random clones containing 34 telomere 
repeats each (1666 total nucleotides) were sequenced, and none of them contained an 
error (data not shown).  Since the number of nucleotides sequenced in these control 
experiments exceeded the entire data sets for sorghum and Silene telomerases, we 
conclude that mistakes introduced by Taq polymerase during the PCR amplification step 
of TRAP have no significant impact on telomerase error rates in our study. 
Second, the majority of errors were clustered in the first two repeats added to the 
primer. Mistakes introduced by Taq polymerase are expected to occur equally through 
the amplified sequence.  It should also be noted that our TRAP reaction conditions favor 
products with perfect telomere repeat arrays; mismatches between the newly synthesized 
telomeric repeats and the reverse primer would not be amplified (Fitzgerald et al., 1996; 
Fitzgerald and Shippen, unpublished results).  Thus, our data set may under-represent the 
number of errors introduced.   
Third, statistically significantly more errant repeats were detected in clones from 
sorghum and Silene than in Arabidopsis and maize (Table 9).  Although each extract was 
prepared in the same manner, we cannot rule out the possibility that contaminants in our 
crude extracts influence enzyme fidelity.  Nevertheless, we believe it is noteworthy that 
the range of errors we detected for plant telomerases correspond to other reverse 
transcriptases.  For example, the error rate of Arabidopsis, soybean and maize 
telomerases is comparable to that reported for human telomerase (2x10-3) (Kreiter et al., 
1995) and AMV reverse transcriptase (2.8x10-3) (Kim et al., 1999a) whereas the higher 
error rate for Silene and sorghum telomerases resembles HIV-1 reverse transcriptase 
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(2.5x10-2) (Kim et al., 1999a).  Fourth, the error rates we observed are consistent with the 
telomerase categories we designated.  The overall error rate for class III (Silene and 
sorghum) telomerases was approximately 5 to 7 times higher than that for class II 
(Arabidopsis and maize) and class I (soybean) enzymes.  Together, these results argue 
that plant telomerases have inherently different levels of enzyme fidelity.   
The majority of mistakes we detected (34/50) were clustered in the first two 
repeats added to the primer, implying that enzyme interactions with non-telomeric DNA 
are inherently less stable than interactions with tracts of telomeric DNA.  By far, the most 
prevalent errors corresponded to the addition of extra dG or dT residues, reflecting a 
phenomenon called template slippage (Kunkel and Soni, 1988).  Also known as pseudo-
templated polymerization, template slippage occurs on sequences characterized by short 
(1-5 nucleotide) repeats.  Template slippage is well-documented for ciliate telomerases 
(Gilley et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1990) and is postulated to be the primary mechanism for 
generating irregular telomere repeats in Saccharomyces (Cohn and Blackburn, 1995).  In 
Euplotes, reiterative dG addition is confined to elongation of non-telomeric 3’ ends 
(Bednenko et al., 1998).  Lateral instability of the primer-template interaction is thought 
to cause unpairing and reassociation of the DNA and RNA strands, in some cases leading 
to strand mispairing and re-exposure of the rC residues for reiterative copying (Bednenko 
et al., 1998).  Since none of the primers in our study (including the AG3T3-G3 primer) 
perfectly mimic telomeric DNA tracts in vivo, it is not surprising that a significant 
number of the TRAP products (28%) initiated by reiterative dG synthesis.  Maize 
telomerase provided the most striking example of dG slippage with more than 38% of the 
clones harboring this error. 
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The most common error overall was T-slippage, resulting in the formation of 
TTAGGG and TTTTAGGG repeats.  Interestingly, for most telomerases, we observed 
dramatically increased flexiblity in positioning N20-T relative to N20-A, with the terminal 
T in N20-T participating in numerous non-Watson-Crick interactions (Tables 6 and 7).  
This observation indicates that primer T-template A base pairing is inherently less stable 
than primer A-template U base pairing.  Recent studies in wheat suggest that T-slippage 
occurs at a high frequency in vivo at chromosome break sites with 21.3% of the telomeric 
repeats added comprised of the sequence TTAGGG (Tsujimoto et al., 1999).  Thus, the 
high occurrence of T-slippage we detected in vitro may reflect a biologically relevant 
phenomenon.   
In all three classes of enzymes, there was a correlation between the stringency of 
the initial interaction with the primer and the error rate for extension past the first two 
repeats.  Class I telomerase from soybean had the most exact requirement for primer-
template interaction.  Although this stringency reduced the sample size for soybean 
telomerase, we found no errors for this enzyme past the first repeat.  Class II telomerases 
from Arabidopsis and maize annealed primers to default sites and had modest elongation 
error rates.  Class III telomerases from Silene and sorghum bound primers at many 
positions along the template and also had the highest elongation error rates.  This 
correlation implies that there is a trade-off between the ability to add telomeric DNA to 
random ends resulting from chromosome breakage and the fidelity of this added 
sequence. The three classes of telomerase do not correlate with phylogenetic 
relationships, suggesting that the active site of telomerase is able to evolve rapidly.  The 
rapid evolution of telomerase is evident in analysis of the telomerase RNA subunit.  
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Telomerase RNA sequences are exceptionally divergent and only recently has a model 
for vertebrate telomerase RNA secondary structure been proposed (Chen et al., 2000).  
Increased chromosome breakage would favor plants with the ability to heal many of these 
breaks, even at the expense of increased errors, whereas relatively stable genomes may 
favor plants with more faithful telomerases.  Studies of a greater variety of both plant and 
animal telomerases are needed to fully define the mechanisms of this unusual reverse 
transcriptase.   
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Preparation of plant extracts 
Arabidopsis thaliana (Columbia) seedlings were grown for seven days in MS 
medium prior to preparation of extracts.  Silene latifolia seedlings were grown in water 
for three days.  Soybean (Glycine max), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor-cultivar Btx623) 
seeds were sterilized in 20% bleach for 10 min, rinsed, and imbibed in water for 1 hr.  
Soybean seeds were sandwiched between paper towels wetted in 100 µM CaCl2 and 
grown in the dark for 3 days at 29°C.  The terminal 15 mm of hypocotyl root tips were 
cut off and used for extract preparation.  Sorghum seeds were sandwiched between 
wetted paper towels and grown in the dark at room temperature for three days.  The 
epicotyls were then excised and extracted.  Extracts from maize (Zea mays L.) were 
prepared from the developing kernals of "Hi II" variety.  Kernels were the F2 cross from 
F1 plants of inbred parents A and B. Developing ears were harvested 20 days after self-
pollination.  Crude extracts containing telomerase activity were prepared from the 
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excised plant tissues as previously described (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).  Protein 
concentrations in extracts ranged from 0.25 to 2.0 mg/ml. 
 
TRAP assays 
Telomerase was detected by a modified version of the telomere repeat 
amplification protocol (TRAP) (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).  Reactions with Arabidopsis 
were performed with 1.0 µg of protein from seven day seedlings, soybean reactions with 
1 µg of protein from six-day hypocotyl, Silene reactions with 0.5 µg of protein three-day-
old seedlings and maize reactions with 25 ng of protein from 20 day embryo extracts.  
Primers were obtained from Gibco-BRL and gel purified before use.  Following TRAP, 
samples were phenol extracted, ethanol precipitated, and resolved on 12% sequencing 
gels which were dried and subjected to autoradiography.  Exposures were typically for 
overnight.   
In each set of TRAP assays, reactions were performed with one of the following 
forward primers: AG3T3-G3 (AGGGTTTAACTACGCGATGGG), N20-G, N20-A, N20-T 
or N20-C.  N represents the sequence CACTATCGACTACGCGATCA and the 3' 
terminal nucleotide is either G, T, A or C.  For the primers N19-G2 and N18-G3, the 3' 
terminal residues of N20 were replaced by two or three G residues, respectively.  In every 
assay, the reverse primer had the sequence (C3TA3)3. 
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Sequencing TRAP products 
TRAP assays were performed as described (Fitzgerald et al., 1996) except that the 
final 72°C extension time was lengthened to 15 min.  Following the PCR step, 2 µl from 
each reaction were used in ligation reactions for insertion into the TOPO TA pCR2.1 
cloning vector (Invitrogen). The plasmids were transformed into TOP10F' cells and blue-
white screening was used to identify transformants.  Those plasmids with 40-300 bp 
insertions were transformed into E. coli DH5 cells and then isolated with Qiaprep Spin 
Miniprep Kits (Qiagen).   The insertions were sequenced from the M13 forward and 
reverse primers using ABI Big-Dye Terminators in the presence of 14% DMSO.  Five 
random TRAP clones were sequenced from each extension reaction except in the case of 
the maize reaction with N20-G (four clones) and the sorghum reaction with N20-T (six 
clones).  Only two to four positive clones per primer were recovered from reactions with 
Silene telomerase.  Clones having less than six repeats were not included in the study, 
since the final three repeats correspond to the reverse primer.  Accordingly, the last three 
repeats were removed from all sequences presented here.  The Chi-Square test was 
applied in pairwise comparisons to determine if any significant difference was found in 
error rates among the various telomerases.  A p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant. 
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